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INTFCODUCTION
The Cherry Hill Inn, Cherry Hill, New Jersey is a combination
country inn, hotel. and convention center with an international
reputation. The Inn has been in operation more than ^^. years
and during this tune span, over ^7,000,OOU people from all.
over t}^e world have been guests, attended Meetings, functions,
or just visited for a repast and enjoyed the Inns hospitality.
Over the years, Management has endeavored to maintain its
f acilty in outstanding condition. At the present time, the
Inn is in the midst of a co;nplete renovation program. This
program includes refurbfshxnen^ 01' all guest rooms, the addition
of mare athletic and health facilities, and a revitalization
of the energy consuming systems including HVAC, hot water
services anti electrical systerris,
As a result of being accepted as a participant in the FON 2
Solar Demonstration Program, the Inn has installed a 331
panel array to produce more then 30 ^ of the required. heating
and hot water energy.
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INTERI`Nl PERFQRA^lAP1GE CRITERIA
CERTIFICATION
0
^.Ti
'^i
Agreement No. HG-77-A--DI-4086
Project -^ Cherry Hill Inn
Participant -- Garden State Racing Association
Liquidation Trust, Bank of New Jersey Trustee
System location -Cherry Hill., New Jersey
System type -Space Heating &Hot Water
I certify that this solar system complies with IPC Document No.
98M10001.
Revis:^on -- Basic
Date -February 25, 1975
Certi fied b ^^.'^:^^'^^ V. ; .. ... .Y
William P. Davis
Authorized Representative
Date -November 8, 1878
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EXr^CUTI^ L OFI Ic'ES
r	 .
P.O. BOX 406
C'I1FRkY I/ll.l.. NEW JERSEY 08002
f609) 661-7100
(115) 912-6710
(111) 216-1969
November 16, 19'(8
Mr. Dan Xenofos
Goverrunent Project Manager
Cody: I^ A33
Geo. C. Marshall Space F1i tTht Ct.
I .larshall Space Flight Cc., AL 35512
Dear Darr:
Plc:asc^ bo advised the "Solar Enerf;y :>I,;^ce li^::rtini; & loot Water Sy^tern"
at the Cherry Hill Inn, Cherry Hill, ri+ew Jersey (Cooperative Agreerr,ent
4iEG-77-A-G'_- 408f^ became operational nn November 8, 1975.
I want to take this opportLrnity to thank you .and the other D.U.E. Staff'-
members for your advise and cooperation during this project.
All remaining data and as built drawings requested on your recent visit
ti^ill be in your hands within a few days. 'i'tranks again, I remain.
Yours truly,
/^^^^ ^ ^^
4^illiam P. Davis
Project Administrator
'^7PU:sd
Via::	 ilc^w:^t ,d CoJn^
3
Owner /Builder Garden State Racing Association
Liquidation Trust, The ]3ank of
New ,Tersey, Trustee
Designer Colm Engineering
Construction Manager Colm Engineering
DOE Project Manager NASA/^larshaZl Space Flight Center
Alabama
Operational Date November 8, 197$
Building Type - Hotel
Area - 7D,DDD Sq. St.
Location Cherry Dill, New 3ersey
Climatic Data
Degree Days Heating 460D	 Cooling 7UD
Avg. Temp.
	 ( oB') Winter	 42	 Summer	 7D
Avg. insol.	 {Ly/d) Winter	 357	 Summer	 552
Solar Energy System
Collector Type:,	 Liquid evacuated tube
Manufacturer:	 General Electric Company
Area:	 5a7595q, ft. gross
t^^gg 5q, ft, net
Storage System:	 insulated steel water tank ( above ground}
Capacity:	 7,5D0 ga7.lons
Auxiliary System Type: Oii fired steam boilers
Application
Heating 37. . 5%	 Cooling D% 	Hot water 29.8%
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Co3.iector Tnsta:l^.ation
Inats^.l Shrouds anc3 Test
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Perf ormance/Demonstration
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^.0 Introduction
This document describes a program of activities with objective
of DCE/Customer acceptance af. a commercial sour energy system. 	 `o ^^
;•	 '
The plan covers all activities required to satisfy contractual 	
'I
commitments between the contractor (Calm Engineering), the
Federal DOE and the property owner/operator G.S.R.A.L.T.
This system has been installed in existing buildings at the
Cherry Hill Inn in Cherry Hil?, New ^'ersey. Casts of this
system are shared between the owner/operator of the Cherry Hill
Tnn and the U.S. Department of Energy in accordance. with DGE
Agreement AEG-??-A-U^-^40$b.This project is one of these includ-
ed in the National Solar Heating and Coaling Demonstration
Program.
The main feature of this system is the General Electric Type
TC-1CU evacuated tube collector. Same of the steps emphasized
in this procedure are to provide additional assurance in the 	 '
successful use of this new type of collector in a commercial-
sized system.
This procedure covers all actions required from the secure
handling and storage of all materials to completion of the
simplified performance demonstration on the fully assembled
system .
No long term performance measurements have been included in
this program. This project has not been identified as one ^f
those selected for such measurements in tha National Solar
	 .
Data Program. Performance measurements have been limited
to the minimum necessary to demonstrate system performance
in an Limited manner.	 6
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2. C1 Rece^.va.ng/storage ^^^
,^:
'	 The s stem can b® conveniently broken da<^n into groups ofy ^	 f^,
,;
items which will be delivered to the instal7.ation s^.te.
_'	 Thi e bre akd awn i ;^
(1) Structural. support framework and fasteners for the
structure, assembly and inatalls.tion.
,i	
(^J Shap-assembled capper tubing manifold sections wit}
-:
extra tubing and additional fittings to complete the
entire supply and return p^.ping.
(3) Set of standard valves and other p],uthbing fittings. .
{^.} 331 collector frames packed in open wooden crates.
each frame will. contain all internal collectar pip- '^ ,^
ing and 1U plastic shrouds.
{^) 3 ,3'10 glass collector shrouds packed,
	
in boxes of 10,
similar in size and shape to fluorescent lamp tubes.
(b) One lot of 9 pumps peculiar to this system in variau.s
sizes.
(7) Four Trine heat dump units.
{$) 700 gallon stainless steel storage tank.
(9} One lot of control valves, sensing devices, etc. for ±
the system.
.	 (1U)Two flat plate type heat exchangers.
'	 -	 {11) One 10Q gallon Expansion tank.
(12) One alarm/control panel for system operator. '
{ 13) `^'WO solar integrators .
.	 {1^.) Apprax.30O gallons of Pre stone l"l: (ethylene glycol
anti-freezA }
_	 (15) One set of special hardware to fasten the 33'1 collect-
ors to the structure.
-^^'s.; 7
^.^^i^.	 ,. —_.	 ,. __	 .
^i
_:^
('i b) one Iot fiberg7, ass pipe insulation a.n s^.zes suitable	 '
for each of the sgstem lines and the various fittings.
^^I'^) Two sets of personal safety equipment for safe ^.n- 	 ,
^i
stallation of the 330 gJ.ass shrouds.
	 f ',
(7 8) I^f^.scellaneaus additional hardware of a minor nature .
;I
{fig} One lot of electrical hardware (disconnects, circuit
breakers, relays, controls, etc.} 	 ^^^
^3
Q
;i.
f
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3.0 Assembly/Cht^ckout Procedure Summsrr^
.._.
	
,
The general. assembly process for th^:^ system will involve the
following phases A brief description of each phase is given
here, mare detail follows:
.1 Phase I. Preliminary .Efforts
All large it erns are to be sat in place and fastened dawn.
Hol$s will be cut for the passage of pipes, conduit, etc.
	 ^^,
_^
^lherever possib3.e, patchwork, etc. will be completed during
this phase.
The controls and sensors will. be inspected. The devices in-
cludad in this test wild. be:
(i) Automatic temperature controller (Al's)-1 with sensor
T-1
(2} ATC^^ with T-1^.
{3? ATC-3 with T- s
(!^) Differential temperature controller (DT-1 ) with T-2
and T-3
(^) Pressure switch {PS-1)
(b) PS-2
(7} Pressure relief valve (PRV^
{$ } Tank saf ety va3.ve
(9) Mixing valve V-b
{10} Tank level sensor
(11) Solar Integrators (two)
:Items 1,b,7,$, and 10 are detailed in section 2.p
9
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^.^ Phase 2. Piping/Wirin{^
Interconnecting piping, wS.ring, etc. will be completed in
accordance with the' appropr^.ate drawings. Simple system fasts
will be performed for leakage.°, continuity, etc. The ^cal-
brated items will be installed under supervis^.on of Colm
Engineering personal.
.^.3 ^?hase 3. Collectors
The 33'1 collector frames will be set in place and. bolted down.
The Solar Integrators will be installed and the electrical
connections will be made. The flared fittings connecting each
col^.ector with the supply/return manifolds will be assembled.
Flow balance will be establ^.shed with water in the system.
^.1. Phase 1^. Snstall Shrcuds/Test
The collector loop is then drained and refilled with glycol solution.
The collector shrouds will then be installed.
3. ^ Phase ^. Installation
The system will he . kept operating {fluid flooring s
 i#' the sun is
shinznr^) and all lines, fittings, atc. will be insulated.
3.6 Phase 6. Performance/Balance Tests
Temperature/flow/pressure measurements will be made to deter
mine that the system will operate and collect solar energy
as requir:^d.
^^All systems checked, with water.
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Sections ^t.fl .- g.d describe each of the activity phase listed
'	 above. -The level of detail should be sufficient for actual
comment on the nature and scope of the planned activities.
The final ,sections are a reference list and a drawing list for
the project.
^.d Phase 1. Preliminary Efforts
The activities during this period of time will center on final
location of the larger items of equipment included in the system.
All paperwork covering the site deliveries (il^voices, shipping
tags, etc,) will. be separated at time of delivery and held for
the Colm Engineering Co.'s representative. Standard receiva:ng
records will be maintained by the responsible Cherry Hill Intl
personal. so that Colm Engineering will know the status of deliver-
ies. The most important large item requiring installation will be
the aluminum support structure for the collector array. A set
of six drawings shows this structure in detail with the mounting
provisicans designed for it. The roof of the budding must be
pierced, as shown on the drawings, in 126 places for the installa-
tion of the stub columns which support the framework. The base of
each stub column will be sealed to the roof with a pitch pocket.
Each of these pockets must be inspected prior to final sealing to
provide assurance that the l:nn roof has been properly resealed.
The dimensional pattern generated by the stub column upper flanges
must match that of the aluminum structure exactly. Final sealing
of the pitch pockets will be accomplished after the structure is
installed on the stub columns. Temporary protective closures will
be provided by the contractor at each pitch pocket.
11
^_ t`^
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The system heat dump will consist of Trane un3.t heaters.	 ^
These four units wi^.l be a.nstalled on the . lower Znn roof.	 ^
The 700 gallon stainless steel storage tank will be d.eliv-
^red completely finished. without xts insu^.ation jacket in
place.
Drawing No. UL1000 shows the equipment arrangement far the sec-
ond floor equipment room. Heat sxcYianger No, ^., the expansion
tank and pumps P-1/P-lA w.11 be installed in this space as
shown on tl^e layout. Penetrations required between this space
and the roof lines and the next lower floor should be made at
this time {lines should follow the elevator shaft to the base-
ment area}.
The 331 col^.ector frames, the 331U shrouds, the special mounting
hardware and the solar integrators comprise the collector ship-
ment form General Electric Oo. The mounting hardware must be
counted. The number of shrouds {count 331 boxes must be veri-
fied. The solar integrators wi11 be assigned to Oolm Engineering
far safe keeping until it is needed.
The primary water and water--glycol circulation systems will be
preassembled in the contractor r s shop as much as possible. Draw-
ing No. R1UI0 shows the extent of this prefabrication. This will
reduce the number of field joints and. subsequent system problems.
These prefabricated piping sections must be checked against the
drawing when received, then stored. an the site. All fittings,
sensors, pumps, valves, etc. must be counted, identified as to
type, etc. and stored.. Most other materials needed at the si'Ge
wild. be included in the following list:
1. Approximately 300 gallons Prestone II
^. 2
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^'	 2. One lot assorted. pipe insulation,
;,
3. On$ lot electrical hardware
^,	
Miscellaneous hardwarei	 ^}..	
^ . .
A^.l that will be required for the latter items will be re-	 ^ ^`i	 .	 E
ceiving ar_d storage. The special scaffold for the collector	 ^-
.p shroud installation and the special safety equipment fvr this
operation will be supplied when they will be required.
.0 Pi a^Wirin
Ali. plumbing wild. be installed with the exception of the
collector serpentines. A11 new plumbing will be pressure
tested one loop at a time with water, to '^50^ of nc^^mal
operatin;g pressure. Lea}.{age will be observed and detected
with a pressure gage holding pressure far 3 hours. All leaks
will be repaired..
Heating and Storage Loop will not be tested completely; valves
will be installed at each end of the new piping; and only the
new section wild. be pressurized.
Domestic Hot Water Loop will be tested only between the booster
pump dischare and the mixing valve.
Collector Loop cannot be tested. during phase 3 checks. All of
the collector connections will be closed with plastic caps.
The calibrated. sensors and. devices will be installed during
.	
thi s construc^i.on phas a.
Ali. wiring End electrical hardware will be installed during
-
	
	 this construction phase. This will include the controls, 	 -
the sensors, the power operating equipment, etc. The only
- ,	 item not to be installed will be the GE Solar Integrator
	 ^-
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although conduit will be installed to the approximate location of the
integrator in the solar array. Multiphase equipment (pumps, fans, etc.)
will be checked for rotation as connected. All circuits will be checked for
	 ^
.:
T
continuity and insulation resistance prior to the application of power.
Drawing Na. E1000 constitute complete wiring diagrams for the system.
Functional tests of the electrical items wi11 be performed as part of
Phase 4 test.	 '
b.D Collector Installation
The 331 collector frames will be installed an the aluminum support structure.
When the frames have been bolted in place,the copper manifolds will be
brought into position. The individual collector serpentines will be connected
to them. The flare fittings will be made hand tight only; final tightening
will not take place until Loop No. 4 has been filled. Fill Loop Na. 4 with
tap water in the following manners:
1} Use supply line to fi11 sump tank
2} Actuate P-3 (manually} and begin pumping water
through the Mains
3} Use wrenches to tighten the supply connection for
each collector. Loosen the return fitting.
4) Working one collector at a time as each orre flows
full of water, tighten the return flare nut.
5) Manually open valve V--1 & close valve V-2 until heat dump is filled.
b) Open the tap valve of the expansion tank until it is half
full, close the top valve.
7} Check operation of manual vent valve. Use it to aid in bleeding
excess air from the loop,
14
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8) W].^.sx^ the loop has been filled, pr^asurize it to !^0 psi
with pumps P-'ilP-'iA running and check for leaks.
Hold for 3 hours Repair any Leaks.
At the conclusion of the above tests, shut down all system
pumps anc^ drain Loop No. !^ a9 much as possible
(Collectors will not drain.)
The lowest point in this system is in the sscond.flaor equip-
°	 meat room at heat exchanger No. 'I, The manual vent valve
`^	 should be open when the system is drained. Care will be
required. to make certain that the heat dump has been drained.
Mount the Solar Integrator on a collector frame ^.n the back
row and make necessary electrical connections to it.
7'.0 Install Shrouds and Test
The collector loop (Loop No. ^.} must be filled with glycol
solution before this operation can begin. At this point in
time, the collector serpentines should. be
 filled with water
and the remainder of Loop No. !^ will be dry.
Approximately S00 gallons of 35^ ethylene glcol b^^ water
solution will be mixed thoroughly in the sump tank. Solution's
specific gravity will be used as a measure of a proper mixture.
The solar loop will be filled with the glycol solution without
disturbing the collector connections. The manual vent valves
'i will be used. to assist in removing air from the Loop. Pump
' P-3 will be used to move solution from the sump tank into the
loop.	 Care will be observed to fill the heat dump and.partial^
ly fill the expansion tank,
	 When the loop is filled., pump
P-7/P'^-A will be started to force the glycol solution through
the collectors as well as the rest of the Zoop.
^^._,^
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Qperate in this manner, with the pumps running, and vent the
loop periodically using the manual vent valve. Three hours
of operation should be sufficient. The final check will be
based on lack of air from the manual valve when it is opened.
The shroud. installation is a complex procedure involving a
degree of risk far the two men involved. Each of the men
will be equipped with a f ace shield, protective gauntlets
and Outer garments so that no injuries will result from glass
sp,iinters.
WARNING: Once the shroud installation procedure is started,
liquid must be kept flawing in loop No. !.^ during the daylight
hours {P^1 or P-1A running check to see that they alternate,)
Tf this system must be shut dawn far service, it must be done
at night, The heat dump will protect the system from damage
even though the other loops are not activated. The installa-
tion crew should. be cautioned against handling the heated
tubing without their gloves. In order to do th^,s, the heat
dump must be activated by supply electrical power to ATC-1,
:.tV-1, V-2 and the heat dump fan. Make a simple manual cheek
{V-1 opens, V-2 closes fan goes on when ATC-1 is activated..)
The shroud installation procedure is simple, but it must be
repeated 331 times for the entire array, A representative
of General Electric Co. will train the crew and demonstrate
the procedure at the site. In brief, the following must be
done;
1} The rear man. must reach over the upper end of the
_
	
	
collector frame and. remove the wire clip which holds
a plastic tube {contains one leg of the serpentine)
to its V-shaped ref lector and save the clip.
See control schematic (Drawing No. E 1000?^^	
163 ;	 1	 s .....
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5}
6)
7}
The front man tilts that serpentine leg with its tubular cover
free of the reflector so that its sipper end is roughly 6-$" away
from the reflector surfaces.
The front man starts to remove the plastic tube {a shipping protector}
from the serpentine by sliding it away from himself toward the
rear man.
When the plastic tube is completely removed from the serpentine, the
front man will hall the serpentine {by means of the 1/4" tube not the
heat transfer surfacer.) The rear man will remove the plastic tube
and discard it.
The rear man will remove one shroud from the cardboard carton
and strip off the polyethylene shipping bag,
The rear man wall start to slide the shroud over the serpentine
leg by gently squeezing the uppermost heat transfer fin until it
fits inside of the shroud.
The shroud is slid in place by a team action of both men. The front
man prepares the way by squeezing the heat transfer fin; the rear
man prepares the shroud from the free end. When the shroud is almost
in place, the front man guides the rubber bushing {at the base of
each shroud) into the hole provided for it in the collector frame.
WARNING:
If' one of the heat transfer fins is caught on the lip of
the shroud, it wi11 most likely be deformed. This deformation must
be corrected and the fin surface restored {as much as possible) to
the original condition. The entire installation procedure must be
stopped whenever this occurs.
,'
,f
.	 2)
3}
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Care will be required to prated the shroud involved during
the heat transfer surface repair. Hand burnishing is an
acceptable method to repair the copper fin. 	
^
^^
1^
When the shroud is seated at its lower end, its upper	 ^]
end should be lowered into the V-shaped reflector. 	 ^'
^l! :I
Reinstall the wire clip over the shroud.
	 f'
Repeat steps ^) to 1U} for the other nine shrouds in each
	 ^^
collector,	 _^,
11) ^^ove to the next collector.
12) Repeat steps 1) to 12) for the 3317 other collectors.
Continue with the preliminary tests as follows:
A. Activate P-2/Pea via ATC-3. Storage tank water
will be cold theref ore either P-2 or P-2A should
start. (Check to see that they alternate.)
3. Activate DT-1 ax?d P-!^, lock in. Al'C-2.
C. Tank water temperature should start to rise. Run
in phis manner until tank temperature causes DT-1
to close starting P-4.
D. Warm water should cause heat exchanger No. 2 to
rise in temperature,
E. Let system run in this manner ^"ar 3 hours; ^.00k it
over carefully to note any peculiar conditions.
F. Secure the system as follows:
Remove power from ATC-2, ATC -3, P-2/P-2A and Dl'-1.
^)
9)
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All of the pipes, pumps, fittings, tanks, etc. which comprise
this system will be insulated to reduce heat lass between the
collectors and the system supply points. All but the solar
collector loop will be inactive and cool throughout this
process. Tha solar loop will be active and warm; care will
be requ^.r^d to prevent in,^ury to workmen who will insulate
these lines as it will not be possible to shut dawn this part
of the system for insulation application. When the insulation
has been completely installed, the entire system will be
activated and routine operatirjg experience will start to be
accumulated.
8.0 Installation
;^
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9.0 Performance Demonstration
It will i^c^t be passible to evaluate the performance of the
assembled system in the terms described in the "Project
Information Summary Sheets t' of the Colm proposal. The in»
stallation of long term perf ormance test instrumentation was
not made a part of this contract; performance therefore will
have to be inferred from a limited amount of measured infor-
mation. Flow balance between collectors, f'or example, will
"
	
	 not be possible but balance on a temperature basis will be
possible. Proof_of solar utilization will not be feasible,
but it will be possible to estimate System losses with limit,
ed accuracy. The procedure which follows is a compromise bet-.
weep
 the restrictions of the program budget and a desire to
evaluate the system performance in-depth for a short period
'^	 and on a simpler bads over a period of several years.
^	 The key to this procedure lies in a few basic assumptions,>. {
^_^	 These are ;
1. Acceptable flow balance will be achieved by adjust-
ing flow in groups of '[^-1^ collectors. When this
is done, it will be reasonable to assume that all
collectors in the array.^rill be receiving approxi-
mately the same flow.
2. All heat removed from Loop No. 4 is transferred
to the storage tank via the lines of Loap No. ^.
3. The analysis of energy distribution from storage is
demand sensitive. There is no point in evaluating
_-^	 this distribution as a measure of solar system
performance.
^-	 ^R
^
j
..
.^,_
Part T^V, Heat to Storage
For the period of - times used an Part IlI the flow and tempera- 	 ti
tures in Laap No. 3 will be used to measure the heat entered	 r.
into storage. This wail be compared with the energy collected
over the same period.
Part V. Trouble Simulation
All trouble mode indications on the control panel will be
simulated electrically in a 3say. to show that the panel is
indicating correctly.
Part VI. Trainin
Cherry Hill Inn personnel will be trainEd in system aperatian
with special emphasis in possible problems and their proper
solution.
PREC^D?NG PAGB BLAN^^ NOT I'TL1^iED
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ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN RESULTS
1. Lower leap was hydrostatically tested at 1.5 tames working
pressure on August 11,1., and 15, 197 8 • Leaks were repaired
and. ^.00p was retested.
	
^^	 2. Upper loop and collector loop were flushed, drained, cold
water filled and hydrostatically tested at 1.^ tunes working
	
'.	 pressure on September 12, 197$. Leaks were repaired and the
Loops were retested.
^. Complete electrical system simulation and testing took place
an 5c^ptember 19, 2C, and 21 , 1 g7^.	 i
l^.. Final leak testing of the glycol collector loop system
took place during vhe week of September ^5, 197$.
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The Cherry Hill Tnn has installed a So^.ar System to provide space
heat and hot water. This solar heating system should provide approxi-
mately 30^ o^ the yearly space heat and hot water requirements. This
manual describes the operation of the solar energy system and gives in-
structions on hoa r to maintain it and keep it operating properly.
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1. flP^^ATIDN OF Tf^^ SOLAR SYSTE3^
a.
1.1 ^NTROp^IGTIOI^
The Cherry Hill Znn has three distinct heating and coaling systems.
Each was installed during a phase of construction to support the parti-
cular area being built at the time. The heating systems are intercon-
nected in that the boilers can be valved to support one another. Normal
winter operation for the section that is supported by the solar system
(the original building} utilizes two 125 horse power boilers to supply
15 pound steam to produce hot water for the main air handler fan coil
unit and the individual room heater coils. Domestic and kitchen hot
water is produced by 5 pound steam supplying energy to three Patterson-
Kelley storage water heaters. An instantaneous hot water heater is
available to boast water temperature as required to meet ka.tchen sani-
tizing requirements.
The solar system as installed, is operable during the entire year as
a prime energy source. In the event sufficient energy is not available
from the so3.ar system. its operation, ar from its storage tank ; the e:^ist-
ing ail fired bailers will automatically supplement the solar output and
meet the needs of the far_:il^.ty.
1,2 SOLAR ENERGY GOLL^CT^ON	 ^	 -
The solar system consists of an array of evacuated tube collectors,
storage tank, heating system exchanger, domestic water system exchanger, 	 -
pumps, piping networks, controls, etc. These components are arranged in
a manner which will allonr the solar system alone, the solar system in
conjunction with the existing system, or the existing system alone to
meet the thermal requirements of this building and its occupants.
i.n operation, the solar collectors absorb radiant energy fram.the
sun, transfer it to an ethylene glycol anti--freeze solution which in turn
27
_:	
_ _.
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heats water via a heat exchanger. This hat water can then be used to	 ti
heat the building, hot water or bath.	 ^.
A simplified diagram of the basic system is on the following page.
The actual Cherry Hill Inn solar system will be described in detail
loop by locp in the next section of this manual.
Collector %oop
See Diagram A.
This loon consists of:
331 Solar Collectors
Solar l.nt:egrators {two)
Piping I3eL-work
E'sipanS lO:: ,^O7.nt5
Temperature Controller
Notarized Valves
Heat Dump (^ units}
Relief Valves
Heat Exchanger I
A^.r Separator and. ATFL
Expansicar ►. Tanit
Pump Set
Pressure Switch
Manua'1 Fluid Make-up Supply - Tank -- Pump
Strainer
The solar integrator controller provides a turn-on and turn-off funs--
tion by sensing solar insolation rate and energising two {2) outputs
when an average insolation level of 3SETU/ft 2 is reached. The signal
g ill activate pump P-lA or P-1B. Tluid wi11 be pumped through the col-
lector array and mon.itc+red by temperature contraT. ATC--7.. If the fluid
temperature is below 27{l °^', fluid will bypass the heat dump and flow
through Heat Exchanger 1. Air will be removed from the circuit by the
Airtrol and ATFI,. A compression tank is i.n the circuit to absorb fluid
expansion.
If ATC-1 senses a temperature higher than. 27b°F, valve V-1 opens and
valve V-2 closes. The heat dump is activated and remains on until the
fluid temperature drops below 265°F. Relief valves set at 48-5q psi are
located on the roof and in the upper mechanical room.
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t,	 In the event of pressure loss and the line pressure drops below 3 psi,
	 ,.,.
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a pressure switch activates an alarm at the lnn^s front desk. The inn
keeper will then contact the engineer on duty, who in turn will investi-
Y gate the problem.
A fill tank is located in the upper machinery room. water and Prestane
'^	 ^	 Il (ethylene glycol) are mixed in a 3^°lo by weight solution and can be	 "
manually pumped by P-3 to fill or repler^^.sh the system.
Hat Water Loop
See Diagram B
This loop consists of:
Piping Network
Storage Tank ('^50D gal)
Temperature Controller
Relief valves
Pumps
Motorized valves
Hot water storage tanks (3 existing)
Pressure regulator & gauge set
Pump P-^ or P--2A is controlled by temperature controller ATC3 as well
as the solar integrator. P-^2 pumps water through the cold side of heat
exchanger ^,. If the temperature in the tank is equal to ar greater
than 20paF, ATC 3 causes P-2 to stop by overriding all other commands
to P-^. An alarm advises the engineer (via the IiZnkeeper) to add
additiona^ i'acilities to the load when T5 approaches 2030 oF.	 ^' '.
Existing cola water supply pressure is reduced to about 15 psi and is	 !
allowed to flaw into the tank as required via motorized valve V-3. 	 `
Hat water is supplied to the existing hot water storage tanks via pump
P-5 and two (2) pressure boosters. The pressure boosters are main-
.
	
	 tamed at ^5-65 psi. When pressure drops below 45 psi, Pump P-5 is
activated by a pressure switch and will stay an until b5 psi is reached
The hot water storage tanks are individually connected to this solar
circuit. Tn the event one tank cannot use all of the hat water pro- 	 -
-	 duced by the solar system, the second and
-	 3 ^.
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finally the third tank can be valved into operation. Xxi the event of
pump failure, valve V-3 will close, and the system will operate in a
backup mode with 5 psi steam heating the water in the tanks (past praa-
tice). An alarm is in this circuit to advise when solar hot water
supply is below 90°F. The engineer may then manually delete 'this
phase of solar supply from its operating condition and use the exis-
ting backup system. Zt is possible to utilize solar heating in one
tank and steam heat in the other tanks.
Heating Loop
See Diagram C
This loop consists of:
Heat Exchanger Il
Pumps
Piping Network
Differential temperature controller
Hot water convertor (existing}
Pumps (existing}
Heating coils (existing)
In operation, if there is a temperature differential of bo ^' and T2 is
greater than T3, controller DT, allows pumps P4 to pump heated water
through heat exchanger 2. This heated water in turn heats the exist^-
ing hydronic heating loop. Zf the temperature differential is less
than 3oF, pumps P4 will not operate. Also pumps P4 will not operate
if T4 is greater than 175°F. if weather conditions indicate that less
heat is required, the engineer can disconnect one or more Pit pumps as
required.
1, 3 FiTNCTZONAL, MODES OF OPERATION
Condition 1
Solar Integrator on:
Signal to pump P1 and P2 to operate. P2
operates on an adjustable 3--30 minute time
delay.
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Solar Integrator off:
Pl o^'f
P1 an if:
t	 system temperature as sensed by ATCl is too
r
	
	 high
then
heat dump operates and Vl opens and V2 closes
,^	
Pumps P4 can pump if required, as P^+ is controlled by the temperature
^'	 differential between T2 and T3.
i
NOTE	 Heat dump, ATCI, P1, Vl and V2 are connected 'to a back-up
electric generator. Two solar integrators are in parallel
circuits. one is back-up to the other & either unit can
operate the system.
Condition 2
Space Heating with Solar Energy:
During solar energy collection or non-solar energy collection
periods, if T2 is greater than T3 by mare than six degrees
(6°F), differential temperature controller DTl allows pumps
P4 to pump heated water through Heat Exchanger 2.
Pumps P^+ will not operate if T4 is greater than 175oF {ATC2)
Condit,^an 3
Collector Loop Overheat Protection:
When Ti is greater than 270°F, Pl will operate regardless of
any other condition. ATCl will cause valve Ul to open and
valve V2 to close. The hat Prestone will flaw through the
Heat Dump circuit and red^^ce fluid temperature. then Tl drops
below 270°, the Heat Dump fans stop, valve U1 closes and valve
V2 opens.
NOTE
	
	
Beat dump, ATCI, Pl, Vl, and V2 are connected to a back-up
emergency generator system.
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Condition 4
Storage Tank Overheat Protection:
The maximum allowable storage tank temperature is 200°F6
When T5 is equal to BOO°, ATC3 causes P2 to stop by over-
riding all other commands to P^. An alarm advises the
Engineer to add other facilities to the load when T5
approaches 200°F.
The Engineer will manually be able to valve in other heat
loads such as:
kitchen water requirements
additional building wing domestic water
laundry requirements
Condition 5
Filling:
The system will maintain the Prestone ll inventory in the
collector loop. If the pressure at PSl drops below a preset
value t3 psi}, an alarm rings at the control panel and a
warning light will indicate a potential system leak. Fluid
can be mixed in the reservoir tank and can manually be fed 	 ,
into the system via pump P3. The mixture is 35% Preston ,lI
by weight.
Hot Water Supply - To operate place summer-winter switch in
summer position.
Pressure reducz.ng valve is set to reduce water supply
pressure to 15 prig. Valve V3 maintains a full tank.
Booster pump P5 and booster tanks maintain line pressure.
If booster pump P5 fails, valve V3 closes. Fresh water
will then bypass the storage tank and will be fed directly
.	 to the existing domestic hat water heating and storage
system.
Additional valves V5 and manually operated valves (see
Condition ^) are part of this system. Valves V3 & V5 open
when the summer - winter switch is in the summer position.
3b
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Condition ?	 ..
Mixing
Thermostat mixing valve V6 automatically limits the
delivered water temperature to a preset maximum of
i40°P.
Condition 8
Alternate Hot Water Preheatir^ ,	Bypass:
Valve V3 is capable of directing the city water supply
through the hot water storage tank for domestic pre-
heating. During normal winter heating season, valve V3
is closed. This diverts the city water supply directly to
the existing domestic hot ;rater storage tank system. In
the spring, summer and fall, valve V3 will most likely
be open and will permit solar° heating of the domestic hot
water.
In winter, during periods of low occupancy, seasonal
conditions, time of day, etc. valve V3 may be opened to
furnish solar heated domestic hot water.
See Condition 6
Condition 9
If water in the storage tank is below 90°F, a signal will
advise the Engineer to manually disconnect the domestic
hot water service fran the system. When temperature in
the tank is above 90°F, the Engineer will reconnect hot
water service.
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2. MAINTENAA4CE
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In this section maintenance data,pumps schedules, blueprints and
manufacturers operating instruct^.ons are located for the fallowing items:
`
	
	 Pressure regulating valve-Watson McDaniel.
Motorized Valves--Conbraco Industries
Pumps-Bell & Gossett	 -
A.i^trol System--Bell & ^Gas^ett^.^
polar Integrators-=General Electric
Solar Collectors-General Electric
Turbine Rlow Meter-Mead Ins^ru^i:^nts
Heat Exchangers--American Heat Reclaiming Corp.
Control. Aic^ Co. , , _
Booster Tanks-Air^rvl Inca	 '
Heat Dump-Trans Heating Products
Thermoflo Indicator-Bell & Gossett.
Differential Temperature Control.--Rho Sigma 	 w
Automatic Temperature Control-Minnesota Honeywell
i^iotor Starters, Relays-A^,I^n..Bradley^^^	 .
2.1 GENERAL INFORMATION
Problems with the solar energy system will mast likely be due to one
'	 of the following causes: leaks, pump failure, or control failure. The
system should be periodically inspected for leaks. If any are found,
they should be fixed as soon as passible.
If a pump does not run when expected, it could be due to a pump
failure or control failure. If the pump should he running and is not,
cheek the voltage at the pump. If 20$V is present and the pump is not
running, repair or replace the pump. If 120V on control lines is not
present, the controls are probably malfunctioning. One way to tell if a
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pump is running is to listen to the motor. However, even if the pump
motor is xunning, the pump may not be working properly. If the pump iut-
geller is damaged, the motor nay run, but the pump w^.11 not move the
fluid at the desired rate. This problem can be diagnosed. w3.th the pxes-
s.^xe gauges. The use of the pressure gauges will be described. later.
The solar system controls are used to operate the pumps and the heat
dump fan and valves. If the pumps, fans or valves do not operate when
expected, but operate when connected to a proper power source, the con-
trols may be faulty. The first step in solving control problems is to
see if the wiring connections are clean and tight. If there is a relay
between the temperature controller or thermostat and. the pumps, fans ar
valves, check the relay contacts for dirt or corros^.on and check the re-
lay fox proper opers.tion. The, check the temperature sensors and wiring.
if the sensor is bad or there is a break in the wiring, the controller
will not operate properly. If these checks fail, the temperature can-
txoller ox thermostat should be replaced.
The pressure gauges in the solar heating system are highly useful
in spotting problems. There are a number of pressure gauges in the pip-
ing going to and leaving pumps. The pressure gauges are locat^^.d so they
can be eas^.ly read; they are not necessarily located next to each pump.
When a ppinp is not running, the pressure gauge in the pipe going to the
Pump (Pump inlet) and the pressure gauge in the piping leaving the pump
(pump outlet) should have approximately the same readings. When a pump
is operating, the pressure gauge connected to the pump outlet should
read noticeably higher than the pxassure gauge connected to the pump in-
let piping. If a pump motor is running and both pressure gauges have
the same readings, then, one of the gauges is clogged with dixt or defec--
tive, there is air in the piping, or the pump impeller is damaged.
"^
•	 Zf the piping ^.s full of liquid, check the pressure gauges. Tap
_	 them to see if they ar^^ stuck. If they still read lo« and appear to b e
defective, replace them,. If the pressure gauges are working properly
and there is no air in the system, the pump impeller should be checked.
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A representative sample, taken during circulation and packaged in a
clean, glass, one-pint container, should be. sent to Union Carbide Corpara-
Lion, Consumer Products Divis^,on, Tarrytown 'technical Center, Tarry awn,
Ness Yank 10591. Information-on the application and the case Y^istary of
the sample, date and concentration installed, approximate total hours of
operation, amount of water and/or "Prestone 1Y" added, etc. should be
provided. This should be done every 6 months.
There is no simple dependable way, except chemical analysis, to de-
termine inhibitor condition of used coolant._ However,. in a system con--
taining iron or steel, which was reasonably rust free when the coolant
was installed, inhibitor exhaustion is generally indicated by a bro^,m or
rusty color of solution, and when this occurs, the solution should be
drained and discarded and a fresh fill installed.
It is recommended not to add anything tv "Prestone TI" solutions
except water and fresh "Prestone 1t" Winter--Summer Concentrate or "Pres-
'tane" brand Cooling System Sealers and Stop Leaks. Other products may
contain materials not compatible with "Prestone TI". Adding an inhibitor
to a used coolant solution will not eliminate contamination already.
present.
2.3 PUMP SCFIEDllLE
Cogy attached. (See next page).
2. ^ PUMP S CElECKOUT
Only one pump is required to operate the collector loop and the
loop between heat exchanger 1 and the storage tanlc respecti^=ely. The
second pump is a backup unit. Ta insure proper pump seal lubrication,
the pumps are automatically alternated electrically. Thus, if the sys-
tem is deactivated regardless of time of day, yr day of week, the next
time tine system is activated the-other pump is used. The pumps can be
electrically tested by moving the control selector switch form "X-lA"
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PUMP SCHFDULk^
:^!	 Note;	 All pumps;. are TTT Bell &Gossett
Pump No. Description
P-1 & P-la Series 80, ^k14ST, 2 H.P., 208 Volts/3 phase
::-^ "^'= Flanged Suction &Discharge Nozzles 1750 ^tPM
P--2 & P-2a Series $0, ^^808T, 5 H.P., 208 Volts/3 phase
3" Flanged Suction &Discharge Nozzles 1T50 Rt'M
P-3 Series 60, 60^.T'^, 1 H . P., 208 Volts/3 phase
1 I/2' 1 Suction & Discharge Flanged Nozzles 1750 ^4.PM
P-4 Series 60, ^^6016T 3 /4 H.P., 208 Volts / 3 phase	 .^
(Qty 3) 1 lj2" Flanged Suction &Discharge Nozzles MT 50 RPM
P-5 Series 1535, ^356T, 2 H .P., 208 Valtsf3 phase
1 1/^+" N .P.T. Suction Nozxie, I" N.P.T. Discharge
^ Nozzle 3500 RPM
;,
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automatic alternating cycling to position "l or "lA". If the light does
not luminate, check the bulb and if after a bulb change the light does
operate, ache electrical alternator has malfunctioned. This is a weekly
check procedure for pumps 1-1A, and 2-2A.
2.5 SYSTEM OPERATION
The sour :system consists of 331 General Electric TG-100 evacuated
vacuum tube co1^.eGtars mounted onto an aluminum truss frame network which
is ire turn bolted to the existing building structural beams. The solar
collectors are manifolded together in groups so that only a very small
port^.on of the system need be turned off in the event a collector re-
quired maintenance. The collector loop is designed to pump fluid at
approximately 7.3 GEM via Pump P1. A Mead "Turbine Flowmeter" is used to
adjust the floury
 rate. The probe is inserted into a 1-1/2" pipe tap,
screwed in place, the gate valve opened, and then the probe is inserted
down into the center of the pipe line, The read out device is calibrated
in gallons/minute. The ball valve in the flow line is used to adjust
the flow to meet the lesign specification of 73 GPM. After the flow is
checked and calibrated, the Turbine Flow-meter is removed from the line
and the gate valve is closed.
The Frump system is protected by a 20 mesh strainer. For initial
flush and clean out a 50 mesh strainer is used.. The 50 mesh strainer
will be 3iscarded prior to installation of the glass shrouds on the solar
collectors.
Pump P3 is used to fill the system and is manually controlled. Dur-
ing the filling operation, the heat dump system is kept in an operating
position. This insures that the heat dump fans and associated pipe lines
are full of fluid. A manually operated vent is also kept open to insure
that air is eliminated.
The collector loop has a pressure switch connected to an alarm at
the Innkeepers desk, In the event line pressure drops below a certain
valve, the alarm alerts the person on duty who then contacts the Engineer.
^2
^.
The collector loop contains pressure relief valves {set at 50 psi}
and an air separator and expansion tank. Expansion tank pressure is
maintained at about 20 psi.
Pump P2 is also adjusted using the Mead "Turbine ^'lowmeter;" will
be set at about l25 GPM.
Pumps P4 are adjusted using the B&G Thermoflo Zndicatvr and will be
set at 125 GPM.
2.6 GOLLECTQR LOQP F^L^. PROGFQURE
1. Use supply Tine to fill sump tank.
2. Actuate P-3 (manually) and begin pumping 35%
 Glycol/b5% Water
through the mains.
3. Use wrenches to tighten the supply connection for each coliec-
tar. Loosen the return fitt^.ng.
4. Work^.ng one collector at a time as each one flows full of
water, tighten the return flare nut.
5. Manually open valve V-^. and close valve V--2 until the heat
dump is filled.
b. Open. the top valve of the expansion tank until it is half
full. Close the top valve.
7. Check operation of manual vent valve. Use it to aid. in
bleeding excess air from the loop.
8. When the loop has been filled, pressurize it to 20 psi with
pumps P-Z/P-lA running and check for leaks. Hold far 3 hrs.
Repair any leaks.
Acceptable flow balance will be achieved by adjusting flow in groups
of ll
-l5 collectors. When this is done, it will be reasonable to assume
that all collectors in the affray will be receiv^.ng approxianately the
same flow.
All heat removed from collector loop is transferred to the storage
tank via the lines of the loop between basement and the floor.
w
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Simple flow restricting valves will be installed in each major sys-
tem of the supply mains. Each collector is to have a total . flow ref 0.22
gpm. This f^.ow will be adjusted in each main to prov^.de a total flow
equal to the number of collectors fed by that main times the rated flow.
The 'Turbine plowmeter will be installed zn varians lines to permit flow
balance adjustments.
In the event it is necessary to repair a collector or its manifold,
do the following: supply
1. open drain valve
2. close subsection valve (3/^S")
3. close subsection return valve (3^4")
4. open fill `rT"
5. make repair
6. fill line with a proper mixture of Prestone IT and water
using a plumbers hand pump
7. be sure that all air is eliminated from panels
8. open supply valve
4. open return valve
10. close drain valve
ll.. class fill ^ ►Te:
2.7 FIEA^' EXCHANGER MAINTENANCE
Heat Exchanger Number 7, wi11 be drained and inspected in the
spring of the 1st year of operation. Engineer and factory
representative can determine condition of plates and make
required changes.
Tnspeckion the following year wi11 determine if inspections
should be on an annual or other calendar basis.
Heat Exrhangers wi11 be under positive pressure from the
';	 water side compared to the glycol side. The pressure gages in
the upper control room show water pressure and glycol pressure,
flow will be adjusted to insure that the water pressure will
be higher than the glycol pressure.
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2.8 GLYCOL TE57Ii^G
•	 A simple glycol presence test is:
1. Chemical -- Visual ColorimeL'ric test
The best choice far a test to be performed in the field
must be specific, sensitive, rapid, uncomplicated, and use
stable reagents.
Tf specificity is not required, there is one test which is
outstanding in other respects, This test is detection of
a yellow to red color change with ammonium ceric nitrate.
The procedure is as follow:: 3 droppers of reagent are
transferred to each of traa stoppered 25 ml volumetric
flasks; sample ;tooter and tap water are added to the marks;
the two flasks ara stoppered and mixed, then compared
against a well lighted white background. A redder color
in the sample flask indicates the presence of glycol in
the sample. Sensitivity is about 5 ppm, but will depend
upon the character ai the water and the eye sensitivity
of t}^e observer. Samples of water from the installation
will be obtained, and a test for glycol will be performed
in a commercial laboratory once a year.
(ref. pg . 39ff in Sne.^l and Snell, Vol. 3)
3. DRAW]NG LIST
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Solar Fanel Systean a.nd Layout
7500 GaI. H^Iding Tank
Holdzng Tank, Sectzon "A»A"
Heat Dump Arrangement
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UPDATED SYSTEM PERFOR^iANGE BATA REVISED FROM ORIGINAL CALCULATIONS
	
i`^ .^
RIsP1^CJDUCiBILITY pr ?'^ ,
.	 aRIGIlVAL PAGD ^S PO4^
Incident Space heating Hot wa^er^;^r Solar Fraction
l^ionth Radiation: Load C1O^Btu) Laad ^ 10$$tu ^ of Total Load
Jan. 979 4^ 50 ------ 0, ^ 5	 `	 ^^
F®b, 1215 ^..1l4. _----- 0.19
Mar. 1!^-!}1 3.17 _____ 0.30
Apr. 1556 2.1Q ----- U.^.9
May 1 bI^1 ---_-^^- 2.19 U.SQ
June '!bJ97 --_^-- 2.12 U.52
July 1123 ----- 2.19 0.53
Aug. 1b72 ----- 2.19 u.51
Sept. 1647 ----- 2.12 0.50
oct. 1.75 2.00 ----- 0.5 1
Nay . 1179 2.58 ----- U.29
D.c. 903	 ^ ^.. oa^ ----- 0.15
ANNUAL 22 . ^.9 1 U . 81 0 . 34
^Co^.lector Area w X899 sq. ft. net
'	 Tilt = 2}0°
'..F	 Azimuth ^ 20° East
Delivery Temperature = 1^u° F
Hat water load fog rooms in main building, kitchen, laundry
u
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MAJOR PRORL^MS ENOOUNTL"RPD AND RI+:OOMMLNDED SOT,UTIONB
Our problems could be categorized into four distincE groupings:
Materials Handling
Installation Techniques
Institutional
Operational Rxperience
Materials Handling
As part of our obligation, we installed an observation stairway and plat-
form for potential viewers. These iteins were installed at the end of
construction. In reality, we now feel that the stairway should have been
constructed and installed prior to any task. Tt would have afforded
rapid, safe access to the roof and eliminated hauling material with ropes
and slings.
The solar array should have been divided into two ar more sections. This
would have permitted aisles perpendicular to the collector rows and
eliminated the need to walk about three hundred steps laterally whenever
onp had to go to another section of the array.
Tnstallaticn
We found it imperative to sub assemble as much of the manifold sections
as possible in our shop prior to field installation. This practice was
used for about 70% of the roof piping. For Future projects, we suggest
that a complete repeating section of collectors and support structure be
installed in a shop so that 100% of ,the piping may be prepared for sub
assembly with the absolute min^.mum amount of field layout work.
We suggest that all contractors consider purchasing same of the new
equipment available which can drill and pull ^'T 1° sections in copper tube
or pipe. `This type of device eliminates the need fox a large number of
sweated "T" . and can be utilized in areas where it might be difficult to
install reducers, etc.
All valves two inches and larger should be flanged instead of screw-
;	 type with sweated or brazed adapters. Present day adaptors are of poor
quality and readily leak after installation. A flanged valve costs more
than a screwed type, however the Tabor savings will make up for the
increased material costs.
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Institutional
All institutional problems affected the coat of the project. This part--
icular project tried to obtain as much publicity as possible. Management
,	 felt that since this was a public demonstration program, we should obtain
all available press and television coverage„ During the course of the
project, there were at least ten newspaper articles and about s^^^ren
television presentations on our progress. As a resul% of all of this
publicity, every union shop business agent in our geographic area visited
to be certain '!that his union would get their portion of the job." Since
our hotel is a union shop facility, we could not afford to risk a local
strike or demonstration as the hotel would be clasad by our ocan union
staff, Our project became the jurisdictional test case for the iron
workers, steam fitters, sheet metal men, etc. Same of these jurisdic-
tional disputes had to be settled in Washington, D.C. at the unions
international level. All of this resulted in a 14% overrun rather than
anticipated 151 underrun. There were certain pk^ases of this project which
were to be manned by hotel labor at $5.00 per hour rather than outside
union Iabar at $21.00 per hour. Naturally once a union group won a
jurisdictional dispute they had no desire to allow any other group to
do their work. Our recommendation, therefore, is to shun any publicity
prior to completion of the project. In this way it might be passible
to prevent the type of situation that faced Cherry Hill Inn.
It would be desirable to allow for some type of escalation in the
cooperative agreements. Our estimates were prepared about a year before
contract negotiations and about 18 months before orders were placed.
During this period of time prices escalated about 15-18 percent. Need-
less to say, we have not been granted an increase to date from DON.
Another problem area had to do with progress payments. It was not
unusual to wait ninety days for a progress payment and sometimes we had
to wait one hundred twenty days. A. small businessman is not in a
position to carry invoices far this length of time. As a result, he is
forced to borrow money to complete the project or must scale down his
progress to meet the DON actual payment plan, The plan as it presently
operates is not geared to the small business situation but is more
designed far a business that could absorb and live with the unanticipated
delays associated with a federal contract.
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Operational Exrarience
After the system became operational we discovered that the insulation in
the collector (located around the bottom of the "hairpins" and in the
vicinity of the "pigtail") could get wet and wick into the foam rubber
insulation. General Electric ran some tests and concurred. Presently
they are sealing all non--weather tight openings with silicon caulic.
Thexe was same collector vacuum tube breakage experienced just after
installation. This was due to the fact that the insulator installers
turned same valves off and caused some collectors to locally stagnate.
When the valves were returned to their proper position, a number of
collector tubes broke. Presently we are in the process of removing all
valve handles to prevent a future occurance. We also intend to lock the
main and auxiliary circuit breaker boxes to prevent unauthorized per_sannel
from tampering with the system.
Qperating experience now suggests that the Pl/Pla-P2/P2a time delay be
adjusted as follows:
April - October 2 minutes
November - January 25 minutes
February 5 minutes
March 20 minutes
However, if a major cold spell (15 oF or lower) is anticipated, the time
delay should be adjusted to 5 minutes. This will prevent the potential
of freezing the water side of the heat exchanger if, far example, snow
covers the collectors and the solar integrators turn the system on
(sunny day) circulating sub-freezing glycol. If the P2/P2a pump did not
circulate water it might be possible to freeze the water side of the
heat exchanger.
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WATSQN
	
ORIG	 STYLE E3
^CDANJIEL
	 PRESSURE REGULATINGC	 ^	 VALVE^]MPANY
^:^^
FOR AIR OH WATER
INSTALLATION AND OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
INSTALLATION: Before installing the pressure regulating valve, be sure to blow out tfte pipe line, removing all dirt,
pipe scale, pipe chips, etc.
Watson McDaniel Company recommends a "Y" type strainer be placed in tfte line on the inlet side of the
pressure regulating valve. A by-pass line with hand shutoff valves and gauges should also be installed around the
regulating valve, as stlown in sketch below.
Install the pressure regulating valve in a straight run of pipe away from any meters, tees, elbows or flow turbulence
that will affect good regulation.
The valve body is marked with an arrow to show direction of flow,
Install the Style B pressure regulating valve in a horizontal run of pipe with the adjusting screw above the center
► ine of the pipe. However, if head room is scarce, the second best position is to install the valve ir! an inverted
position with adjusting screw pointing downward. {WARNING: The Style B valve should not be installed in a ver
tical run of pipe because the weight of parts will interfere with goad regulation.)
OPERATION: The Style "B" pressure regulating valve is single seated, j ^ anced, tight closing for dead end service.
It is aself-contained valve, therefore, boat ftigh pressure and low pressure sensing ports are integral in tfte valve
body casting. {no external sensing Ilne is necessary.) The outlet pressure {Controlled Pressure) acts directly on the
underside of the diaphragm and exerting a force to oppose the spring downward force, thereby controlling the de-
sired pressure setting.
On start up, be sure all tension is eff the spring by turning the adjusting screw counter clo[kwise. Check to see
that the by-pass valve is CLOSED and hand valves in front and back of the regulator are open; also that the
inlet pressure gauge is reading line pressure and the downstream pressure gauge is reading approximately
zero or back pressure. By turning adjusting screw slowly clockwise, the des'-^d controlled pressure can be
obtained. After the desired pressure is reached, the locknut on the regulating screw should be tightened to
assure holding the seE pressure and prevent tampering.
This instruction sheet is intended as general information and not to be interpreted as spe-
cific information on any particular application.
If after reading above instructions and you are uncertain as to the products adaptability for
your application, please call the factory or authorized factory representative before instal•
ling or using the product.
Watson McDaniel Company recommends that the pressure regulating valve be installed as shown in the sketch
below and with a pressure relief or safety valve on the downstreartt side (Low Pressure) of the control valve.
PRESSURE
GAUGE
HAND
	
"Y" STRAINER	 STYLE "B"	 PRESSURE RELIEF
VALVE	 P•:^•^.	 OR SAFETY VALVE
♦I ^ ^ T ^ ^^rr—
~'	 T
BY-PASS
i
WARRANTY
Each Watson McDaniel Company Product i5 warranted against defects in material and workmanship for one year from date of
shipment. This warranty extends io the first retail purchaser only, All defective material must kea returned to the person from whomyou purchased tho Product, transportation prepaid, free of any liens or encumbrances, and it found to be detective will be repaired
freo q f charge or replaced, at the warrantor's or sellor's option, If the material is replaced, any replacement will 6e invoiced in the
usual manner and after inspection of alleged defective material an adjustment will be made 4or depreciation caused by purchaser use.
In no event will Watson McDaniel Company be liable to do m 	 hen refund the original contract price.
Incidental and consequential damages are excluded, whethu5^„der this warranty or otherwise. Aft implied warranties, inrluding	 D8-1
_	 warranties or merchantabilit y and fitness fur a particular purpose, are disclaimed and excluded.
:,_
Al'PENDTX "A"
•	 2. LOCI( NUT
p
^e RECOMMENDED SPARE PARTS KIT ^]
^i
M
YfATSON McOANIEI COMPANY
975 MAp ISON AYE
YAIIET f pRGE CDRPDAAiI LCNIfP
NDRIIISiDWN. vA
	 19CDI
STYLE B ^'
DRAW. A C
S-65
DATE 5 17]
NO f( WHEN GRDLR/NG fAR75 GIVC SCRE4L NUMBER OF VALVE
3 TOP SPRING BUTTON
4. DIAPHRAGM SPRING CASE
5. REGULATING SPRING
6.r^ DIAPHRAGM NUT
1. DIAPHRAGM WASHER
^
^ 8. DIAPHRAGM
9. DIAPHRAGM HOLDER
^^^^10. SET OF DIAP NUTS & BOLTS
II.
``
LOWER DIAPHRAGM CASs
12.
_^13.
?ACKING NUT &WASHER
CUP PACKING
14. VALVE STEM
`	 15. VALVE 60DY
J
^ 16. VALVE DISC ;^
`^ 17. VALVE STEM NUT & WASNER ^,
18. LOC^t NUT
19. BOTTOM P>_UG
^^
^ 0^
^CL-' C.'
^^
^ '^
^;
^^
^., C
V ^^
r1 '^
^^
W^
 ^
E-^ ^
r:^ a
C7
^^
^^
^ ^
Q^ `^
^^
SCREWED CONNECTION	 FLANGED CONNECTION
1. REGULATING SCREW
NOTE. WN[N OROLRING PARrS GIVC 5(R41( NUMBER Of VA(Vf.
1 REGULATING SCREW
2. LOCK NUT
3. TOP SPRING BUTTON
4. REGULATING SPRING
- 
5. BOTTOM SPRING GUIDE NU1
- fi. UPPER DIAP CASE
7. DIAPHRAGM WASHER TOP
,'k8. DIAPHRAGM
9. DIAPHRAGM HOLDER
X10. SET OF DIAP. NUTS &BOLTS
,11. LOWER DIAPHRAGM CASE
-12. TOP FLANGE BOLTS
=^13. TOP FLANGE GASKET
-'.+. CUP PACKING NUT
-15 TOP CUT PACKING MASHER
^i6 CUP PACKING
"17. VALVE BODY
Ln
'I8 CUP PACKING SLEEVE
-19. MAIN VALVE STEM
-20. VALUE SEAT RING
121 VALVE DISC
-22. VALVE DISC WASHER
-23. DISC LOCK NUT
k"?4. BOTTOM FLANGE GASKET
' 25. f30TTOM FLANGE
'26. BOTTOM FLANGE BOLTS
^ RECOMMENDED SPARE PARTS KIT
WATSDN McDANIEI COMPAQ r
975 7AADi50N AY:
YALLLY IDRGF CORRORAf[ CIMLEA
NORAISipwN. vA 19!01
STYLE B
DRAW AC F-65
OAT[ 6 173
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SIZE AND DIh,^ENSIONS	 _
SIZE	 A I B	 C	 D	 ^-
ENGINEER: _
CONTRACTOR:_
SUBMITTED BY:
APPROVED BY: _
CERTIFIED THAT DIMENSIONS ARE CORRECT:
W/^11'^ON McL1AP1iEl,. ^Q^i^IIP^#I^Y
915 Madison Avenue, galley forge Corporate Center, Norristown, Pa. 19401
DA i t. _.
DATE:_
^^ ,, , ,
+-^ v+
^^ C
l/'1 L
^ _..._ _- _- ._ __ ^
	 ^ r
^	 1	 ^- 3
0O. T^
VI r
v
lL
A: Top Switch (Wire to OPEN)
B: Bottorl Switch (V^iT^te to r.LOSF)
COLOR C^JL'iMG: EVA 25 ^ EYA 4O
M A ^^ Fall
TOP BOTTOM
VOLTAGE SWITCH SWITCH
V C ^— BLUE
24	 VAC ORANGE BLUE
220 YAC YELLOW BLUE
24	 VDC BROWN BLUE
C!^
CONBRACO IPJDUSTI^IES, INC.
IWMMIV COHSpIlDATID VAIYR IWDUSTRrlS. IWC.
M. A. IiOX ^ 2S
	 ^A(if1.AND, SC 19711 	 103 j 672-6161
115 volt, ti0 cyclQ, current draw	 115 volt, 60 cycle, current drawIpcked rotor 2.8 am!s, 25U	 Ipcked rotor 3.1 amps, 40ain/Iba-torque 5.5 agconds for	 in/Ibs.-torque 8.5 aecondi for
90° rotation, 15% duty cycle.
	 9U° rotation, 1S°^^ duty cycle.
WIRING DIAGRAM	 v
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	 ^
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ELECTRIC ACTUATOR WITH
TWO WARE CONTROL RELAY
NOTES:
Switches: NorTnally Closed.
Shaft Rotation: Counterclockwise, viewing
Actuator at top. Total of 3600.
Manual Override: Counterclockwise viewing
Actuator al: top. Total of 180 J Travel,
but turn 90° On-Off,.
Actuato;-s mounted upside-down require
special Factory modifications.
GREEN WIRE iS GRC^iJND
NOTE: FOR LIGHT IND[CATION, ETC.,
CONNECT WIRINi= T(' OPERATION
CIRCUI T TERMIIfAL:i.
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^^C IC CTU OR MOU73TING IN TRUCTIONu
1. Begin assembly bgr insuring Hell Valve is in the OPEN POSITION. 	 _i
2. Remove Lever Nut "Ar' and Lever "B' r . (F3.g. I)
3. place Coupling ' ' C" over Stem anti assemble with Lever Nut "A". {Fig. II)
^. Remove all four {4) Body Solt s
 "D" and Lock Nuts "E". Place Bracket "F"
in position over End Cap. {Fig. III} Rep^.ace all four {^+) Hady Bolts
"D" and torque Lock Nuts "E" to proper torques as shown in Table One.
5. AT THIS POINT ? INSURE BALL VALVE IS STILL IN THE OPEN POSITION.
b. Turn ^'fanual Override Shaft on Actuator to a^.ign arrows (Stamped on top
end of Manual OverridE Shaft) so that they indicate the _OPEN pnsit3,on
on the Actuator, Place Aetuatar onto Bracket "F" while engaging; Shaft
into Coupling "C" and secure with four {4) Hex Head Screws "G". {Fig. III}
7. Actuated Ba1T Valve is now ready' for e^.ectrical wiring. See ldiring
Diagram for proper instal.I.ation.
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This page has been rexxa.oved due t q copy res^ric^ions. For ix^forma^i.on
on 2" Bore 90° Ball Valve Aetua^flrs con'^ac^ Conbraco Indus^rl es, Inc. ,
Ma^.thews, NC.
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ELECTRIC AC3'O'ATt1R^MOUNTSNG INSTRUCTIONS
^.. Be^^.n assembly by insuri^tg Ball Valve is in the OPEN POSITIGN,
2 . :^ertove Lever Nut ",A" and Lever "B" . (Fi ^ . I }
?	 F1zce Coupling "C" over Stem and assemh^.e with Lever A1ut "A", (F'ig. II)
(' TC` ; ^ : 0n Valve sues l^" and larger, kits contain one (1) wash ^r to
:^ rlacec? between the Coupling "•^." anri Lever Nut "A" (^'ig. IT)
1 =. F^^ce Bracket "^„ on r^alve Bog y ^^;ount Pa^3s and center large hole over
t^ze Stems, Secuxe with two (p } Socket Head Cap Screws "E" . (Fig . II }
'' . AT y^'TS PGZA^T, INSURE VALVE IS STILL IN THE OP,^N POSITION.
f . T^.irn ^^tanual Override Shaft on Actuator to align arrows (Stamped on
toP end of Manual Override Shaft} so that they indicate the OPEN
position on the Actuator. Place Actuator onto Bracket "D" while
enYaging Shaft into Cru}^ling "C" and secure with four (4} Hex ^ieacl
`^Crci•7s „ F" ^	 (Fig. III)
^. Actuated Ball Valve is now ready for electrical wi.rin^, See vriring
is rra^! for rraner installs t^.on.
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11^ roll, SO cycle, current draw
log ad rotor 2.8 ampa, ?5{?
in/Ibs-torque 5.5 seconds for
90° rotatlon, 15^ duty cycle.
115 volt, 60 cycld, current draw
locked rotor 3.1 amps, 400
In,^ibs.-torque 8.5 sar.onda for
90° rotation, 15^.o duty cycle.
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ELECTRIC ;lCTUATOR WITH
TWO WIRE CONTROL RELAY
59
R : Top Sw1 teh (kii r+e to OPEN )
B: Buttcxn Switch (Wirt to CLOSE)
COLOR COOI^iG: cYA 25 ^ EYA 4Q
Tt}f' BOTTOM
VOLTAGE_ SWITCH SkITC11
T'^-Y^C ^E D B L tJ E
20	 vAC aRAN^E sL'JE
X20	 Y^^.0 YELLOi^ BLUE
24	 YDC BROWN BLUE
GREEN X11 RE I 5 GROtJNO
NOTE: FOR LIGHT INOiCATION, EIC.,
CLNNECT FIRING TO OPERATION
CIRCUIT TERMINALS.
NOTES:
Shitches: Normally Closed.
Shaft Rotation:	 Courtterclocicwise, vieking
Actuator at top. Total of 3E0°.
Manual Override:
	
Counterclockwise vie^irt4
Actuator at top.	 Total of lEsOd
 Traver,
but turn 90 o On-Off.
Actuators mounted upside-down require
special Factory nx^dificatiens.
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Air-To-Air Actuators, when ordered
with Solenoids, are equinred with t^:^o (^ )
Z-:'1ay "^rmally Closed `'olenoid Valves 'rte
recmm^end wiring with 1^1or-na11.y Open Push
Button twitches. This ty}^e installation
requires only ^ to 5 seconds openine; or
closing cycle time and erPa + 1 incre2ses
the 1 ife ^f the Sol e not d Va 7 ve s o
^':iiring niagram "A" )
p	 ^	 1 15 VAr
!..'jring ^'; agram "A..
';firing Diagram "B"
Fai lsafe, SprinP Return Actuators, ^rhen ^rdere^? with "olenoids, are
equipped with two (2) 3-'.'ay 1Tormally ^,loser^ `^oleneid ''Jalves. 	 A SPr`I'
twitch is req^aired in this instal]ation.	 ^Lliring ''iagra ►n "B" )
rrO^- ; Ir A MA''?LT AL SELECT('^R AIR VAL'.'E I`' U"F7 I'^'^'!'F:An 0^ T LE"TRI''
CC^T.E' TOID VAT.VrS, 4 4-';14^^ Sr,LE"TOR SIR VAL`.'E Sf'OT)I,'^ I?F TTSFn.
L ^^ )
n ^	 b^
'^3^;
^.
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This page has been removed due to copy restrictions. For information
on.Actuated Sall Values used ors Electric and Pneumatic Gantact Consolidated
Valves Industries, 7s^c. , Matthew's, NC.
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INSTALL<^^TIflN, QPERATiCIN
AND MAINTENANCE qF THREADED
APflLLfl HRLL VALVES
iNSTALLATIQN
1. Pape connectaQns tq be threaded into these
Valves should be accurately threaded, clean and
free of Foreign material ar metal shavings.
2. Teflon taps is recommended far use as the
pipe joint sealant,
3. Use two wrenches when making the pope joint.
Apply one wrench on the Nex pads nearest the
joint being tightened to pxevant breaking Body/
Retainer seal. UNIflN END VALVES: Remu,fe the
Liman Nut from Valve and place aver pipe. Threw
Tailpiece onto pipe using a smooth jaw wrench.
'thread Union Nut ant q Valve Body end LiGI-lTLY
toxque.
saPERATI i7N
The Valve Levers are marked showing pxoper
rotation direction far "ON" and "i]FF" positions.
Rotatiio^i is clockwise ^'or "©F F'' and counter--
clockwase far "QN".
MAINTENANCE
Normal Stem Packing wear can be eampznsated
far by tightning the Packing Gland Nut clockwise.
If all adjustment to Packing Gland Nut has been
made, remove the Lever and Packing Gland Nut and
add one dr two replacement bearings on tap a^ the
old packing. Reassembi.e the Packing Gland Nut
and Lever.
General repair of the Valve can be made by:
^.. Elose Valve.
2. Remove Retainer by turning counterclockwise.
3. 1/4" thxough 1" Valves only, pxy out top
,YI iJ
}tI^FRUDU^PAGIr ^SC^PO^R
p^t,IGII^ AL
.^
^ .
♦ ^
r
4	 ^
Seat being careful not to damage ball. 1-1/4"
through 3" Valves: Top Seat will come out with
Retainer,
4. Push Hall nut of Hody with finger,
5. Remove Packing Gland Nut by turning crlunter--
clr^ckwise and push Stem down into body to re^r.ave,
b, .Remove all Seats and Seals. Ta facilitate
removbl of tha Stem Packing, cut with knife,
-1, P^eplace all Seats anc Seals as furnished in
the Service fits. Inspect Hail and Stem for
wear or damage and xeplace if necessary.
6, Reverse above procedure to reassemble rising
a sealant on the Retainer threads equivalent to
l.oc}ite Hydraulic Sealant.
NOTE: Union End Valves cannot he easily field
repaire+^, therefore it is recommended that the
main Valve Section be replaced.
-UUT 'rc taoF ^ rErs,
ArvO
EL T£F(DN BE^+,e ^
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This page has been removed due to copy restrictions. Far inf^orm.ation on
g	 Actuated Ball Valves used on Failsafe contact Consolidated Valves ir^.dustries, 	 ^
T,n.c. , Matthews, NC.
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Pages 70 and 71, have been removed due to copyright. For infarrx^ation
on. Series 1535, Close-Coupled Cerxtrifugal Puixa.ps contact ITT, BeIZ &Gossett,
$200 N. Austin Avenue, Morton Grove, ^.linais b0^53.
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LOCATION! (^R,IGINAL PAGE I^ POO^t
The pump should be placed as near as possible to the
source of supply, particularly when operating with a
suction-lift, and located to permit installation with the
fewest possible number of bends ar elbows in the suction
pipe. The maximum suction-lift should not exceed 15
fPPf_ incla^rlino frirtinn lnsrawn	
the bottom vent.
LU3RICATION INSTRUCTIONS
Lubricate the motor with a good grade soda-soap grease
at least once a year.
To grease the front bearing force grease in the alemite
fitting at the top till new grease is observed coming out
i:OUNDATIDN
The Series 1535 pump, being mounted on its motor, needs
no special foundation. However, it is well to provide a
solid concrete base,
PIPING
Be careful that the pump and motor are not sprung out
of alignment by the weight of the piping. The pipes
should be supported by suitable hangers and not by the
pu nt p.
It is important that air be kept out of the system. On an
open system always place the end of the suction pipe at
Ieast 3 feet below the surface of the water in the suction
well to prevent air from being drawn into the pump.
Avoid air pockets in the suction line and make sure that
each section of the suction pipe is absolutely air tight.
Where there is suction-lift, horizontal runs of suction
piping should slope downward from the pump toward the
suction well bui never upward.
Install a gate valve and a check valve in the discharge
pipe close to the pump. The check valve should he be-
tween the gate valve and the pump discharge nozzle. The
gate valve can be used to control the capacity of the
pump or to shut off the discharge line while repairs are
being made. The function of the check is to protect the
pump rasing from breakage that might occur due to the
action of water hammer. Install afoot-valve on the
bottom of the suction-pipe to keep pump primed.
PRIMING
DO NOT RUN 1?UMP DRY. Before Starting, these
pumps must be filled with water and the air removed
from the casing by unscrewing the plug in top of the
volute shell. After the pump has been filled, turn the
shaft a few times 6y hand to allow all air to escape and
if necessary add mare water. The gate valve in the
discharge should be kept closed until the pump is run-
ning at full speed and then gradually opened. t]nce the
casing and suction pipe have been primed, a small by-
pass around the check valve in the discharge line may be
used to keep the pump full of water and thus compensate
for leakage through the foot-valve.
When the pump is primed from an independent source,
a 1/4 inch pipe line controlled by a valve may be con-
nected to the top of the volute shell.
Do not attempt to prime a pump while it is running by
letting water into it through its discharge. This is an
unsatisfactory method that could damage the pump or
motor or possibly blow out a fuse.
To facilitate priming and draining, plugs in top and bot-
tom of volute casing may be replaced by 1/s inch cocks
or valves.
To grease the rear bearing use a screwdriver to remove
the snap in bunk at the end of the shaft. Remove the
uld grease and repack vlith new grease.
HOW TO SERVICE YDUR 1535 CENTRIFUGAL PUMP
1. Close valve leading to supply-side of pump (I£ no
valve has been installed, it may be necessary to drain the
system) .
2. Detach motor from pump volute by removing eight
cap-screws from center body-flange.
3. Remove impeller from motor-shaft L h'irst turning im-
pel ler-nut taunter clockwise) .
4. Lift off seal -spring— then place screwdriver point
under fop compression ring of seal and pry off. Seal can
then be removed by pulling upward.
5. Be sure that the shaft is thoroughly cleaned then lubri-
catewith athin film of oil or water and push the replace-
ment seal on as far as possible by hand. Next, using a
screwdriver press down firmly alf around the outer edge
of the tap compression ring until the seal is tight against
the face of the remits insert. If end play is present push
the seas on tighter.
fi. Replace impeller on shaft making certain that impelier-
nut is firmly tightened. The motot can then be reassem-
bled into pE^mp volute and placed in service.
DPERATING THE PUMP
1. Be sure to operate the pump in the proper direction.
All B & G Centrifugal pumps run clockwise when looking
at the pump from the motor end. All pumps are provided
with arrows showing direction of rotation.
2. Liquids having a temperature near the vaporization
point cannot be raised by suction. There must be a posi-
tive suction-head depending upon the operating tempera-
ture and pressure at the suction nozzle of the pump.
When pumping liquids having a viscosity appreciably
different from water, a positive suction-head is required.
3. When there is danger of freezing, remove drain plugs
at top and bottom of volute shell and drain tharoughly-
4. Keep motor bearings lubricated.
5. Da not disassemble pump unless absolutely necessary
as impeller has been accurately adjusted and tested be-
fore Issuing factory.
6. Ask far information or help if trouble is experienced
that cannot be rectified since Phis pump is guaranteed to
operate as recommended.
7. If pumps are to be idle for a very long period of time
the interior of the volute should be cleaned and oiled.
This prevents parts from rusting together and assures a
longer period of satisfactory operation.
8. The motor should be protected against overload and
under-voltage. Control devices for this purpose can be
obtained at a very low cost. They arr inexpensive
insurance.
Builetill No. SD-946-CA
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GUARANTF,E
Bel! &Gossett Products are guaranteed only against defective material and
workmanship For a period of one year and can be returned only after
receiving written permission. Parts found defective upon inspection at the
Factory will be replaced, f.o.h. Factory. The Company shall not be held
liable for loss of material or products, damage or delays which might be
caused by defective material, nor sl:^ ll it he liable for the labor in replacing
such products or material or for replacing defective parts or a completely
replaced unit. The Company also shall not be held liable when B & G
Products are used for purposes other than those for which they were
designed.
RETURNED GOODS
Written permission must be ohtained hefore returning any material for
credit. Material so returned will be subject to a deduction of lOr'o for
rehandling. All transportation charges, including freight and cartage, will
be paid by the shipper. Products which are obsolete or made to special
order are not returnable.
BELL 8^ GOSSETT CON4P^iNY MORTON GR01iE, ILLINOIS
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1 VOLUTE ASSEMBLY
5 VOLUTE DRAIN PLUGS
J VOLUTE FASTENERS
15 IMPELLER
JO IMPELLER NUT
31 IMPELLER WASHER
86 INSERT RETAINER
9 MECHANICAL. SEAL ASSEMBLY
78 INSERT GASKET
77 REMITE SEAT INSERT
16 SHAFT KEY
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Pages 74 thru 87 have been deleted due to copyrighted information.
Contact Bell..& Gossett Company, 8200 N. ^.4.ustin Avenue, Morton Grove,
Illinois 64053, for information on the followi.ng:.. 	 '
1. Booster and Series "b0" ^i^Line Centrifugal. Pumps
2. Stack Sizes Series "60"
3. In^Line IV^ounted Centrifugal Puznps Series "80"
4. AirtroZ System rn.stall.s.tion and Operating l:nstructions.
74 thru 87
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The Solax Integrator is dc:sa^gned to gravide a turn-opt and turrx-off function,
as well as & safety delay in the event of a power failure and subsequent loan
"	 of collector fluid Bumping.
The Solar inL-egrator controller operates the high perforatance co llacta^ syste;ns
by sensing solar insolati.on rate and energizing two {2) outputs when an average
insulation level is surpassed. The first output ^.s pro-v^.ded 5 to 25 winutes
after the unit senses a preset sunlight level. The second output is delayed
two {2) win^ta6 fxaat the first output to allow for puwp sta^^.ng ar fluid-air
	
:
cantroi. zn the event o^ a power loss $nd subsequent return of power, the unit
,^
will delay the signal. outputs until a 15 minute "darkness" period ha y been sensed.
Thy: unit is powered by a 2^ Volt A.C. external supply. The autguts axe one ^^.de of
the 24 Volt A,C, line relay-switched undas the proper Solar cottdi.tions {greater
than 35 STtIfHRjFT2 average). The relays era sized to handle a ^^ Volt A.C., ^ VA
relay or motor starter coil load.
T^STALLATTON
Location
The Solar Integrator is rtarmally mounted on tap of the solar collector {see 132Ab37Ll,'^
sheet nos. 1 atzd 5, Figure ?), but may also be remotely mounted. Tor either typo of 	 'i
rraunting, thc^ sensor face of the unit mast }^e parallel to the collector field, the	 `x
mounting bracket atta.cYt^:a to the controller must be arienLed harizontal].y. The 	
j
cntttral2er mist not be 7acated whEre an obstruction {chimney, tree, smoke stack, I
c^ck.) will s}radow the fic:rtsor dttxinp, any par.L of the day and the unit must not lie
i.ri the beam of a h^.gh intet^sity ligltL {flafldl3.F;ht) during darkness.
•	 ,
. ^_^
y^
Mauntiaa^ and Alzgnrx^en^	 ^	 '^
^, piau•nf^ the adaptor bracket to the colleatar (132D637Q; Sheet 5, Figure ^.).
2. Align the front (see mounting detail drawing 132D637^^ sheet ^, Figure 2)
	 ^
S.
edge at the mounting bracket along the Fronk horiaantax edge of the adaptor
bracket..
	 •
3. Align the maur^ting brac[ceC s7.ots (as shown on 132Db37^; sheet .5, Figure 2)
with the holes on adapter brzcket.
4. Using hardware provided (nuts, bolts, Washers), mount package to the bracket.
The top edge of tha tnounti.ng bracket must be alf.gned with the top of the
adaptor bracket. 	 •
tiJ it in
All V:iring must agr^:e with applicable local codes. the unit has been designed to
operate as a law poaex, Class 2 circuit allowing the use of wire as small as'^^22.
A 1/2" conduit in •i:erCace. halo is provided on one side of the controller package.
Figure 3 on 132BG370,T
 sheet no. 5, shows a typical wiring connection for the con-
troller.
Remoi• e the four (l^) outer screws {nearest to the sick: of the package} which removes
the s^^zisor face.
A terminal strip is located ot^ the electronics board mounted to the sensor face of
the cantrollor for the foux (^^) external wires to the Solar integrator. It is re-
commended that color-coded (icad, black, white, green) frour conductor wire (22 gauge}
suitaUle for outdoor use be us^wd L-o connect the Soar lntegratar.
REPRCLUCI43lL^TY OF '^!^^^
•:^^^ee Hate on page 9a.	
-	 p^,^CT^NAL PAGE i,S PCU^i,
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k'irin^ Installation
1. Mount package first. Lead the wires through tl^e cortduit opening (Figure 3, .
drat^ing no. ^.32D6370; sheet no. 5}. A weatherproof conduit or strain-relie£^
fitting a.a racommeaded to maintain the sealing of the controller package.
Z. Connect wires to terminal. strip as shown. Terminal strips use a rising surface
clamp to secux'e the wire.
3. Re-connect the sensor face to the package.
CHRCKOUT
Check that the Solar integrator controller has been properly installed. Apply
power to the unit (wires f'R" and "B", 2G^ Volta A.C.). Upon any application o£
power, the unit will lockout operation until a period of "^iaricness" has been
sensed.
1. Cover the sensor wlement completely with a apaclue cloth or other
opaque material.
Z. After a u^inimum of twenty (20) minutes, rcniove cloth.
3. Depending on the sunlight level, the first output {Sd wirc,^, 24 Volts
A.C, between W and B) should operate within five (5) to twenty-five (25)
minutes.
^. The second output should operate two (2) minutes after L-l^e first output
("G" wire, 24 Volts A.E. 'between "G".and "B").
The glass sensor face should be periodically wiped with a clean soft cloth to remove
dirt buildup.. The sansor. face should be kept clear of abrasive materials.
NOTE: For additional, information on Solar Integrator and drawing 132Db370,
please contact General, Electric Company, Attn: Solartran Product Serviee,
P. O. Bow 88b1, 'Philadelphia, PA 19101..
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Rho Sigma Iriteg^rator Retrofit
INTRODllCTION
Previous zia units had both photosensor and electronics mounted in a package
a^ the collector field, The Rho Sigma controllers haue an electrical package
which is mounted -indoors, a photosensor which is mounted nn the collector and
a temperature sensor ^rrhich is mounted inside the collector.
Figure 1 shows the difference in package wiring. Applying the "R, i3, !^, ^"	 .
convention used on the Zia units, the system controls are now wired to a
packaga indoors; Four wires must be run to the roof from the Itho Sigma package.
All four go to the photosensor candulet. Two are connected to the photosensor.
A black and red dot indicate the required hookup. The black-red convention for
the photosensor leads must be maintained to the electronics package {see Figure 2}.
The temperature sensor must be clamped (pipe clamp supplied) to a return tube
on the serpentine, underneath the glass shroud. A splice shall be made in the
collector manifold and two leads {^18} are run to the photosensor condulet.
There is no polarity on the temperature sensor.
P^.^CEDt]RE FOR RE1'RO>= IT	 REPRODX3CIFILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE I^ P00^
Ronf	 `
1. Remove Zia unit.
2. Slide off glass shroud, clamp temperature sensor at least 6" up the
return tube of the serpentine. The sensor should be mounted on the
1 ast col 1 ector ( hoti:est fluid} .
gl
L,N^.
.
'1 •_^
i,
•^
^^ .1
3. Splice 2-#l8 teflon insulation wires to sensor leads in collector
manifold. Run wire out the end of manifold. 	 -
^. Remove photosensor condulet from mounting plate. Align plate with
collector attachment holes and bolt to the side of the collector
near the temperature sensor leads,.
5. Bring 4-#18 wires from the Rho Sigma controls package into one side of the
condulet, connect phatas^nsor leads to colored--coded terminal board.
Use color-coded wire.
6. Splice leads from the temperature sensor to remaining two leads in the
condulet. Use water-tight conduit fittings to close bath ends.
7. Mount photosensor condulet to mounting plate. Photosensor must "see"
the same field of view as the collector.
8. Mount controller package near system controls. Connect photosensor and
temperature sensor leads from roof as shown in Figure 2. Add jumpers of
Figure 2.
9. Connect "R, B, W, G 	 leads from system controls as^shawn in Figure 2.
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PHYSICAL
WEIGHTS
British SI
Frame Only 35 lhs. 16 kg
Glass Installed
Dry 57 lbs. 26 kg
Wet 581bs. 27 kg
.._ +e^
GENE^^IL ^;' ELECTRIC
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OPERATIQNAL
British ^	 SI
Insulation	 0 tc 400	 0 to 108
B^f U/ft 2 /hr	 langleys
Fluid
Operating Temperature 100 to 300 o F 38 to 149°C
Composition
	 "Good"1 water with 35150%
f'restone ^;
fv
5
z
COMPOSITION
Frame	 18 Ga aluminized steel {51 .G mill
Reflector	 CoilzakU aluminum {25 mil)
Insulation	 Fiberglass
Fluid Lines
	
114" type L copper
Glass Tubes	 008 soda lime
CONNECTIONS
Hydraulic	 Brass 114" 45° Flare Nut
Structural Attachments 	 Stainless Steel or aluminum
EQUIPMENT SIZING GUIDELINES
17 ft2/m°dule .016 m2/module
35 ft 2 /modulo .033 rn2/module
15 gallons/ 56.8 liters/
module rnadule
22 gallons/ 83.3 liters/
module module
MODULE DESIGN CONOiTIONS
Pressure Drop-Design 7.0 psi 482 kPa
@ 180°F @ 82°C
Minimum 5.0 psi 34.5 kf a
Flow Rate 0.22 gpm 0.83 I/m
@ 180°F @ 82°C
Wind Velocity (Max) 100 mph 161 km/hr
Ice Load (Maxi 13 psf 63.5 kg/m2
Snow Load{Max) 20 psf a7,6 kglm2
Combined Load {Maxi 33 psf 161.1 kglm2
Maximum System Pressure $0 psi 55i kPa
MODULE AREA
Gross (Frame/ 17.4 ft 2 1.621m2
Net {Active] 14.$ ft 2 1.38/m2
{11 "Good" Quality Water:
Chlorides	 < 100 ppm
Sulfates	 C 100 ppm
Bicarbonates	 < 100 ppm
Total Hardness < 250 ppm
Heat exchanger area
Heating
Cooling &Heating
Storage Volume
Heating Only
Cooling &Heating
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FLUID d P (PSI}
100% water g,0
3696 glyaoll+Natpr 7.0
5096 giyco111 +vpter g,0
HEADER
TU3E TYPE MAXIMUM NUrdBER
5lZE COPPER OF PANELS/ROW
314” L 18
7" L 36
1.,
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TYPICAL DESIGN CONSIDEI^'ATIGN
COLLECTOR LOOP ScFiEMATIC	 SINGLE ROW P.LUMBlNG CONFIGURATION
SOLAR
	 ..	 _CONTROLLER	 ^	 - ^	 -
SOLAR	
^ uAilr	 +wnEr ^ ^ srouw]a p F	 .^. -	 Fcnutt mxu	 .}.	 ^„^n^^x,	 .:
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For Further Information Contact:
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The solar collector shah be an evacuated tube liquid tYP e de•
signed for efficient operation at fluid temperatures ranging from
9f30 to 300° Farenheit (I}6 to 11}g° Celsius]. The callectar
module shall ba furnished with all the necessary components,
excluding support attachments, ready for field attachment to
support and piping systems. Specifications and requirements
stated herein shall net supersede applicable Federal, 5tats, or
Local Codes and Regulations.
SOLAR ^d]_I^I=CTOR IVIODUL^
General Canstructian
The solar collector shall be composed of standard manufac-
tured modules which are designed for simple attachment to
the support s#ructure and piping system. The rnndular unit
shall have a grass dimensions of approximately 4 feet by 4 feet
(1.2 by 1.2 meters} with an active•to•gross area ratio greater
than 13.85. The active (effective} area, as defined by the manu-
facturer, is the planar area onto which incident energy is
directed to the absorber surface {s}. The gross operating weight
of the solar collector snail not exceed 4.0 pounds per square
foot {i9.5 kglm2} of gross area. The collector assembly shall
be capable of withstanding wind velocities of up to 9013 mph
(169 k.m /hri with an ice and snow load of 201b/ft2 (9'7 lcglm2}
without structural damage.
Glass Tutees
1'he module shall consist €^# evac:.:ated glass tubes which are
composed of two concentric glas, Tubes separated by a vacuum
of less than 90
-`
^ Torr. The glass construction sha11 contain the
vacuum without the usage aT mechanical seals. ^'he vacuum
steal! be maintained for the lie of the tube at temperatures up
to 650q F {343°C} with an active gutter.
The outer radio! surface- of the inner glass tube steal! have a
coating with an average ilemisp;^erical emittance less than 0.06
at 292°t= (iOQ°C) and as: absorptiuity grraatar than 4.85.
The solar absorptance of the glass shall ba greater than 87
*^arcent of the visiblesight spectrum.
Long-term degsa^atian of coating and glass pr^apertaes shaft
have a combined efzect of less than 10 percent of the total
absorbed energy.
1' iltld FTa95ag4°5
The collector unit sheik be suitable fior use with water or a
mixture of-water and anti-freeze saiutian (up to 6U percent
by volume} as the heat transfer fluid.
Fluid passages shelf not be restricted, when the specified fluid
quality is maintained, to the point that collection efficiency
(as a #unction of fluid flow] is decreased by mare than 5
percent over the design fife of the collector.
Fluid passrges sha11 be designed to withstand, without degrada-
tine, the effects of no fluid flow and high insolation condi-
tion. f= luid ;,assages shall be designed for operational pressures
up to fl13 psi (5^s1 kPe] and fluid temperatures up to 3013oF
(i49°Cy.
Insulatia^n
There shall be at feast 9.5 inches (3.(30 cm] of 3 Ib /ft3 fiber-
glass {48 kg/m3} ar equivalent insulation surrounding all fiuid-
carrying components which are not thermally protected by the
vacuum from the ambient environment, l'he instiiation will °e
properly protected from the ambient environment to preclude
significant insulatton performance degradation resulting from
ambient conditions. Fluid temperatures up to 654°F X343°C}
shall not affiect the pr}rformancs or integrity of the insulation,
^^RFOR!'tJ}ANC^
C°hector performance snail be defined by its instantaneous
efficiency based on active coNector area in graphical ti= figure 11
and equation form as
n=A-8>^
where
^	 = instantaneous collection efficiency (active area)
^	 _ (Tcol -Tomb } 1 Qi °^-hr-ft218TU
T
cal - average collector temperature, °F
'lamb = ambient temperature, °F
Q i 	= insolatian on the plane of the collector
l3TLflhr.ft2}
W ^ ITC06' TAMBI ! 0^ °P ^hrFTX19T11
i= igura 1. Instantaneous Collector i:ffiatoncK
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The constants A and B are obtained by placing a least squared
straight lino through the data points located between ^ ► =13,9
and ^ = i.0_ Certified test data from a recognized independent
testing agency, along with manufacturer's test data, shad be
identified on Figure 1 and utilized to define the constants
i	 A and B. Collector efficiency shall be determined in accord-
!	 once with ASMI^AE 93 .77 test procedures.
The solar collector shall have an efficiency plat which is
greater than the minimum performance line of Figure i. The
constant A shall be greater than 0.58 and 8 shah he less than
D.37 E3TU!hr-ft2-°F.
ClllAL['t?'Y ASSURAIVGE;
Manufacturer
The manufacturer of the solar energy collector shall be a
recognized producer of said equipment and shah submit docu-
mentation demonstrating a high capability in design engineer-
ing, testing, fabrication, fnstallation and maintenance of equip-
ment the same as or similar to that coiled for an the drawings
and in the specification{s}.
Rll Other
AA materials, a3semblies, coatings, thermal bond connection,
#luid connections, vacuum seals, structural members and hous-
ing configurations shall be of the highest quality and sltall
fully meet those standards called far and required in the
"Interim Performance Criteria for Solar Meeting and Cooling
Systems in Commercial Buildings" INBSIR 76-1 iB7-1976}.
Any change and/or deviation from these criteria must be
fully clarified. Standards and work of a higher duality than
in the above cited, called for in these specifications and/or
on tiie drawings, shall be met by the manufacturer,
OPERAT[ONAl, q OCUM^NTS
The manufacturer shall provide, within one {i! week of col-
lector delivery, installation documentation far the collector.
These manuals shah describe preventive maintenance, general
maintenance, fluid quality control and replacement require-
ments and material replacement and control instructions.
WARRANTY
The manufacturer shall warrant that at time of delivery,
the solar collector will he free from dei^^cts in material and
manufacture and will be of goad quality and workmanship.
This warranty shall provide for the replacement or repair,
at the manrafacturer's election, of the collector ar parts there-
of, provided that written notice of the deflect ci?all hp given to
the manufacturer within one {i1 year after collector delivery.
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The various canfiguratians included in this brochure are
included far illustration of several typical solar collector
system applications and are not intended as constructional
information. Although reasonable care has been taken in their
preparation to insure their technical correctness, no responsi-
bility is assumed by the General Electric Company far any
consequences of their use.
The solar products and arrangements disclosed herein may be
covered by patents of General Electric Company ar others.
Neither the disclosure of any information herein nor the sale
of solar products by General Electric Company conveys any
license under patent claims covering combinations of solar
products with other products ar components. In the absence
of an express written agreement to the contrary General
Electric Company assumes no liability for patent infringement
arising out of any use of the solar products with other
products or components by any purchaser of solar products or
others.
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1. INTRODUCTION
^1
This document has been prepared to provide ARCHITECTS,
CONSULTANTS, INSTALLING CONTRACTORS and
ENGINEERS the basic data required to integrate a TC-100
vacuum tube solar array into a building design and to provide
the mechanical contractor with the detail to instal and check
out the subsystem. Instructions for approximate sizing of a
TC-100 array, component sizing and estimating system
performance leave been described in General Electri: Docu•
ment No. 7$SDS4215A — Solartron^^, Vacuum Tube Solar
Collector "Commercial and Industrial Application Guide."
Should you have questions regarding this material, or should
you require additional information, contact:
Manager, Solar Heating and Cooling Marketing
General Electric Company
P.O. Box 13601
Philadelphia, PA 19101
Phone: (215) 962-2 1 1 213
2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
2.1 R'iYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The General Electric Solartron TC-100 solar collector module
fFigurP 2-1 consists of eight glass vacuum tubes nested in a
cusp-like reflector. The collector is designed to b^ mounted
with the vacuum tube axis oriented up and down, with pro•
visions for simple four^orner mounting. Two flare fittings
connect each collector to the supply and return headers.
A collector module has an installed weight of approximately
57 pounds, or about 3.3 pounds per square foot. The col-
lectors are installed without the glass vacuum tubes, and each
module without the tubes weighs about 35 pounds, providing
ease in handling. The TC•100 module collector is designed for
an environmental loading {combined wind, ice, and snow ► of
33 pounds per square foot when installed.
2.2 COLLECTOR COMPONENTS
The collector module consists of:
1. An aluminized steel frame
2. An anodized, polished aluminum cusp-like reflector
3. Copper finned-tube loops to transport the working fluid
4. Glass vacuum tubes with rubber grommets and
spring clips,
The copper tubing between vacuum tubes is pre-insulated. The
collector modules are completely assembled except for the
glass vacuum tubes which are shipped separately. The modules
are shipped with projective plastic covers over the copper
finned-tubes. These plastic covers remain in place until the
system is checked out at which time, the plastic covers are
replaced with the glass vacuum tubes.
The glass vacuum tube and the finned-tube are shown in cross
section in Figure 2-2. The glass vacuum tube consists of two
glass cylinders joined to form a large "Thermos ©bottle".
The outer cylinder serves as the window, and the inner cylin-
der, which is selectively cuated on the outer surface, acts as
the absorber. The space between the two glass cylinders is
evacuated. The energy absorbed is transferred through the
inner glass tube and into a conforming cylindrical copper fi^i.
The thermal energy is then conducted along the fin and into
the fluid passing through the U-tube. This design eliminates
glass•to-metal seals, eliminates impact of potential glass
breakage on operational continuity, reduces thermal inertia,
and eliminates thermal expansion differentials between metal
and glass components. The 1/4 inch copper tubing which con-
tains the working fluid terminates with 45 - degree flare nuts for
mechanical attachment to headers.
2.3 COLLECTOR FLUID
The recommended non-freezing working fluid is a mixture of
35 to 50 percent Iby volume) Prestane I I 	 ethylene glycol
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with distilled, deionized, or demineralized water, 3
 which
offers freeze protection to -4°F and -34°F, respectively.
Operating temperatures should be limited to 300°F in order to
prevent decomposition of the ethylene glycol.
1 Note: Water containing no more than the following is
satisfactory:
chlorides 300 ppm
sulfates 100 ppm
bi-carbonates 100 ppm
total hardness 250 ppm
2.^ OPTIONAL COLL.I=C -I'OR ACCESSORIES
in addition to TC-100 vacuum tube solar collectors, General
Electric offers several optional solar system accessory kits that
have been engineered to facilitate collector instaNation and to
contribute to the operational efficiency and reliability a# the
system.
Mounting Bracket Kits {Figures 3-3, 3-4 and 3 .5) for either
sloping surface, flat-roof or space frame applications are avail-
able. Direct mounting brackex kits {Figure 3•J1 include
T•bracicets which lock the collector to commercially-available
UEVISTRUT® channels which are attached to the roof or other
substructure. "Internal" brackets utilize pins while "external"
brackets are bolted. The strut mounting option {Figure 3.4}
o#fare a standard top and bottom bracket design for use with
contractor-supplied transition struts. Space frame bracket kits
(l= figure 3
-51 provide a standard L-bracket with a 318-inch
threaded U-clamp for 3" diameter #ubes. Ali three kit options
include the required nuts, bolts and washers.
Header Kits !Figures 5-4 and 5.9) are available #or both single
and dual collector configurations. Header kits include prefab-
ricated header pipes with the appropriate hydraulic fittings,
alignment/anchor brackets and clamps, fiberglass insulation,
aluminized steel covers, joint and fastening hardware.
Collector Window Kits (Figure 2-3} are recommended ONLY
for areas of extreme vandalism or for regions having incidences
of large hail. The simply-mounted collector window kit is
offered either in UV-stabilized LexanO or acrylic, Appropriate
attachment hardware is included.
Solar Controller Kits {Figure 2-4) are modular units containiny
pfectronic logic and a silicon photosensar that digitally inte-
4YlNDOW ASSEI^IlfLY
Figure 2-3, Collector Window Kit
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Figure Z-4. Solar Controller Kit
grates solar energy levels far system control. The controller
operates from a 24 VAC, BO Hz source and outputs two
24-VAC signals. These functions control cnllector and storage
loop pumps and valves. The controller also provides a
"lockout" function fallowing power loss. The controller kit
includes all mounting hardware,
ti
r,
3. C®LLE^^'^I^ I^1^TALL^T1^]i^
3.1 INSTALLATION SUNIIIiIARY
A summary of the installation procedure follows. The
discussion herein includes GE optinnal accessories, but similar
steps are recnmmended for field-procured accessories. Roof,
ground, or :pace-frame mounting are all potential methods of
installation, depending upon structural considerations, aes-
thetics and cost. The collectors may be arranged in individual
rows (Figure 3. 11 or in a dual row il= igure 3.2} utilizing
common headers.
Upon completion of the collector supporting structure, the
collectors are mounted without the vacuum tubes {Section
3.4}. The header tubes are then attached to the collectors and
brazed together {Section 4.2 ► . A Peak check follows (Section
4.31. Operation of the balance of the solar system, including
the controls is verified. The vacuum tubes are then installed
(Section 5.11, followed by high-temperature cycling and
checkout (Section 5.21. The piping is insulated and covered
(Section 5.31, and the system is operational.
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3.2 MOUNTING TECHNIQUES
Thrtrrr ar r: rnany acceptable techniques for mounting solar
r.ullr:ctrirs, The method srleeted must consider structural,
arrh,u:Ctural, cast a td schedule constraints, As a guide for
rallr:ctor mountinys, three general techniques suitable for sim-
f^lrr tour-corner mounting are presented:
1. Direct mounting (Figure 3.3).
2. Strut mounting (Figure 3.4).
3. Space Frame mounting (Figure 3.5).
Specific requirements may warrant variations or a combination
of the three.
A collector mounting technique that utilizes a UNISTRUT
channel attachment (Figure 3 .3) provides a simple, quick
installation and will also allow flexibility in the lateral
positioning of the mounting brackets. By avoiding hard•
mounting of individual collector support brackets, installation
time can be reduced significantly in the alignment and attach-
ment of brackets and collectors. Installation time can be fur-
ther reduced by using the internal mounting brackets offered
in the General Electric mounting kits which use pins rather
than nuts and bolts for slide•on interconnection o' adjacent
collector panels.
In astrut-mounted installation (Figure 3 .4), hard mounting of
individual collector support brackets is required to provide
rigid support. Strut mounting will be somewhat more time
consuming than a direct mounting in terms of both alignment
and attachment. Cross-bracing may be required for lateral
support.
A "U-clamp" attachment, {Figure 3-5), can effectively be used
for most space-frame applications. Like the "T-bracket" design
used with a UNISTRUT channel, "U•clamp" brackets use bath
pins and bolts for ease of installation.
i
Figure 3 -3. Direct Mounting Kits
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S.^ ^.RYOEJT AND SPADING
The initial step in collector installation is a layout of the array
pattern. Since the collector attachment points are fixed at the
four corners, spacing between l3N lSTFi UT5 or dimensions
between space frame members need to be closely controlled.
This will facilitate installation, assure dimensional integrity of
the array and preclude extraneous stresses on the collectors,
Spacing between rows is less critical.
Typical spacing for IJNISTFiUT installations is shown in
Figure 3 -6 far single-mounted collectors end Figure 3 .7 for
dual-mounted collectors. The distance between adjacent rows
is a nominal value tq allow access. Far a mare compact collec-
tor array, the separation may be reduced, but provisions for a
striding ladder or working platform should be implemented to
facilitate installation and potential maintenan ^.e. Lateral
spacing between collectors is nominally 914 inch to accom-
modate a 3/96 -inch thick T -bracket and a 9116 inch header
tube support bracket. In a dual raw configuration, mounting
of tube support brackets are alternated between the tap and
bottom collectors to maintain array symmetry and proper
fitting of the collector tubing to the headers,
Typical spacing of bottarn brackets far a strut mounted instal•
lotion is shown in Figure 3 .13. The separation between the
front and back brackets is flexible, but 49'/a” divided by the
cgsine of the collector # lit angle is most appealing.
Typical space frame dimensi^sns are shown in Figure 3.9.
Vertical members should be spaced to avoid interference with
attachment of the U•bracket that is required every 48.0
i nehes.
3.^ ENSTAL^ATION PROGEDLJR^S
Note:
If the GE solar controllef • (Figure 2.4J is used, instal! an
adapter bracket during the installation of the collectors
preferably ai the end of the roes+ for convenience of
accessibility in installation, wiring and maintenance.
Mount controller In a position where it will not be
shaded at any time.
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Rirect Mounting Collectors
Enstall UN[STRUTS with spacing shown in Figure 3 .6 or
3 -7 and attach to the roof. (Figure 3-1171, or substructure.
For roof mounting, include 314" neoprene-type spacer under
the UNISTRUT at each attachment paint. For dual mounted
collectors, use p55017 series UNiSTRUT or P1DO p series with
1/^F" spacers at the attachment points. Single• and tlual-
mounted collector installation instructions are described
in the following sections. Use the instructions that apply to
your configuration.
Note:
Retainer plate assemblies (plates, bolts, washers and
spring-type nutsJ, (1=igure 3- 12J, used at the ends of each
row should be obtained from the mounting structure
manufacturer, or obtained locally by the instal!!ng
contractor.
Direct, Single-mounted Collectors:
1. Before positianingthefirstcallector an the UNISTRUT,
remove the six sheet metal screws holding the transition
cover at the base of the collector. Remove the transition
cover and attach an end-of-raw T-bracket (without pins)
to the side of the collector that will Face out, (Figure
3-111, using two bolts tior each bracket. Removal of the
transition cover is only required for end-of-row
collectors.
2. Reattach the transition cover with the six screws. Use
two halts to attach the other end-of-row T-bracket to
the same side of the collector.
3. Slide the collector into place so that the T-brackets grip
the UNISTRUTS. Finger tighten the retainer plates to
the UNISTRUTS. {Figure 3-121.
4. Place one internal T-bracket {pinned} into each UNl-
STRUT and a pipe support bracket at the header end
and continue installing internal collectors.
5. Werify the correct location and squareness of the first
collector and secure the two retainer plates to the
Unistruts.
6. To mount the adjacent collector, place tube support
brackets over the pins of the T-brackets, (Figure 3-13},
at the header end of the collector and slide the next
collector laterally until the pins are fully inserted and
the collectors are snug one to the other.
7. For subsequent collectors, insert a pinned T-bracket into
each UNiSTRUT and a pipe support bracket at the
header end and continue installing internal collectors.
8. At the end of sdch row, install the last collector as
described in Steps 1-5. Insure that each collector is snug
against the next and then secure the two retainer plates.
The next step is installation of headers {Section ^1.
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and attach the bottom header channel to the collector
(Figure 3 . 151 using the six screws previously removed.
The outside edge of the channel should be 118" beyond
the end of the collector to prevent overrun of the chan-
nel assemblies.
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ect, Dual-mounted Collectors:
1. Before positioning the firstcollector on the UNISTRUTS,
remove the six sheet metal screws folding the transition
cover at the base of the collector. Remove the transition
cover and attach the two end-of-row T•brackets (without
pins) to the sine of the collector that will face oat,
(Figure 3 . 11), using *wo bolts for each bracket. Removal
of the transition cover is only required for end•of•row
collectors.
2. TemNOrarily reinstall the transition cover with one
screw.
3. Slide the collector into place so that the T-brackets grip
the UNISTRUT, Place one internal T•bracket (pinned),
(Figure 3 . 101, intu each UNISTRUT and insert into the
corresponding holes in the collector frame. Assure the
position and squareness of the collector and tighten the
retainer plates (Figure 3 . 12) to the UNISTRUT.
4. To install subsequent internal collectors in the first row
of the dual configuration, place one internal T•bracket
(pinned), (Figure 3 . 13), into each UNISTRUT and insert
into tf,e corresponding holes in the collector frame. At
the collector header end, a tube support bracket, (Figure
3-13), is inserted over the pins of the T-bracket at every
other collector. Remove five of the six transition cover
screws at the base of the collector and place the collec-
tors on ?he UNISTRUT. With the brackets in place, slide
the collector laterally until the pins are filly inserted
and the collectors are snug one to the ether.
5. At the completion of the row, the last collector is
installed as indicated in Steps 1 and 2. Be sure all roller•
tors in the row are snug one against the other before
tightening dawn t^^': two retainer plates.
6. The second row of the dual configuration is now mount-
ed. Repeat Step No. 1.
7. Attach the end closure and cover to the header Channel,
(Figure 3-i4). Re-install the collector transition cover
Figure 3 . 14 Attach End Closure and Covcr for End -of-Row
Collectors
Figure 3-15. Attach Bottom Channel to the Collector
8. Remove the remaining transition cover screw from each
collector on the bottom of the first row.
9. Place the collector and channel assembly on the UNI-
STRUT below the first collector row installed (Figure
3•l0"") with the T-brackets in position. Attach the header
channel to the top collector using two of the screws
removed in Step 1.
10. Place an internal T•bracket (pinned) rntoeach UNISTRUT
and insert into the corresponding holes in the collector,
Verify the correct location and squareness of the first
collector, and secure the retainer plates, (Figure 3-161,
to the UNISTRUT.
At the collector header end, a tube support bracket will
be inserted over the pins of the T-bracket every other
collector, alternately to those placer :•., the opposing
row.
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Use two bolts for each attachment bracket until the row
is complete. Tube support brackets are not required at
row ends.
6. Complete the assembly at the header end of each collec-
tor by adding one morn bolt for each bracket attach-
ment, Before completing attachment, check collector
alignment.
7. Re-install the collector transition section covers using
the six sheet metal screws removed in Stap 2. The next
step is installation of headers (Section 4).
-- '
Note:
Cross bracing of the collecio^^ s;.ppori structure may be
required.
Figure 3 - 16. In Dual Arrangement, Place the Next Collector
Below the First
11. Continue to attach bottom channels to :.ollactors and
complete installation of internal collectors. At the end
of the rnw, tha last collector is installed as indicated in
Steps 1, 7 and 9. Be sure all collectors in the row are
snug one against the other before tightening down the
two retainer plates. The next step is installation of head-
ers (Section 4).
Strut-mounted Ccllectors
With bottom brackets completely installed and spacing
verified, (Figure 3 .8), the collectors are mounted as follovrs:
1. Install all transition struts {Figure 3 .41 and top brackets
to the bottom brackets.
2. Remove the six sheet metal screws and the transition
cover at the bottom of the collectors.
3. Beginning at the end of a row, place collectors of the
row hetween the bracket assemb^ies on the mounting
surface with the flare nuts on the lo^^,er edge.
4. Lift the header end of the first collector and align the
outside mounting bracket hole with a hale in the collec-
tor. Temporarily insert one bolt (finger tight) through
the assembly. Before inserting a bolt in the mounting
bracket on the opposite side of the collector, align the
adjacent collector, position a tube support brarrket
(simile r to Figure 3 . 13) between the two collectors, and
temporarily insert a bolt. This procedure i5 repeated in
sequence until the header end of all the collectors in the
rove is attached.
5. Lift the other end of each collector and attach to the
transition strut/bracket in a similar manner to step A.
Space Frame Mounted Collectors:
After the space frame has been dimensionally verified, (Figure
3-9), using "U-clamp" brackets, the collectors are installed as
fellows:
1. Instal (finger•tight) intercollector U•clamps (pinned) at
approximate locations along the top and bottom space
frame members. The U-clamp flange should face away
from the first collector to be installed to allow access.
2. Remove the six sheet metal screws and the transition
section cover. Attach an end-of-row bracket {without
pins), similar to Figure 3 . 11, to the uuter side of the
collector using twe bolts. Removal of the transition sec-
tion cover is only required for end-of•row collectors.
Re-instal s the transition section cover. Use two bolts to
attach the other end -of-row bracket to the same side of
the collectors.
3. Position the collector on the space frame (flare nuts
down) at the end of t^^z row and loosely install the
U -clamps (Figure 3-5). Slide the intercollector bracket so
that the pins are inserted into the collector.
4. Adjust the location and squareness of the first collector
and secure each U-clamp to the space frame and lire
collector.
5. Mount the second and subsequent collectors using the
pinned internal U-brackets, similar to that shown in
Figure 3 . 13. At the header edge, place header support
brackets over the exposed pins of the U-bracket beta-reen
adjacent collectors. After positioning each collector,
tighten U-boils.
E. Install end ci-row collectors as indicated in Steps 2
through 4.
7. For dual mounted collectors, use a procedure pre•riously
described fur "direct, dual-mounted" collectors,
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The TC-100 collector utitizes two 114-inch, ^5-degree brass 	 ,\
flare nuts for mechanical attachment to supply and return	 SOLAR COLLECTOR
headers. These fittings protrude from the insulated transi•
	
^	 \
#ion section of the collector as shown in Figure 2-^. The 	 ^	 ^	 `^`
design allows lateral #lexibility In these connections, pri• 	 \
marily to accommodate up to 3/4•inch lateral thermal
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expansion in the headers, These nuts are nominally 40
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COLLECTOR
inches apart. Pipe headers may be used to supply one
kpcollector row (Figure 4-11 ar two collector rows (Figure
4 . 2), Alternative designs may be utilized, provided all	 ENR CAP	 -^`^	 ;
plumbing requirements are satis#led.
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SUPPORTTC-100 collectors are designed far parallel flow circuit
hookup and for uniform flow in each collector, Optimum
performance is achieved at flow rates a# 4.22 gpm/collector.
Uniform flaw distribution throughout the array is
accomplished by providing comparable pressures to each
Reader. Goad distribution through the collectors connected
to each header is achieved by sizing the headers fior a pres-
sure drop equal to ar less than one-tenth that of the collector.
Using this criteria, header sizes of 314 inch and 1 •inch type-I_
capper tubing will provide uniform flow distribution far up.
to i 8 and 36 collectors, respectively.
Type L copper tubing and wrought copper fittings are
recommended throughout the collector loop to minimize
galvanic reactions and eliminate the need far dielectric
fittings. All non-mechanical connections should be brazed
with AWS (American Welding Societyl 8Cu -P•5 class
{^5^/a silver beari rEgl brazing alloy. Headers require 114-inch
45-degree male fittings at specified locations to connect
with the collectors. The installation of the header assembly
should normally include thermal expansion devices, anchor
clamps, and alignment clamps. Air removal from the col•
lector loop is accomplished by ,^n air separator, combined
with an expansion tank. Air vents at the high points are
no*_ required.
The collector is designed with a hydraulic interface that can
accommodate up to 3/4 inch of therrnal expansion in the
header piping. The piping design must preclude excessive
loading on the collector tubing or header piping. To avoid
excessive flare deformation and resultant leakage, torque
fluid connections to the collector approximately 12-15 inch
pounds.
Recommended manifold configurations showing optional
General Electric header accessory kits are shown in Figures
5-4- and 5.9 far single and dual arrangements, respectively.
The kits provide prefabricated header piping in 4- and 8-
faot lengths with correctly-spaced tee fittings and male
connectors, prefab insulation, covers, pipe clamps, header
support brackets, and all the necessary fasteners,
Dimensional specifications for 8-#oot on-site assemblies
are shaven in Figure 4-3.
4,2 HEADER. INSTALLATION PRDCl=DUKES
!t is recommended that the joining operation of lengths of
headers be performed in place on the roof. Ina "compact"
array configuration for direct roof mounting, it is suggested
^RLFABRiCATED	
INSULATIONHEARER, PIPE
Figure 4-1, Single Collector Header Configuration
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that dual headering be employed and the plumbing installation
be performed following installation of the collector frames
and bottom channels. Thermal expansion compensators and
clamps may be required.
Installation prod,lures for header tubing:
1. Before starting header assembly, thoroughly flush each
header section with tap water. The supply and return
lines to the headers will be flushed separately to pre-
vent potential debris and water from entering the
collectors.
2. The plumbing installation should begin at the supply
end of each header row. Attach a supply header pipe
as the bottom pipe, (Figure 4-4,) to the collectors.
Position the pipe by connecting (finger tight) the appro-
priate collector fittings and be sure that the pigtails
coming out of the collectors are centered in the slot.
Braze adjacent headers and end plug(s). Wien brazing
next to a collector connection Tee, remove the adapte r
from the Tee in order to avoid damage during brazing-
3. Attach the return header above the supply header,
(Figure 4 41, just installed. Position the pipe by con-
necting the appropriate collector flare nut fittings
{finger tightl and attach the header support clamps
{Figure 4 . 51. Braze adjacent headers and end plugfs).
When brazing next to a collector connection Tee, re-
move the adapter from the Tee in order to avoid damagz
during brazing.
4. With completion of header brazing n each row, adapters
should be installed using lock-titc high-temperature pipe
sealant (with Teflonl or equivalent Ido not use tape).
Before connecting headers to supply and return, completely
flush the suPG ly and return pi p es. For single-rosti^ collectors,
insert the end covers onto the headers (Figure 4
.61 prior to
attachment of feeder connections.
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Flpure 4^4. Imtell Headert
Figure 4-5, Connect Header t^ Collector Fittings and Attach
Pipe Support Clarnp
Figure 4-6. For Single Row h1ounung, Insert End Covers
Caution must be exercised to prevent freezing of pipes
during flushing. Flush the Supply and return lines. When
al! header cvnnections have J+een completed and the co!-
lector lavp installation verified, the system is ready for
a tv[a! collector system leak check,
4.3 LEAK TEST PROCEDURES
It is recommended that the collector loop he leak checked
using compressed art by charging the system to 60 prig.
Presence of leaks is indicated by loss of pressure within 4
hours. If leaks are indicated, all fittings and connections
should be bubble tested {soap solution) and defective connec-
tions rettaired.
JVvte:
Callectors are leak checked at the factory and do not
recJuve internal leak checking.
With the leak test completed, the collector loop can be filled
to the prescribed level with working fluid (ethylane glycol/
water as specified 1. Open the pressure relief valve to allow air
to escape. When filled, the primary pump may be activated
. 
^•.
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Installation Reminder
The Thermal Energy Storage Tank must be filled in the
following manner to avoid an air bound tank. Add water
at the top of the tank. The air dr'splaced by the water
must be exhausted at the expansion rank (normally in
the Airtrol fittingl. .odd a corrosion inhibitor to the
water.
7 1
,^
and fluid circulated through the collector loop. A strainer in
the collector loop, upstream of the pump, is mandatory during
the initial operation to collect any residual installation par-
ticles. This strainer should have a bronze body and stainless.
steel 20-mesh screen.
Circulate the fluid for a minimum of two {2} hours. Re-inspect
the entire loop far leaks and remove, inspert, clean and replace
the strainer. Repeat this procedure until the strainer is clear of
residual particles,
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5. FINAL ASSEMBLY AIVO CHECKOUT
Once leak tests have been completed and the system is opera-
tional, installation of the glass vacuum tubes may proceed.
After vacuum tube installation, a functional checkout at
elevated temperatu,es is recommended with repeated cycling
to verify plumbing integrity. With completion of high-tempera-
ture checkout, insulation, header covers and protective win•
doves (if used} should be installed.
5.1 VACUUM TU$^ iNSTALLAT30N
Vacuum tubes are shipped in separate, protective containers
with 30 tubes per container. The containers should be
inspected for external damage upon receipt. The tunes are
individually wrapped in black plastic bags. These bags should
be kept sealed until insta[lation. Although glass tubes can be
installed by one person, two installers are recommended far
ease of installation.
Caution:
The glass tubes (similar to fluorescent bulbs and vacuum
bottles) could implode if improperly handled. Persan-
ne! handling the tubes must wear suitable eye and hand
protection. (See Section 6.51.
The following procedures are recommended for installation
of the glass vacuum tubes:
1- inspect the reflector troughs in each collector and
carefuEly re,-nove any debris.
2. Activate collector and storage loop pumps to mini-
mize temperature buildup in the headers,
If the system can not be operated, retain the black
plastic bags on the tubes or cover the collector modules
anti! the system is activated.
3. Glass installation begins by removing the wooden re-
tainer bar. Raise the ou#er end of the fin-tube assem-
bly 1-2 inches from the edge of the collector as shaven
in Figure 5-7. Excessive deflection will damage the
collector. Slide the plastic shroud of# and discard.
4. Inspect and remove grit or foreign matter from the
copper fin with a cloth or soft bristle brush.
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Figure 5-1. Glass Shroud Installation
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5. The second installer should lightly support Lhe fin tube
to insure that it does not come in contact with the
reflector trough and should continue to support the fin
tube as the glass tube is installed.
6. Unseal the end of the protective black plastic bag at
the open end of the glass tube and slide the glass tube
over the fin tube assembly being careful not to bend
or distort the cylindrical shape of the soft copper fin.
Use the following procedure:
a. Lightly compress first fin seoment leading edge be-
tween the thumb and first finger just enough to
insert into the glass tube.
b. Center the open end of the glass tube over fin assem-
bly and slowly slide on, (Figure 5-11.
c. Continue by slightly compressing the leading edge
of each fin segment as the glass tube is installed
until the tube has slid past the last fin segment.
7. Seat the glass tube and grommet into the hole in the
collector panel, (Figure 5- 21. Insure that the grommet
is completely seated (snapped in place) for weather
protection, (Figure 5-11.
8. Slide off *,he black plastic bag. The bags should remain
on the glass tubes if the system is not ready for
operation.
9. Install the metal spring clip retainer aver the elastomeric
bumper strip on the glass tube and into the two retaining
holes in the reflector, (Figure 5 - 31.
10. Repeat procedure until the ten tubes are installed in
each collector,
5.2 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT
It is recommended that a total system operational checkout
be performed with repeated cycling to elevated tempera-
tures for several sunny days. Atter removing the black plastic
bags from the glass tubes and after completing checkout of
the control system, operational checkout can begin. On a
--_^
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Figure 5-2. Firmly Seat Grommet into the Collector
Figure 5.3. Install the Metal Spring Clip
bright day, the collector loop fluid will begin to get hot within
1/2 hour to 1 hour. Continue running in an energy collection
mode without the storage pump, (P2, Fig. 6 - 1 E, running until
the collector fluid temperature can be maintained between
200°F and 250°F for High-temperature tests. These tests
will provide a comprehensive leak check for the collector loop
as well as an operational checkout of the system. lNith regard
to the collector loop, the following procedures are
recommended:
1. After the first four hours of operation at elevated
temperatures, perform a complete visual inspection of
the collector loop and manifolds for leaks. If no leaks
are found, proceed to Step 5.
2. If leaks are found, wait till low sunshine for cc.ver the
collectors) and let the system cool down. Correct leaks.
3. Refill system and repeat high-temperature test procedure
from start.
4. Repeat Step 1 . If nn leaks are found proceed to Step 5.
If an additions. leak is found, return to Step 2.
5. After a minimum of 2 sunny days of operation (2 high
temperature cycles 1, check the strainer for residual par-
ticles and take a sample of the working fluid for analysis,
(Section 6.21. Clean and r eplace the strainer. Perform a
final visual inspection for leaks.
With the integrity of the loop piping under high temperature
verified, the insulation may be installed and the final assembly
of header covers and protective windows (if any) may proceed.
5.3 INSULATION AND COVER INSTALLATION
Pre-fabricated insulation is provided as an integral part of the
General Electric header accessory kits. If General Electric
header accessory kits are not used, 2 inches ^r more of fiber-
glass insulation is recommended with an appropriate moisture
barrier on all outdoor headers. It is also recommended that
1 -1/2 inches or more of fiberglass insulation 6e used on all
indoor piping. The following procedures are established for use
with the General Electric header accessory kits.
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a. Apply asilicone-based sealant around the gap before
installing the joint covers. Install joint covers aver the
gaps between adjacent header covers with sheet metal
screws as shown in Figure 5 .4 and complete by crimping
lips over the adjacent collector frames.
6, if optional protective windows (Figure 2-3f are used 	 ^^	 ^
with the collectors, apply window standoffs to the Vee• 	 r` '
troughs as specified. Install supplied clips and snap win-
dowinto place.	 .„'i
Nate:
Select aloes-sunshine day ar keen the storage tank cool
and pumps, (P7, P2 Fig. 6-1 j, running. This procedure
is recommended to eliminate the hazard of hat header
piping
For single row header assemblies (Figure 5.4}:
3. Remove 'the six sheet metal screws from the cbpectcr
transition section for alt collectors and without
	 Far dual row header assemblies (Figure 5-S}, the bottom chan-
removing the covers, install the bottom channels using 	 nel should be installed before plumbing. See Section 3.4,
the same hales and screws, (Figure 5-5}. The insulation 	 installation procedure for dual-mounted ^ollectors.
is attached to this section.
2. Slide insulation away from joints to be sealed, Apply
flashing {aluminized, water-proof tape} as needed in-
side the header channel over the gaps between collectors
as a moisture barrier, {Figure 5 .5}. Re-pasirion the
insulation.
3. Install the covers by hooking the lips aver the top of the
eolkector transition section cover {Figure 5
-71 and attach
the covers to the bottom channel flanges with six {61
sheet metal screws.
4. Attach the end covers {Figure 5-8} which were installed
with the piping, by positioning inside of the header
cover and attaching with sheet metal screws.
Note:
Fnd covers for the single header arrangement, if feeder
connections are at the end of the row, must be installed
on the header pipes during the plumbing sequence,
(Figure 4-fit, or must be cut to allow r`nstallation during
final assembly.
1. Apply flashing (aluminized, water-proof tape] inside
the header channel over the gaps between channels as
a moisture barrier. Slide the bottom layer of insulation
under the pipes, Slit the side insulation to fit around the
collector connections and insert on both sides of the
pipe, (Figure 5.101.
2. install the cover, {Figure 5 . 11), by hooking the lip aver
the top of the upper collector transition section cover
and push on tt^le center of the cover to snap the bottom
lip ill place over the bottom transition cover. Screw onto
the end covers.
3. install joint covers over the gaps between adjacent
header cavel •s with sheet metal screws as shown in Figure
5 .9 and complete 6y crimping lips on slotted end over
the adjacent collector frames. Also, it is recommended
that asilicon-based sealant 6e applied at the gap inter-
face before installing the joint covers. Apply flashing
to the and closures for weather proofing.
4. I# optional protective windows, {Figure 2-3}, are used
with the collectors, apply window standoffs to the Vee-
troughs as specified. Install supplied clips and snap Wirt-
dawinto place.
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6. COLLECTOR LOOP OPERATEON AND MAINTENANCE
6.1 COL.LEC T OR LOOP OPERATION
In the recommended system shown in Figure 6-1, automatic
operation of the collector loop is assured by an optional solar
controller, When the average solar radiation level is 35 BTU/
ft 2-hr. for a period of 1 4 minuses, circulation o. the collector
loop begins with activation of Pump P.1, with Valves V4 and
V5 in their normally de•energized "B" flow position and open
position, respectively. During this initial operating period,
fluid is circulated through the so l ar collectors and any air is
directed into the expansion tank. Two min^.stes after the
initial energization of P1, Valves V4 and V5 are energized to
the "A" flow position and the closed position, respectively.
In addition, Pump P2 is started, and solar energy is transferred
to the Thermal Energy Storage {TESI tank. P1 and P2 remain
energized until the average insolation (continuously moni-
tored) drops below 35 BTU/hr-ft2 set pint. In fhe event of a
power loss, Pumps P1 and P2 stop, and Valves V4 and V5
return to the "B" flow and open position, respectively. This
allows the fluid from the collectors to flow through the temp-
erature regulator (HX61 and into the expansion tank TKX1.
This flow out of the collectors is induced by the pressure dif
ferential between the hat collectors and caul condenser.
During this stagnation period, collector temperatures could
rise to E00°F. Water boiled out of the temperature regulator
is replenished with cold water ^s controlled by a conventional
float/valve assembly. Upon return of power, the collector
loop Pump P1 is inhibited to prevent cold liquid from flashing
to vapor in the collectors, if the collectors are hot.
Other controls are required to assure proper operation of the
whole system.
After this period, the lockout is lifted and with sufficient
solar insolaticn, the collector loop will return to normal opera-
tion beginning with another 2-minute fluid fill/air removal
cycle.
An additional mode of operation is recommended to maxi-
mize system reliability. In the event that the storage tank is
fully charged ^0 250°F IT4) or the collector loop exceed
280°F (T 1 I, Pump P2 and 4'alve V4 are de-energized, and the
flow is diverted through the temperature regulator. Val^^e V5
remains closed in this mode. This mode is preferred to
stopping circulation and allowing the system to go into
stagnation.
6.2 PERIODIC MAINTENANCE
Collector loop fluid requires periodic inspection and/or main-
tenance to assure proper chemical balance and fluid level. 4n
analysis is recommended for both water-glycol and al!-water
loops for the initial fill, quarterly samples for the first year,
and yearly thereafter. Most commercial manufacturers of cor-
rosion inhibitor additives offer a test kit for this purpose.
Collecto r loop fluid composition is described in Section 2.3.
Normal maintenance procedures should be used for other
system components.
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Figure 6. 4. Typical Commercial and Industrial Collector Laop Schematic
6.3 PERlOC7iC IN5PECTION
The overall collector array should be periodically inspected
far broken tubes and debris buildup in the reflector troughs.
The frequency of this, maintenance is a function of the loca-
tion of a particular solar system and its environment.
^.^ GLASS TUBS R^PLAC^MENT
Remove the spring. clip, {Figure 5 .3 ► , holding the shroud
{vacuum tube) in place. The clip is #lexed into two hales pro-
vided in the collector vee-trough reflector. Deflect the tube to
be replaced upward no mare than 7 to 2 inches from the edge
of the collector and away from the vee-trough, {Figure 5-^ 1.
The tube will now slide off the collector fin-tube in the
direction away from the header assembly. The boot an the tub
tuba at the header end of the collector should be removed
with the tube being replaced as the new tube will contain a
new boos. If the. old tube is brokers, be sure to clean the
reflector completely, and wipe down the fin assembly. After
wiping dawn the . fin-tube to eliminate all grit, the new tube
is simply slid over the fimtube, sea#ing the boot into the bulk-
head hole, Re-install the spring clip.
^.5 SAI=^TY CONS[03ERATIQNS
Handling of the vacuum tubes is comparable t^^ handling
fluorescent bulbs. Caution must be exercised to avoid break-
age and hat pipes. Aratective doves, clothing and_ safety
goggles must be worn when inspecting or working on a
system.
1. Glass vacuum tubes are evacuated and - may implode if
improperly handled.
2. In an operating system loop, fluid temperatures can
reach 280°F. Fiat pipes can be a .safety hazard to per-
sonnel working around the pipes during final assembly
and checkout. Fersanne! must be advised of loop tem•
peratures and of appropriate provisions to coal down tote
system. Hand and eye protection is recommended when
working around hat pipes.
3. Collector fluids composed of ethylene glycol are gener-
ally considered as showing a !ow order of toxicity except
far oral ingestion. They da not vaporize at normal tem-
peratures and,- therefore, da not ordinarily constitute a
hazard Pram inhalation. However, precautions should 6e
taken against the vaporized fluid. Handling of waste
fluid and its disposal should be in accordance whit local
ordinances.
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COMAOSlT[ON
Frame il3 Ga aluminized steel {51.6 mil}
Reflector CoilzakU aluminum {25 miq
lnsu[ation Fiberglass
Fluid Lines 1/4" type L copper
Glass Tubes 00$ soda lime
CONNECTIONS
Wydraulic Brass 114" 46° Flare Nut
Structure[ Attachments. Stainless Steel or aluminum.
l;QUIPMENTSlZiNG GUIDELINES
bleat exchanger area
Heating
Cooling &bleating
Storage Volume
Heating Only
_	 Cooling &bleating
°^^
,,
i
.i7 ft2/module .Oi6 m2/module
.35 'ft2 lmodule .033 m2/module
15 gaflonsl 66.8 litersl
module module
22 gallons/ $3.3 litersl
module module
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PHYSICAL OPERATIONAL
W>ICWTS British	 SI
British SI lnsalation	 0 to 400	 0 to 308
Frame Oniy 35 lbs. 1fa kg BTU /ft2/hr	 langleys
Glass Installed Fluid
Dry Operating Temperature 	 100 to 300°F	 3$ to 349^C57 lbs. 26 kg
Wet 59 lbs. 27 kg Composition	 "Good"3 water with 35150%
PrestaneC^ I E
MODULE QESIGN L;ONDITIONS
Pressure Drop-Design 7.4 psi 4$.2 kPa
@ i 80° F @ 82oC
Minimum 5.0 psi 34.5 IcPa
Flow Rate 0.22 gpm 0.83 l/m
@ 1130o F @ 82°C
Wind Velocity (Maxi 100 mph 161 kmlhr
Ice Load (Max} 13 psf 63.5 kg/m2
5naw Load {Max} 20 psf g7:6 kg /m2
Combined Laad {Max) 33 psf 161.1 kglmz
Maximum System Pressure 80 psi 551 kPa
MODULE AREA
Gross (Frarnep 17.4 ft2^ i.62/m2
Net (Activel 1^.8 ft z 1.381m2
{ i} "Good" Quality Water;
Chlorides	 < 100 ppm
5u[fates	 < 100 ppm
Bicarbonates	 < 300 ppm
Total Wardness < 250 ppm
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A Refers to valve position
13 Refers to valve position
BTUH 8TU per hour
I]HW Domestic hay water
Ef41M E,iergy Management Module
HVAC Heating, ventilation and air conditioning
HX Heat exchanger
Insulation Solar radiation rate (sunshine intensity}
M Motor or electrically actuated
MMi3l'U tt?fi 8TU
MQ Month
PRV Pressure relief valve
T Used wish a number, denotes a
temperature sensor
TC-100 General Electric Vacuum Tube Solar Collector
TE5 Thermal energy storage tank
TKX Expansion tank
V Used with a number, denotes a valve
VT Used with a number, denotes a temperature
limiting valve
x or ' Symbol for multiplication
Length
1 in = D.D25A mater {exactly}
1 ft = 4.3046 meter (exactly)
Area
1 in 2 = 6.45 x 1 C`4 m ter2
1 ft2 = 0,0929D meter
Volume
i in3 = 1.639 x 1D`5 meter3
1 gal {U,S. liquid) = 3.765 x .D-3 meter3
Mass
] ounce-mass (avo^rrlupaisl = 2.834 x 14'2 Icilac,, aril
i pound•mass (avoirdupois) = D_453fi kilogram
Pressure or Stress {FurcelArea)
1 inch of mercury I^D F1 = 3.377 x 1D 3 pascal
] pound•fiorce/inch (psi) = fi.695 x 103 pascal
E=nergY
1 hoot-pound-force {ft-Ibf1 = 1'156 joule
] E3tu {International Table) = ].D55 + 10 3 jowl<-
Power
1 watt = i x 30 7 erg/second
1 Btu/h = 4.2829 watt
Temperature
tC=519 {tF-321
Heat
1 (3tu'in}/{F,'ft2'F1 ' 1.442 x 1D 1 = W/(m'K1
(thermal conductivity)
] {Btulllbm'F1 ' 4,184 x 14 3 = J /{k g 'K1 (specific heat}
Solar terms
i BTU/ft 2 = .27 ] Langley = .271 cal,`cm 2 = 1.135 joule/cm2
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INSTRUCTION
^'IANi1AL
PLf1TE
HEAT
EXCHAII^r^^f^
Al9El^iCAN II^nT
RECLAI69l^G CORN.
f..a	-
AMERICAN HEAT DIVISION
ALFA-LAVAL T}1ERMAL, INC.
P.O. Box# 860
SOh1ERVILLE, NEW JERSEY 08876(201) B85-1800
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The plate heat exchanger is rrzade up of a number of
pressed metal plates bolted iiz a frame.
On each plate, a botzndary gasket confines a flaw path.
in^^^ard from one part, across the heat-transfer surface,
and out the other port. Two ring gasltets confine the flow
path of another fluid into and otzt of tlin space on tlZe ap-
posite side of the plate.
^+lo^vs in alternal^ spaces between plates are usually
in apposite dlreciozis to acllie^'e cottnt:ercurrent heat Fzx-
change. Herringbone patterns on the -
 plates are arranged
alternately point-up and point-down. As a result, fluid flow
patterns in the spaces between plates are intricate. The
resulting turbulent flow enl^arces heat transfer.
The rigid metal cot^ers that. serve as clamping mem-
bers have ports in them and appropriate gaskets to mate
with fluid passages in the plates. Inlet and outlet con-
nections are made at these covers.
AIi heat-transfer surfaces and all gaskets are ac-
cessible for inspection, cleaning, repair or replacement
when the unit is disassembled.
^,^^
Heat Exchanger Serial No.	 ^^ ^^' ^^6
	 ^^^ ^i
Certified Drawing hlo.	 p^--z ^^
Frame Type	 3 ^ ^ ,SaI r^	 A
Plate Material	 ,3^ sl ^, s, {p. ^ rnrn thick)
^dSiCetS	 ^J ^T^l^'jL
C7a5iCet ACiileSEVe	 ^ /1^£3c^^1n
Bolts	 S^-^93,Bg
Carrying bars
	
,^'^.^. .S'rL.	 ---.
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THEORY O^F OPERATION zap	
,I
DESCRIPTION zzg	 I
i
INSTALLATION 13Q	 -
OPERATING fNSTRUCTfONS z3z
MAINTENANCE z3s
TROUBLE-SH04TING z3's
SPARE PARTS
TOO^.S
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The plate heat exchanger is built the way it is far
several reasons.
Perhaps the most important advantage of the plate
heat exchanger from an operating point of view is that
it can be taken apart completely for inspection and clean-
ing. xn contrast to heat exchangers with welded passages
or ..rolled tunes, ifi makes every surface readily acces-
sible. All that is necessary i^s to drain and cool the unit,
reznave tie bolts and pull the movable cover back. Then,
the plates can be talzen out individually.
Each plate is supported laterally by points of contact
with adjacent plates. The typical unit has herringbone
patterns arranged V-up, then V-down from plate to plate.
Such a unit ca^ii withstand fluid-to fluid differential pres-
sures without plate deflection, even though those metal
barriers are relatively thin. As a result, the plate heat ex-
changer conserves material. On rsome units, if pressures
axe relatively high, the gasket channels may be backed up
mechanically at locations where they are not backed up
by gaskets in adjacent plates.
Because the plates are patfierned to create turbulent
flow across their surfaces in the spaces between them, and
because the flaw frarza. space fia space are countercurrent,
Meat transfer is highly efficient. T h a spaces between plates
are small relative to plate area, so that hold-up volume
is small with relatio7^ tc, heafi-transfer surface area. These
factors combine to make the plate heat exchanger much
smaller physically than, far example, a shell-and-tube
heat. exchanger designed for the same duty.
i.27
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American Heat Reclaiming Corp. employs computer-
	 .
ized design to match therrraal and pressure drop require-
ments for each installation. Changing requirements can
often be accarnrnodated lay adding, removing or changing
plates.
Gaskets are cemented- intr formed channels in each
plat. There are open spaces between the boundary gasket
that confines the flow between plate surfaces and the two
ring gaskets at the ports into the next inter-plate space.
Tn the event of gasket leakage, therefore, fluid will be de-
tectable externally, but neither fluid wi1T contaminate the
oth+er.
I3ound^ary and ring gaskets may be separate pieces.
One-piece molded gaskets, with boundary and ring fun-
ctions combined, have weep holes that reveal any gasket
leakage between ring and boundary.
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DESCR,IPTI4N
'	 Principal parts of the plats heat exchanger are the
frame with carrying bars, a fi:^eed cover, a movable cover
• and a pack of gasketed plates. Tie bolts between the two
covers clanr^p the plates in place. In •accordance with OSHA
requirements, a protective shroud is supplied. Tt covers
thz heat exchanger to protect personnel in the event of
spraying leakage. 	 '
Each pass is made up of plates that have four ports.
They accomodate one fluid ict and out plus the other fluid
in and out. Ina heat exchanger with several passes for
one of the fluids, the passes are separated by special turn-
zng plates. one port of a turning plate is blanked. Acon-
nection coimesponding to a blanked-off port- is then ixitade
at the movable cover.
The end plates are special, too. There are no flow
paths between end plates and covers. These special
plates have appropriate parts and gasketing so that they
serve only to make connections with the covers.
For heat exchanger performance characteristics, see
the Certified Drawing.
The plate heat exchanger is designed, tested and
stamped in accordance with the Iatest ASIVIE Unfired Pres-
sure Vessel Code, Section VIII, Division I.
;^
I1V5TALLATiQN
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Plata heat exchangers are assembled and tested at the
	 ,
American Heat Reclaiming Corp. plant in Lykens, Pen-
nsylvania. They arrive ready to be installed and hooked
ug	 -^
Set the unit in place an a level Foundation.
See thg Certified Drawing for piping connections. This
saFne drawing shows the peek ie.ngth dimension - -the dis-
tance between inside faces of the covers. Check that the
covers are exactly that far apart all around - their peripher-
ies. Tighten or loosen bolts if a correction is needed.
Allow provisions- for thermal expansion when Iaying
out pipe connections. A valve should be provided in each
inlet line. Clean foreign matter out of pipe and fittings.
Makes up the piping accurately so that it is not necessary
to distort any line in order to mate the flanges.
The -heat exchanger is then ready for service.
OPERATING TNSTRUCTrONS
CAUTION
If the heat exchanger is qperated wlth wide
L^emperature fluctuations, the gaskets will be
subjected to strains that may shorten thrir Iife.
They may Ieak during the thermal shock
periods, even though the leakage may stop
when stable operating temperatures are rear_h..
ed.
Ui^.its are provided with aluminum shrouds
to protect personnel from leakage.
At startup, the flows of both fluids should be increased
gradually, and they should bath build up at the same time.
Inlet valves on both fluid Iines should be provided for this
purpose.
If the fluids are pumped, start thQ pumps first against
closed valves. Then - -with either a pumped system ar
one with another pressure source - -crack both inI^et
valves slightly. Open them both gradually and slowly un-
til operating pressures and temperatures have been reach-
ed.
When shutting down, close both inlet valves slowly
and at the same time. If this is not practical, slowly close
the valve for the heating medium first.
If the heat exchanger is to stand idle fora consider-
able length of time, drain it and loosen the tie bolts. Then
tighten them to enough tension so that plates and gaskets
are in moderate contact. This Z^^ill keep dust and foreign
matter out of the unit.
Tf either fluid is corrosive or if
,'
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there is danger of freezing, take a shutdown unit apart
and clean it. Then reassemble it with pates and gaskets
in contact, but not tightened up. {See the MA7NTEN.ANCE
Section.)
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MAINTENANCE
' The plate heat exchanger may. be disassembled period-
ically for inspection and cleaning while other ecluipment
in the same system is shut dawn. On the other hand - -
based an operating experience - - it may be Ieft in service
until the appearance of one of the symptoms listed in the
TROUBLE-SHOOTING Section.
DISASSEII^^BLY
Drain and cool the unit to room temperature before
attempting disassembly. Facilities should be provided for
flushing Otlt both sides of the heat exchanger with cold
tvater.
Loosen and remove any piping connections on the
movable saver. Take off the shroud.
Loosen nuts on the cover tie bolts at the four corners
first. Back zhe netts off and remove the bolts. Then loosen
nuts in the center portion of each side of the cover about
=/^-inch. Leave them, then loosen the other tie bolts about
^.-inch. Continue this process until. the nuts are slack.
k^nally, back off the nuts on the center bolts and regnove
them.
• Now, the movable cover can be pulled clear of the
plates. Separate the plates from one another carefully.
All gaskets should stay in their channels - - should not
stick to acljacent plates. l:f a short length of gasket should
come loose, cement it back in pI •ace immediately. But if
the entire gasket is loose or if it seems to be damaged,
pull the plate and do a complete repair jab.
133
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Verify that plate numbers are legible and that Mates
are in order. Mark any plates that have obscure numbers.
Looking toward the fixed cover, plates should be number-
ed at their upper left-hand corners, and the number se-
quence should start at the fixed cover.
CLEANING ^.`IiE .PLATES
Unless thorn is same problem material to remove, the
plates can be cleaned without removing them from the
unit. Use a hand brush or a rotary power brush. Brushes
with nylon or stainless steel bristles are often used.
CAUTION
Do not use brushes with carbon steel bristles.
Do not use steel wool. Be very careful not to
damage the gaskets.
13.EFLACIIVG GASKETS
Remove platos with loose or damaged gaskets. Scrape
out arty pietas of ,gasket material that may remain in the
channels. Clean out all fracas of oil, grease or foreign mat-
ter from the channels. Use a nylon or stainless steel wire
brush and a solvent such as toluol, xylal, trichlorethylene
or ethyl acetate.
Wipe the channels dry. To check whether they are
completely grease free, put sumo water in them. If Choy
are grease-free, the water will wet their surfaces, and it
will forma thin film instead of gathering in nodules.
When the channels are clean and grease-free, - wipe them
dry again. ^-
Apply a bead of cement in each channel about ^-inch
in diameter. Ilse a flexible plastic container with a spout
on It. Let the cenr^ent dry until tack time.
.¢
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Apply cement to the gaskets the same way, Let them
dry.
NOTE
Gaskets are color-coded at about the 3-o'clock
positions to identify their compositions. Color
codes of different suppliers may not correspond.
The color-coded side should be out. Apply ce-
ment to the opposite side, and be very careful
to beep cement off the color coded side.
'VV'hen the cement is ready, fit gaskets into their chan-
nels. If any stretching is necessary, do it in the middle of
the straight long sides - - not at the corners. Press the
gaskets down all around to be sure that they are firmly
cemented in place.
REPLACING PLATES
If a plate is damaged, it can be replaced, but the re-
placement must be of the same type. It should be marked
with the same number as the plate it replaces. Consult
Amer9can Heat Reclaiming Corp. fio obtain the proper
repl accment.
In an emergency, a standard plate (with four ports)
can be removed. Then, an adjacent standard plate r:^ust
also be removed in order to keep the flo «r pattern right.
Capacity of the unit tivilI be reduced very slightly, but op-
eration will otherwise be normal. The pack length dimen-
sion will be reduced, of course, as each pair of plates is
removed. Multiply the former gaek length
Number of plates now
by __. _.__ . ..._-	 _
Number of plates before
to calculate the new pack length.
^.3 b
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ASSEMBLY
^ several glafies were removed, put them back in the
frame in the proper numerical order. Move the pack of
plates away Pram the fixed cover. Apply the parting agent,
:QC 200 silicone oil to the backs of the gasket channels of
the first plate. Give them a very thin coat wher^a they will
mate «^ith gaskets on the fixed cover. Slide the plate
against the cover. No^c^, da the same thing to the second
plate and to al! the rest of the plates. Slide each one again-
st its mating plate as 3rou tvorlc. Look at the gaskets each
time to sere ^vherc^ the mating su p-faces ^vilI be.
Tf aII the plates were removed, arrange them in ^iu-
rn^erical order. The numbers aa •e stamped o^n the gasket
sides - -the sides that face you as you look at the fixed
cover. They are at the upper left-hand corners of the
plates. Number 1 goes against the Fixed cover. Assemble
the others against it in numerical sequence. Handle the
plates carefully to avoid damaging them or their gasltets.
Apply the parting ag^er,i, DC 200 silicone oil to the
backs of gasket channels tz•here they will male with other
gaskets. Do this, plate -by-plate as you insert them in the
frame and push th4 pack toward the Fixed cover.
CAUTTQN
While applying silicone ail and assembling
the plates ane-by-one, inspect each plate to be
sure that all gaskets are sound and that there is
no foreign matter an surFaces that will mate
with gaskets of plates already in place.
13G
TIGHTENING TIME MOVA331^E COVER
The imparfiant things to i^c*atch far xt^hen tightening
the tie bolts are that the movable cover shauId not be
cocked at an angle and that bolt tensions should be
built up evenly. CIean the bolt threads and oiI them
lightly.
Push the movable cover into place againsfi the pack of
plates. Insert the bolts a^td run the nuts up until there is
some resistance.
IVIeasure the pack length bet^vaen covers all around.
Tighten the nuts that will bring the t^^ro covers parallel.
Naw, continue to tighten all the nuts a turn or so at a
dime, keeping the covers parallel, Check the pack length
di^nensian as you proceed.
The pacl: length dimension on tl^e G;ertif iCd Drawing
is a minimum. The unit should not be tightened more than
this. Plates should be drawn up to achieve mefial-to-metal
contact, but they should not be deformed,
Finally, check the dimension between covars all
around to be sure that they are still garaIlel, If they are
not, make them so.
Before putting the unit back into ser°tricz, hydro-
statically test both sides independently if this is feasible.
ASIVIE test pressure is 1..5 times dt?sign pressure, and
American Heat Reclaiming Carp, tests to this standard.
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TR,OU.13LE-SBOQTING
SYMPTOM
I3igh pressure drop in
?ith^r . streaxr^.
PROBABLE
CAI;ISE
Fouling ^^ith material
deposited by flui^I
CORi=t,EC'I'IVE
ACTIQN
Back flush the unit
Front flush the unit
Chemically clean
affected passages
Disassemble the unit
and clean the plates
Repair or replace the
elate
Install a sound gasket
Tighen to specified
pacI^ Iength
Replace the defective
plates
Leakage	 I Daanaged plate
Broken gasket
Loose tie bolts
i
Contamination of one I'erforatiori of one ox
fluid by the other	 ,more plates
Fi
0
R^PRODUCIBTLITY 0^' 'a.:l
ORSGTN'AL PAGD ^ POUR
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LocahOnlTOp.
F30ryOm.i:ndsl
Minimum
Thickness
COrrasf °n -
Allowance
-	
Crown
Radius
Knuckle
Radius
Elfiplical
Ratio
Conical
Apex Angle
liemispl^erical
RatliuS
Ftat
oiameter
5igataPressure
fLanvexorCnncavel
Ste. —5	 S t' tt	 rr
rt tl n
fat
fb)
If removable, boils used (describe other fastenings) SA-193.H8:11}0,^00(10)_'i_'!f),___ToLin_Bronze _Nuts
IMaferial, fipec No Gr., Site. Nol
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FQF3M l!-1 fVIANUFACTIlI^ERS' pATA R!~PaRT l^dFt PRES5t1RR VESS^[.S
As Required 1sy the l'rovisians ^i the A^M1=Cade Rules, Section Vif f, pitrisian 't
1. Manufactured by	 American Head Rerl,aa.mzncL Corporation 	 Lvkens. Pennsy].uan:i,a _
fName and address al manufactured
2. Manufactured for	 Cax^dsn State Raoing Association	 he ^r
fName anq addrtlss of purchaser!
3. Location of instaliiailon	 Cherry Hi^.Z rnn	 h
!Name antl atltlressk
4. Type	 Veit•	 Vessel No.	 13339	 --	 PHE-232	 1t]34f5	 Year 13ut1t^.7$
(HOrki. Or vcrl lank!
	
[Mlgr'S Scrkal NO 1
	 ff:RN1	 IDrawingl	 !Nat'l fled N° 1
5. The chemical and physical propertlas of all parts meet the requirements of material specifications of the ASME BOIL1=Ft AND
RR1=5SURE VESSEL CODE. The design, aonslruction, and workmanship c pnform to ASME Rules, Sectign Vlfl, l7ivision 1 ^ZZ	 ,.,
and Addenda to Curren-	 and Code Case no.	 IYeadfOaiel
Special service per UG-120Id)
Manufacturers' Partial Data Reports prDperiy identified and signed by Commissioned Inspectors have been furnished for the fallowing
Items of the reporE:
fNamrOF part. ifrrn number. mtgr'snameanq identHyingstampl
Jtems 6- f t !nc!	 b	 m	 d !or single wall vessels, jaclters of jacketed vessels, or shells of hear exchangers
f^ `f^1: Materia	 Nom. Thicknessr^l^n. Corrosion Allowanoe^F^ir^^. x.,^„^tt. a in. Length^_ tt.,^_in
15prc Na .Grader	 ^	 (Dreralp7, Seams:
Longitudinal	 NA R.T.	 Efficiency	 % H.T. Temp	 FTime.^Girth	 .R. T.	 ND. of Courses
fDhl Sngf i t5pot Or Gu1N	 fDBt . Sngl.! f5pot. Partial. or Fulll
8. Heads: (a) Material	 SA-515, 70	 (b} Material	 SaTne
ISprc NO, Gradcl	 [Spec No- Gradet
e
.^
t°
9. Type of Jacket 	 Proof Test
10. Jacket Closure	 It bar, give dimensions	 l! bolted, describe or sketch.
faescribc as Ogee & wol q . bar. efc.l
11. Constructed for max. allowable working pressure	 1 50	 psi at max, temp, 7$O of M in. temp. {when less than -$0 F) 	 F.
Hydrostatic,	 r3rt3]C^^c743t:st]1LifLYfi4f^ test pressure 225	 psi.
Items t 2 and f3 to be completed for tube sectrorts
12. Tubesheets: Stationary Material 	 Diam.	 in. Nominal Thick. 	 in. CorroslvnAllow.	 in. Attachment
kSpec^ No, Gr . l f5ubject !o pre5surel	 tweldetl, 601ted7
Floating Material 	 Diam.	 in. Nominal Thick.	 in. Corrosion Allow.	 in. Attachment(Spec. Na, Gr 1
13. Tubes: Material	 O.D.	 in. Nominal Thickness	 in. orgauge Number	 Type[Spec No . Gr I 	 (5trdight Or "U"F
lfems f Q-? 7 inc1. to be completed for rnner chambers of jacketed vessels or channels of hear exchangers
14. She11: Material	 NominalThic3cness	 in. Corrosion Allowance	 fn. q Iam..W....it.._.—In. Lengih_tt. 	 in.
ISpec. Ho.. Gr-195. Seams;
Longitudinal	 R.T.	 Elficfency	 %H.T.Temp	 FTime	 Girth	 R.T.	 No.otcourses
lDbl . Sngt f [Spat or Kulll	 fDbl . Sngt 1 !Spat, Par ti at ar Fu111
16. Heads: (a) Material 	 (b) Material
_	
ISp°c No. Gradcl	 !Spec N° .Gradcl
LOCabonfTap.
BOltom . EntlsF
Minimum
Thickness
Corrosion
Allowance
Crown
Radius
Knuckle
Radius
7:Iliplical
Ratla
Conical
ApexAnglc
Hemispherical
Radius
Flat
Diameter
5rdot° Pressure
ICanvexorCanravei
laf
{b)
tf removable, bolls used {descrlhe other fastenings)
17. Max. allowable working pressure 	 psi al max temp.
hems below io be completed for all vessels where app&cable
18. Safety Valve Outlets: Number	 Size_
1Material, Spcc_ No., Gr., Site. No.7
F. Min. temp	 F, Hydre. lest pressure	 psi.
Location
This form may bfl obtained from the t,Eatlonsl Baarcf a! Bailerand Pressure Vessel Inspectors, Columbus, Ohia. 	 Re z3
i39
,,.
FORM Ei-1 (BACK}
,:^
19. Naul©s:
PurpasC
IMIct.OUllel.praln} Number
piam.
or5lee Type Material
Nominal
Th(ckness
X	 K
Mltcrfal
Haw
attached
Inlets 2 3" Fl A- t03 30QI, Sch.'i 0 5 -i0
Outlet;S 2 3" " tt u u rt
2Q. inspection Openings:
Manholes Na.	 Size	 Location
Handholes No.	 Size	 Location
Threaded Np .	 Size	 Location
2i. Supports: Skirl	 Lugs	 Legs	 Other Cov .r Pad	 Attached	 ^1s7 Q^S1..,.^,SL St-a. ('over
	
IYCS ar no1
	
INe ]	 INO t	 IOescr + het	 twhere and how!
22. Remarks: ^dro^teste_d ^^r UG 99 ^b]^ [vessel is a Heat exchanger. Desicmec'i and construct ed
in accordance with ASP'dE Code, Section VIII, ]] ay 'i-'i 977...
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE
We certify that the statements made in this report are correct and that all details of design, material, construction, and workmanship of
this vessel conform to the ASM E Code !ar Pressure Vessels, Section VIII, Divi to 1. 	 (^	 ^	 ^^
Date 5-12-78	 Signed Amer. Heat RQCI. ^Q^;F?^ by '" `.^.^^`^	 ' ^	 ^ -' C7"•^"-^9^^-
(na,inutad^rcrl	 ^	 RepreSentahvei
"Li" Certificate of Authorization No.	 179'	 expires	 Mar_r,h ^D	 1g	 R1
CERTIFICATE OF SHOP INSPECTION
Vessel made by Amer.. Heat Rec1. Cprp.	 , at	 Fykens, 1?ennsV^-yania
I, the undersigned, holding a valid commission issued by the National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors and the State or
Province of	 ,p,^nnsy^_a onto and employed by	 Cotttttlt=^"r. i_a 1 tin; on 1•ns ^ranr.P ('nrrt^n^r
	
Baston,Nfass .	 of	 have inspected the pressure vessel described in this Manufacturers' Data
Report on	 S--S, 5-1 0	 , 19^$,., and state titiat, to.the best of my knoevledge and belief, the Manufacturer has constructed this
pressure vessel in accordance with ASME Cade, Sect ion VIII. Division 1.
9y signing this certificate neither the inspector nor his employer makes any warranty, expressed or implied, concerning the pressure
vessel descrlbed in the Manufacturers' Data Report. Fur#hermore, neither the inspector nor his employer shall be liable in any manner for
any personal injury or property damage or a loss of any kind arising frorri or connected with this inspection.
Date	 ^	 ^'
^	 ^ f "9 ' L ^ Commissions	 Nt3^-796,_,& LdC--251 ^iSlgnedf	 „^ , ,
	
i I pcct	 lNnl'1 eaard. Slate, Provin[e and No t
CERTlF1CATE OF CO[^lPL1ANCE FOR FIELD WORK
We certify that the statements made in this report are correct and that all details of design, material, construction, and workmanship of
this vessel conform to the ASME Code for Pressure Vessels, Section Viil, Division 1.
Date	 Signed	 by
IManuracturcrl	 [^epresentativct
"U" Certificate of Authp rization No.	 expires	 19
CERTIFICATE 4F FIELD ASSEMBLY iNSPECTION
1, the undersigned: holding a valid commission issued by the National Board and Aressure Vessel Inspectors and the State or
Province of	 aryd employed by
pf	 have compared the statements in this Manufacturers' data
Report with the described pressure vessel and slate That parts referred to as data items ,not included in the
certificate of shop inspection, have been inspected by me and chat, Eo the hest of my knowledge and belief, the Manufacturer Etas constructed
and assembled this pressure vessel in accordance with ASME Code, 5ecii pn VIII. Division 1.
Tht: descrlbed vessel was inspected and subjected t p a hydrostatic test of	 psi.
By signing this certificate neither the Inspector nor his employer makes any warranty, expressed or implied, concerning the pressure
vessel described In this Manufacturers' Data Rep p rf. Furthermpre, neither the Inspector nor his employer sha11 6e liable in any manner for .
any personal injury or property damage or a Eess of any kind arising from pr connected with this Inspection.
Date
signed	 Commissions
tAUfhorizetl tnspecforl ^	 ^	 iNat'I 6oara, State, Province and No.i
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l^EPRES^NTATIVE MRCHANiCAI. AND CHRMICAL TEST R^RORI
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SPECIFICATIONS:
A5ThiA 1179
1 ^
A s^ E S A '} 7 9 REPRODUCIBILITY 0^` T^iF
GRIGINAL PAGE LS P()f 3^
HEA1 SIIF $H41t	 JINISN 185 dRD l85 Sl+l p Hmplff$5 rFN51[F Sta , PS< YIEJD SlA . PSi % R4NG % R A
[Yry, C P S lS^ G N• +a0 C° i s (ltkla pt,l[A pikEP kacpEHABIEI IMF I I
1 1 I I 1 I 1 1 I 1
sPt:crrlcATlLaNS:
^fE CERT IEY TH,IT TMIS ^'ATERIAL HA5 BEEN PCtC10E55ED AND TESTED
^	 IN ACCORDAf1Cc ^iITH THC {^EFCEtENCED SPECIFICATIOPf AND IS Ilv
CUhFC?RN^ANCE 4^ IT!-I AL L REt ,1Lf IREhIERT5.
'	 TH15 MATEREAL MEETS THE SPECIFICATIONS CHECKEa BELOW:
^	 q ASTM•A 193 .75	 q ASME SECT TI 	 q MACRO ETCH - OK
	ASTM-A 276 . 75	 ^ ASME SECT IIE	 ^ EM6RITTEEh1ENT TEST - OK
q ASTM-A 182-75
	
q A5ME•SA 320 . 74	 q FREE OF CONTINUOUS CARBIDE NETWORK
q ASTM-A 320 . 74	 .. A . 7.	 .^	 q FREE OF MERCURY CONTAMINATION
	
A5TM•A 479 . 75	 ^fLE-	 8: 7
_-, ^
_	 q ASTM•A 582-75
	 LCOY JK	
``!!^
	 ^	 ^ ®SOLUTION ANNEALED AT	 19 5 {] ° F f'
- ^	 q ASTM•A 314 .75	 l A5 IC E -DIE	 Y ^	 1 _],f^ HOURS AND WA1ER QUENCHED
q QOS 763[	 ^ L10UID PENETRANT TEST•pK
^	
q qq5 7646	 qMAGNETIC PARTiCLE•OK ^	 ^^	 q INTERGRANULAR TEST • OK
q MELS 231958	 fREglSEVS	 ^	 ^	
^[ r	 '^ - ^ti
	
^	 q NITRIC ACID TE5T . OK
q 	 >^ } ., r 1	 l ^ ^ _	 q BEND TEST - OK
q MILS 7720	 1
q MILS 7720 {[HEM ONL'!I	 q ; ERRITE ` L	 ^_ MAX ^^	 q MAGNETIC PERMFABILITr
M1LW 52263
EMPACTS	 __	
_	
q GRAIN SIZE
q SW 300M
E HEREBY CERTIFY FHAT THE REPORTED FIGURES ARE CORRECT•
AS CONTAINED IN THE RECOR pS OF THE CORPORATION
0
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WELL-X-TROL
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WELL-X TR^L
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r ^^? ^f,NAl, PACsI: IS POOL
AVP.ILABLE IN 19 MODELS • WELL-X-TROLS ARE PRESSURIZED, HAVE
SEALED - IN DIAPHRAGMS AND A. RE USED WITF 'i ANY TYPE PUMP
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DESCRIPTION
Complete elimination of waterlogging is one of
several outstanding features of the WELL-X-
TROL system ...most efficient means of pres-
surizing water systems.
It consists essentially of a prepressurized tank
with a sealed^in diaphragm that f,^events con-
tact of the water with air in the WEAL-X-TROL.
The diaphragm, which is permanently sealed
in, is a specially compounded material that
imparts neither odor nor taste to the water.
Since it merely flexes (does not stretch 1 it will
last indefinitely.
Another exclusive feature is the custom
molded polypropylene liner used m the WX-
l00 Series, WX-200 Series and WX-250 Series.
Water in the WELL-X-TROL contacts only the
sealed-in liner and diaphragm which form a
completely corrosion-proof water reservoir.
^--^ The polypropylene liner has
NSF
1 been tested and accepted by
/ the National Sanitation Founda-
tion.
With this type of system, air absorption prob-
lems are eliminated and pump cycling ^s
greatly reduced. There is no need for air
controls of any type. Additwnal significant
features are:
• Cool, fresh water is always available, and
separation of air and water prevents iron
oxide discoloration.
• Available in 19 compact sizes, and mosf can
be simply installed by one man. The WX-202
model, for example. weighs 40 lbs. yet is
equivalent to a conventional 42-gal. storage
tank.
. The same amount of water is obtained be-
tween pumping cycles as in a conventional
tank 2!'i times larger.
• All models can be installed at any conven-
ient location m the piping system.
d Can be used with all types of pumps — shal
low well. jet, piston, submersible, centri
fugal or turbine.
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wWX-25D
^a; wx-251
WX-252
THE !HELL -X-TROL PRINCIPLE ( Model WX-101 shown)
^^
How It Operates
A. Whenthepump first starts
to operate, no water well
enter the WELL-X TROL be-
cause of the charge pressure
behind the draphragm. When
the pump develops a pres-
sure mexcess of 20 PSI cool
fresh water enters the WELL
X T ROL.
B. As the water enters the
WELLXTROL, the draphragm
begins to invert and the av
pressure rn the tank rn
creasPS. When the pressure
reaches 40 PSI the pump
stops ThE vrater pressure rn
the WELL^X TROL rs then
also 4U PSI.
C. When tap w^;^ r ^= drawn.
the air pressure behind the
draphragm forces water from
the'NELL-X-TROL When the
air pressure In the tank again
reaches 20 PSI. the pump
starts replacing the water
drawn from She tank.
An initial air charge is injected into
each WELL-X-TROL at the factory-
This original air charge, which is
retained for the life of the system,
is indicated on the pressure
gauge-
The illustrations of a WX-101
(right) show how the WELL-X-
TROL works, with an arbitrary
pressure setting of 20-QO PSI. All
models operate with this same
principle.
DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS
	ModEl	 D^mensrons Im 1	 !	 Factory ^	 I Ship, arts !
`.-- n ^:	 I Precharge ' System	 I We^gntIf	
— No.	 (A,	 rgr	 i pn^(pgll Connectmn	 ^ fibs 1 -
WX-101	 Wx 10l	 8	 ^	 1258	 20	 3'4"NPTM	 Swx-lot	 —	 --	 -- -
a	 WX-1D2-IN	 WX 102 __J	 11	 15	 ^	 20	 3%4"NPTM	 9
WX-103	 WX 102 1N	 17. l 8	 I	
15 3'a	 ^	 20	 3!4"NPTM i1i	 10WX-200	 WX 103 ^ 3 1	 24 34 ?	 30	 3 4"NPTM {I	 15Wx- 200•UG	
WX 20011n lane
	 ]S :3 R	 22	 1	 30	 l"Cplg	 I	 25
I WX 200 UG	 ^	 1S i 2	 22 1 B	 I	 30	 1" CPIg	 ^	 28
r—^ _—	 !i WX 2Dr	 ^	 15 3 8	 237:'8
	
30	 1 FPS Elbaw	 32
Wx 2D1 1N	 ^	 16 7 16	 24 5'8 !	 30	 1 FPS Elbow	 33
WX -202	 153 8	 31 5^8	 ^	 30	 1"FPSEIbow	 40
WX 202 IN	 ib 7 16	 ^	 32	 30	 .1" FPS Elbaw	 41
I	 1^^ }	 WX203	 1538	 511!2 I	 30 tl"FPSEIbow	 54_
l	 WX 25D	 22	 35 5 `8	 30	 _ 1 1!4" NPTF	 70
WX-2D1	 WX 251 —
	
22	 46-3i4 ^	 30	 ' 1 1/4" NPTF	 92 -
WX-2DI-IN	 I WX 252	 ^?	 62-1i8	 I	 3p	 1 1!4" NPTF	 113e_ .	
- - -- - -- - - _ -- - - - .. __
	
__ - --W X-202
WX•202-IN	 --	 --..	 - --- -- - ---- - - --------	 -------- - -
W X-203
	
Type	 Dim. "A" (ins.!
Wx 301	 L	 47	 Must	 2. 1/2" NPTF_ _585
I WX 3D2
	 2	 !	 553!4	 Be 21/2"NPTF	 775
WX303	 2	 t	 571.2	 ^ Specdred r 21/2"NPiF	 930
WX 304	 2	 82-1 2	 By	 2 1/2"NPTF	 1065__
W X 305	 2	 103 1 2	 Customer 2 1/2"NPTF	 1230
- — - - -__ T --- -^- -- --^.^
1 NPTF REM1^UTE AIH
T 1NIC ,'.ANN
^— ^ 41 _.._ - '1
	
I	 I
I ^^- T-^
CNARGINC^	 I
VALVE \
rJ
TYPE 1
PRESSURE
z':" NPTF s-	 swrTCRLONNf (. TION
	
SYSTEM CONN	 _ _ __
WX-301
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PRESSURE SWITCH ^ Typical Multiple WELL•X-TROL Installations
PRESSURE SWITCH
r	
^^ 1^^.
}	 UCIBILTIy Or}^LPItOD PAGL ^ pp0^
p.T^1GI^ AL
Single WELL-X-TROL Installation
PRESSURE
SWITCH
/^
MODELS WX-301
WX-302
WX-363
wx-3oa
WX•305
PRESSURE
1O ^^^"	 SWITCH
i .l
Single WELL•X•TROL Installation
A separate air tank can be used with the sPhericai shaped
Model WK-3D1. if desired. and can be placed in any con-
venient location
157
Multiple WELL-X-TRGL
Installation
ro srsrw
t	 ^ PRESSURE	 T
SWITCH
AIN
INSTALLATION
Compactness is a major feature of the WELL-X-TROL
because it allows installation in out-of-the-way areas
not large enough to accommodate conventional
tanks. Smaller models will fit into such places as
closets, under stairs or between floor joists, and may
also be placed anywhere in the piping system, In any
positlan, and can be mounted wherever is handiest
- at the pump or on the wall, ceiling or floor. Models
WX-101. WX-102, and WX-103 may be connected to
-	 any point rn the 5ystertt by simply using 'i<" pipe
nipples.
The stand-ufT models (WX-201 through WX-305) are
simply placed in a convenient location and a single
connection Is made to the system.
n __
^. ^
tG 'YtiIEM
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- ^	 PRESSURE
\Yi^7	 SWITCH i }
PRESSURE	 -
SWItCH ^
	
MODELS WX-1[11	 —
WX-102
WX-102-1N
WX-103
	
WX-200	 !	 It11
The Modef WX-?00 is installed in the system in the
same manner as the WX-101 through WX-103 but
with a single 1" coupling. The Model WX-200-UG is
also connected by a single 1" coupling but is
designed to be installed underground.
To Insure the Integrity of the system, the pressure
switch should be located as close to the WELL-X-
TROL aspossible.
AI! models can be used in multiples where greater
capacity is required.
The diagrams below show sorne typical methods of
installation.
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MODELS WX-201
wx-znl -IN
WX 202	 MODELS WX-250
Wx 202•IN	 WX-251
WX -203 ^	 WX•252 ^
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SIZES AND CAPACITIi=S
Although all WELL -X-TF^OL models are precharged, 	 Exarr^ples:
this initial air charge may easily be changed by
	 !f the pump begins to operate at 25 PSf and stops
.means of the y
 standard air charging valve. The
	
operating at 45 PSI, your WELL-X-TROL must becharge of 20 :' Sl (Model Nos. WX-101 and 102) is
	 precharged to 25 PSI.correct for use with a pump cut-in setting of 20 PSI
on the pressure switch. The charge of 30 PSI (Model
	 If the pump begins to operate at 50 PSI and stopsNas. WX-103 through WX-252) is correct far acut-in
	
operating at 70 PSI, your WELL-X-TROL must besetting of 30 PSI,	
charged to 50 PSI.
Generally, for most efficient operation the cut -out
pressure should be na more than 25 PSI above the
cut-in pressure.
Table A below shows the drawdown factors for
various pressure conditions. To determine drawdown
between pimp cycles, muftipiy these factors by the
	 In order far the WELL-X-TROL to perform to its rated
WELL-X-TROL volumes shown in Table B. The draw-	 drawdawn capacity, it is necessary to adjust the pre-
dawn should never exceed the amount shown in the
	 charge pressure to equal the cut-in pressure of the
column headed "Maximum". If it does, select the next	 pump.
size WELL-X-TRO'^. 	 _	 --
IMPORTANT-Maximums should never be exceeded.
TABLE "A" - DRAWDOWN FACTORS
TABLE "B" --WELL-X-TROL VOLU ME/ORAWDOWN
fWodel
Na.
Volume
(Gals.)
DRAWQOWN (GALS.} Modei
No.
WX-203
' WX•250
Volume
I (Gals.)
36.D
_^__
__...	
_
Maxirnurn
_
11.5
ORAWOOWN (GALS.}
A9aximuEn 20-40 PSI
Range
30-50 PSI
Range
44-60 PSI
Range
2a-40 P5!
Range
_ I1.5
30-50 P51
Range
40.60 PSI
Range)
WX-1DI 2.0 1-0 :7 .5	 .4.	 E 9.4 7.9
WX-102
WX-i02-IN
4.6
4.6
2.5
2.5
1,5
1.5
1.2^_ 	 1.0	 I
1.2	 1.0	 -;
44.4 36.4 14.0 1I.5 9.8
^WX-251 62.0 _36.0 _19.8 16.1 ^	 13.6
WX ^la3
WY;-200
8.5 3.2 2.7 2.2 L9
---..-^ WX-2_52 $7.0
;	 150.0
36.0
75.0 _
27.8
48.D
22.6
	 I	 19.1
39.0
	 '	 33,0i4.0 I1.5 4.5 3.6 3.I WX-30!
WX-2D0•fJG 14.0 11.5 4.5 3.6 3.1	 ^ WX-302 ^ 20D.0 100.0 64.0 52.0	 44.0
WX•201 14.0 11.5 4.5 3.6
3.6
j	 3.I
3,I
j WX-303
WX•304
WX-3D5
250.0
310.0
410.0
125.0
150.0
150.0
8D.D
99.0
131.0
65.0	 55.0
80.5
	
56.0
106.5	 94A
WX-20I•IN 14.0 11.5 4. 5
WX-202 20.0 1i.5 6,4 5.2 4.4
WX-202•IN 20.0 11.5 6.4 5.2 4.4
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'"`°""""°'"" SUBMITTAL DATA04-19— THHC ♦ oANC COMPANY ^^ cwD••^. WI•C ON•IN •. •OI 1	 GF	 1 S D2—K431
AAHE JOE! NUMBER Cl1STa1MER ORDER NUMBER N0. OF PRINTS DATE TO SHIP TYP[ Of ORDERD2 — NOJIJE{ 7 1 24 1 0 04— L 9-7Ei SP
ARCHITECT ENGINEER
CRANE SALESMAN
W•HANSFN
SOLD TO SHIP TO/PROJECT
GARDEN ST4TE RACING A55GC. GARDEN STAtE RACING ASSOC
P.O.	 [SOX 406 CHF^:RY HILL	 ;NN RT 38
CHs.RRY	 HIEI.•	 N.J. 08002 HADDGNFIE^D RD
CHERRY	 Hil_l.a	 N•J• 08002
MARK PACKAGES•PROJECT NAME
TAG:
ITEM OMAN. TRANS ORDERING NO. SPECIFICATIONS
A 4 UHSA3^4SdACAS,
MOTOR	 1-2 HP	 208-60-3 1140	 RPM
PH [ l_A HANSFN 4- 19 - 78 PT
REpR^,D UCIBIL,ITY
QR IGI1'A L P
	
OF THE
AGP LS PUC;i^^
•	 ^^
A/R CONOfT/G'N/NG
SPEC. SHEET ATTACHED INSTALL./OPER./MAINT. OPCR./MAIN. PARTS LIST WIRING DIAGRAM
UH-S-2
`THE TRANS COMPANY - LA iC9ROSSE, ^1VISGONSlN 546n^
e^
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^an^m FILE:TRANE HEATfN6 PRODUCTS
UNIT HEATERS
Steam - Hot Water
Submittal
UN-S-E
M/aI:CH, 1976
THE TRANE COMPANY — LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN 64641 	 COMMERCIAL AIR CONDITIONING DIVISION
MODEL S
PROPELLER TINE
NORiZOMTAI
UNIT HEATERS
MODEL 18-S THRU 354-5
MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
CASING - Two piece with "picture frame" front
formed into wrap-around s[des, top and bottom.
Horizontal louvers with louver keepers standard.
Eighteen gauge back panel with deep-draw fan
orifice for rigidity. Cast brass coil supply
and return pipe tap connectors bolted to back
panel. Casing phosphatized to prevent corro-
sion and painted with green baked enamel.
FAN - Trane designed and built Model "A" fan with
aluminum blades, dynamically balanced in factory.
For standard or sparkproof applications.
COILS - Hot water - steam coils are single
tube single serpentine on all sizes except
230 thru 354 which have two circuits. Sigma
Flo aluminum fins bonded to .031" seamless
copper tubing. All coils one-row deep in air
flow direction. Coils tested at 300 psig air
pressure under water. Optional, heavy .049
red brass tubing suitable for 20D psig steam
or 390 F water at 200 psig. Cupro-nickel
tubing (.031") suitable
for 450 F water at 440 psig. Steel tubing (.049"?
suitable for 450 F water at 600 psig. Optional
coils with turbulators available for high perfor-
mance on hot wafter, Odd model number units (19,
77, 273 etc.) have modified coils which provide
air bypass.
MOTORS - Total! enclosed 115/60/1 Class "B" in-
sulated, shaded pole and permanent split capacitor
motors are standard. Sleeve bearing motors
(which can be oiled) for 1/25 thru I/8 H.P. Ball
bearing motors (permanently lubricated) for 1/fi
thru 1/2 H.P, Single phase motors with built in
overload protection. Standard 115/60/1 motors
for unit sizes 18S thru 1005 can be operated at
multiple speeds with the addition of solid state
control. Explosion proof and 3-phase motors
avail^^ble for all unit sizes.
LOUVER FIN DIFFUSER (OPTIONAL) - Used with stand-
ard louvers for lateral diffusion. Provides four
direction control. Ships separately and clips
onto horizontal louvers.
^!) ^+
,Jliil
TALE 3-Steam and Hat Water Capacities, Standard Units
Conditions: 2 L6s. Steen, 60 entering air, CFM for standard air et
70 F 2011' entering water, 60' entering air, 20 =
 temperature drop.
slzc
•	 AM Kb	 e
WOT.
^
rrmAL
pFM	 R TU
^1M1114
^
1 B^S 17,400' 280 117 3,500 .36 72.0 5050 1/25
20-52 20,000 318 118 6.400 .6G 79.0
92.4
1050
1550
1/25
1;2038 . 5 38.700 544 126 19,100 1.97
42-5 41,600 590 125 20.000 2.06 91.2 1550 t/20
60-5 60.500 615 129 34.600 3.56 99.1 1550 1/20
70 . 5 66,200 1100 Ii7 40, 400 4.17 93.9 1550 I/B
90-5 87,600 1214 127 55,700 5.74 102.3 1550 I/6
100 . 5 96.700 1535 118 62.500 6.44 97.5 1550 l/B
126-9 125.700 1760 126 84.900 6.74 tOd 4 I100 t/6
166 . 9 172,000 2380 127 115.300 1f.88 104.6 1100 I/6
186 . 5 165,200 2808 121 125.400 12.92 101.2 It00 I/4
290-5 229,700 3300 124 161.200 16.67 105.2 1100 I/4
260-5 256,300 4100 118 !81.100 18.67 100.7 1100 1/2
320 9 324.000 d480 f27 23d.300 24.15 108.2 1100 I/2
355 500 5660 11B 264 900 27.30 103.1 1100 1/2
^..
SUSPENSION	 D SUSPENSION -DD^
	 •^
TAPPINGS ^
	 F
_
^ E
-$'^ F	 I"^EE^ TAPPINTa
Motor Mount Motor Mount
Type 1 is used ^ Type 2 is used
on all standard on thrze phase,
8 single phase explosion proofmolars 1 or 3 phase,
or other '
special motors
MOTOR MOUNT TYPE-I
	 MOTOR MOUNT TYPE-2
--A
L--PIPE TAP	 3" f-- 2- I/2 " -13 THD. TAP ^ %" • 3.•
STEAM SUPPLY	 FOR SUSPENSION
OR HOT WATER
	 w n
RETURN
^	 i	 II	 ^„
G	 !	 i	 I ^ ^ ^, I,	 mllllR`
i i	 ^,,,,,	 ,,,>^,,, „	 1
`_ H _
	
J
.	 ^	 ^	 KI K t* L-PIPE TAP S1EAM RETURN
OR HOT WATER SUPPLY
TABLE 1- Roughing -In Uim^naiant For Aladel S Unit H^itsrs
!lode! Fan Qia. A a C Lttl H £$	 p ¢ H J k
Ifl,	 19	 '.	
-I
32^
4
455
ll-1/4
ll-1/4
ll - 1	 4
13-111
20-7l8
20-718
20-7 8
21-718
14-1/4
14-1/4
l4-]^4
1J-1;4
9-3/8
9-3/8
9-3 a
l0
15-3/8
16-1/8
16-1	 8
17
20-5/B
20-5/8
20-5 'B
21-1/4
6
1 6-3/4
6-3 4
7
ll-1/.
11-!/4
I1-1
	
4
11-114
3-1/B
^	 3-'.!8
3-1	 B
J-1/:
B-}/8
8-5/B
11-5r"
II-5/d
_'-5/8
-
2-	 8
-
?-5l8
t-3/4
1-3/4
1-3 4
1
1
1
2-5/8 - 2 1-1/4
oVS 13-1/2 Z3-7/B 17-I/4 1L 17 21-1/4 7 11-114 )-1/2 14-}/H - 2-5/8 2 1-1/4
^)^'
705
695
13-1/2
E33-1L
I3-1/2
21-il8
^!-7 8 -
?6-3/4
'	 17-1/4
!-1
	 4
20-1/4
I	 lU
!0
ll-1/4^
117-1/4
17-1	 4
!B-1/2
2[-1/4
1-:	 4
22-1/2
7-!/d
!-I
	 4
T-li4
11^-114
I1-^
tl-1/4
3-1/2
3-1	 2
4-E18
11-5%8
14-SL
14-5/d
2-5/8
-
I	 -
^-5L_
2-518
2
- 2_	 __
'
1-1/4
I-L	 4
-	 ^ I-!/49 5 lJ-1 _
16-3/4
16-s/C__
:!-:'/.
?II-1
	 4
^ 10-I/4
I1-1
	
4 i
ll-I/4
18-1	 2
IB-3/4
22-1	 2
22-1/2
_1-1L_
7-1/2
_ll-!14{	 Il-l;a ^4-1 H4-t/H 17-SL_14-5/B 2- 518_'- - 2 ^	 1-1	 477ti ^-S/H L-1/4
UOS 16-^/ri_
16-3%»
16-3/4
19-3/4
' -J 4
31-1 /8
311	 8
r)-314
X20-1 4
^	 23-1/4
Zl-1 4
26-114
Il^^l	 4 !
111•-114
l:-1/4
i2-318
18-3 4
°1
21
2[-1l8
22-1
22-t/2
22-1
	 2
23-5/8
7-1
	
2
9-3/4
9-3l4
9-3/G
Ll-1
	
4
11-1/4
ll-1	 4 -
1l-1 /4
4-	 8
4-116
^4=1/H
4-5/H
li-5 8
14-^/8
2J-i 8
23-}/A T2
^	 2- -
-
I
-i	 -^/H
-
2-5/l:
2-5/8
-
2
2-1/:
2-I	 ?
l-I	 4
1-1/2
I-I	 2
4lS
1265
1685
^-ll1 1-1/2
1865 19-3/4 33-3/ ,i 26-J/4 l2-J/'8 22-I/8 2w-.518 9-):4 12-I/4 14-i/8 13-5/8 2-5/8 - 2-112 1-112
175 19-314 J3-3/4 26-1/4 1 12-3/6 22-1/B 23-5/8 9-3l4 ]L-1/4 4-5:9 17-5/H 2-5/8 - 2-112 1-1/2
75 193/4 33-3/4 '6-1. /4	 _ _I_2-3/B ?2-1/B 24-5/8 y-i/4 12-114 4-5/8 1'-5/8
_2_5!8_ - 2-1/2 1-1/2
l3-ll4
^
23 25-1r2 9-J/4 12-1/4 2-1/2 I-1/21815 19-3/4 39-3/H 32-1%4 5-I%a ^ z3-5/8 2-5/8
_	
^
?105 19- 3/4 39-3/8 1?-1/4 17-1/4 ?3 ^	 25-i/2 9-3/4 1Z- 1/y -1/a_5 .'	 ?2-1/8 2-5/B 2-112 1-1/2
24-1/2
_
26 ^ !l-1/4 12-3/4 5-1/b?D 75 25-1/4 39-3/A -?3t-1%4 Li-1/4 z3-5/9 2-5/B ^-1/2 1-1/Z
2605 25-I/4 39-318 3z-1 4 13-1	 4 24-1	 2 26	
__ 11-1/4 12-3 /4 -I/B, 5 '12-1/8 -
--^^--
2-5/8 2-1/2 1-1
	 2
32U	 6	 '^. z5-l!4 52-1/8 32-I/4 13-314 25 26-1/Z Il-1!4 12-314 r3/8 22-1;8 -Z-S/8 2-112 1-1l2
'43 6	 J 7S 25-114 52-118 32-E/4 1}-3/4 25 26_112 11-114 ]2-314 5-3/8 23-Si8 2-518 1 2-112 1-1/2
gLPKOU L P^ ^ ^ P00^^
i^R,IGIIV A
TABLE 2- Capacities. High Capacity, High Out-
let Temperature Hot Water Units
Conditions: 200 entering water, 60' entering air,
2D wafer temperature drop.
br lF ^
•JL Moir.
20-W2 10 500 31.5 90._7 1050 1/25
36-W2 27, 200 514 108.8 155 0 1120
42 -W2 27	 -00
43,100
_ 530
755
tOe.f
112.6
IS_50
1550
I/20
60-W2 1/20
70•W2 49.500 1004 105.4 IS50 I/8
90•W2
_
66,200 _1162 112.5 1550 I/9
100-W2 73 .000 1427 107.2 1550 1/8
126 ^W2 97 .100 Ifi61 _113.9 Il00
_
t/ 6
168-W2 129,800 2267 11 2 B 1100 1/6
186^W2 140.500 2690 108.1 1100 t/4
230-W2 1_87,50_0 3200 114.0 1100 Ir4
260•W2 207,400 3_9 33 1 08.6 1100 I/2
320^W2 266 2_00 4 35 G 116.4 IIOD I/2
354-W2 298 X 04 552A 169.7 If00 12
161
SHEET
	
OF	 SALES ORI]ER NO.
^R^il1^' MODl;i. S H©Rl^ONTA^ UNIT HEATER	 SUBMITTAL DATA
TA©L^ ^—Steam and Hut Wetar Eagaciti5s^ Lbw OutEat Temguratura
[By-P85a} Emits.
19-52 19,306 396 106 1056 1/25
3E•S 96,400 635 164 9,806 1.61 74.2 1550 1/20
45.5 45,800 897 107 25,000 2.58 85.7 1550 1/20
63-5 53,300 1090 105 28,900 2.98 84.4 [556 1!B
G9=5 69,400 1335 f06 b1,800 4.31 88.8 t550 1/8
77•S 7<.800 1510 167 47,000 4 84 68.7 [550 1/8
91 -5 91,Od7 1740 IaB 60.600 8,25 92.1 [100 1!fi
187.5 125,800 2x40 166 79,800 8.23 90.2 1106 i/G
137=5 135,800 2700 E07 86,!00 9.OB 90.1 1100 1/4
I81•S 180,700 3392 169 134,300 13.84 96.5 1106 I/4
207•$ 206,960 4afi0 107 153.166 15.77 94.8 If00 1/2
-283.5 238.706 4607 108 179.300 18.48 95.9 1106 i/2
278•S 272 200 5544 105 207.800 21.41 93.9 1100 1/2
PR I FlTE p &Y PRODUCT 10^! 5ERV I CES - l.A CROSSE	 K. !.. C.
^^`•	 i G2. 	 ,
_,
_{
r
Pages I63 thr^x I7 Z have Keen deleted dne to copyrighted inforxnatian.
Contact Be].I &Gossett Cornpnay, 8200 N. Austin Avenue, ZY£arton Grove,
II^.n^is 60053, for infarrna.tion on Th,ermaflo indicators and the installation
and operating instructions.	 '
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DIFFERENTIAL FAN/Pl1MP CGNTr^OL	 ^ t^i5 -IT)k
	
FOR SPACE HEATINi. SYSTEM r
	
RS 1O6
Tl^e spare heating application, using the
RS'06, provides fan or pump control
based an the temperature differ^nce
between the solar collector and the
rock or water storage. The RS106 has
an adequate dead-band between the turn-
on and turn-cff temperature differentials
to prevent cycling of the circulating fan
or puma. This dead band eliminates the
need for time-delays.
SPECIFICAI - IONS RS106:
Input: 120 VAC
Standard Output:
SPDT Relay rated at 10 ems.
1 /3 hp at 120 VAC
112 hp at 240 VAC
Relay contacts make when r]T on =
7{ccllectorl — T (storage)
	
% 20° ± 3°F
flelay contacts break when Toff =
Tlcollectorl —T (storage) <3° 	 *1°F
Housed in standard NEMA box to assure
compatibility with standard electrical
trade hardware.
The RS106 has adequate room in the
bottom, high-voltage compartment for
mounting a contactor to control horse-
power rated fans and pumps.
Optional Outputs:
2PDT relay, 10 amp per contact.
3PDT relay, 10 amp per tontact.
h5 iO4
The RS104 in addition to operating the
collector pump has an additional out-
put control relay circuit. This circuit
(relay 61 is activated when the collector
approaches freezing and can control
drain-down valves in an anti-freeze mode.
The RS104 relay 8 circuit may also be
used to switch from solar storage to
auxiliary back-up when the solar energy
i^ depleted. For this mode of operation
relay B is set to activate at a preset
temperature (customer•supplied) in the
order of 100°F. The version of the
cuntrol is identified as the RS-104SK.
Relay B contacts made when:
Tan = T{collector) = 37° ±1°F
Relay B contacts break when:
T off - TlcallPCtarl = 41° ±1°F
f\ ^ 8	 $'r SEN90FZ3
C
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DIFFERENTIAL THERMOSTAT INSTALLATION DRAWING
RS 500-1 SINGLE OUTPUT ;Rev. A)
FLAT P1_ATF_ COLLECTOR 5;=NSOfi WIRING CLASS 2
'4	 ^	 .- COLLECTOR SENSOR	 12 VDC'/s AMP
I
----^-
J ^
	 f--
i ^ _	 'r^ 
FTTHTiRD 
POIRT
PLUMBING
LINES
TQ
HOT WATER
HEATER
STORAGE COLLECTOR
aFF
AUTO ^ ON
RS 500
PUMP CONTROL SWITCF!
AUTO -Thermostat
Contrds Pump
OFF -Manual Contrnis
Pump Off
ON -Manual Contrds
Pump On
r ^^
NOTICE:
ALL ELECTRICAL POWER TO THE SYSTEM MUST BE
PLUMBING REMOVED BEFORE ANY HIGH VOLTAGE WIRING
LINES	 CONNECTIONS ARE MADE. THE AUTO/OFF/ON SWITCH
^.
DISCONNECTS THE LOAD FROM 115VAC POWER ONLY.
rP
STORAGE
TAN K
INLET CITY WATER
O O Z	 Y wJ J W	 (,) ^J
w
J
w
W
^	 ,aJ ^} } ^	 m
G rd.
PUMP
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STORAuECENSORI
	
O	
-rt
T FITTING WITH	 ^
'r4" THIRD PORT.
__.	
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PUMP MOTORS (YELLOW OUTPUT)
500 P	 SHADED PDLE1114 HP	 OR PERh1A!^ENT ^`PROPORTIONAL
	 CAPACiTDR
5005	 1/14 HP	 ANYON /OFF
PUMP WIRFNG 170 VAG 3 AMPS
LIGHT IND CATOI
PUMP LIGH T
DFF OFF
PROPDRTIONAL PULSING
SPEED DN
,,,,..,,,.^ ,^. 0 N	 1 D N	 _.^._
120 VAC
3.5 AMPS
IUARNING:
ALL rIELD WIRING
MUST BE RATED
AT 90°C MIN .
500-4001 REV. A
f
^r._	 r:^ .
^^^ '^
^	 TEMPERATURE vs. RESISTLrNCE RHO SiGM^
SPECIFICATIONS
	
SENSORS
HESIST. RESIST. gESIST.
F "C E^IV. ^F °C FQIV. °F °C EOIV.
32 0.0 32654. 106 41.1 5093. 1BD 92.2 1170.
34 1.1 30859. 108 42.2 4873. 192 83.3 1128.
36 2,2 29174. I10 43.3 46fi3. 184 84.4 1090.
38 3.3 27592. 112 44.4 4464, 186 85.fi 1053.
40 4.4 26105. 114 45.6 4274. 198 86.7 1017.
42 5.6 24709. 116 46.7 4093. 190 87.8 982.
44 6.7 23395. 118 47.8 3921. 192 88.9 949.
4fi 7.8 22160. 120 48,9 3758. 194 90.0 917.
48 8.9 20998. 122 50.0 3602 196 91.1 686.
50 10.0 19903, 124 51.1 3453. 198 92.2 857.
52 11.1 18873. 126 62.2 3312. 200 93.3 928.
54 12.2 17903. 128 53.3 3177. 207. 94.4 801.
66 13.3 )6988, 130 54.4 3048. 204 95.6 775.
58 14.4 16126. 132 55.6 2925. 206 9fi.7 749.
60 15.6 1533. 134 56.7 2806. 208 97.8 725.
_	 62 16.7 1454fi. 136 57 8 2697. 210 98.9 102.
64 17 8 13822 138 58 9 2590. 212 100.0 679.
66 18.9 t3139 140 60 f1 2488. 214 101.1 fi58.
68 20.0 12493. 142 61	 1 2391, 216 102.2 637.
70 21- I 11883 144 62.2 2298. 218 103.3 617.
72 22 2 11307. 146 63.3 2209, 220 104.4 597
14 23 3 10762. 148 64.4 2124. 222 105.6 579.
76 24A 10247 15U fi5.6 2043. 224 106.7 561.
78 25.6 9760. 152 66,7 1966. 226 1D7.8 543.
80 26.7 9298. 154 67.8 1891. 228 108.9 527.
82 ?7 8 4862. 156 68.9 1820 230 110.0 511,
84 26.9 8448. 158 70.0 1753. 232 111.1 495
86 30.0 8056. 160 ]1.1 1688. 234 112.2 480.
88 31	 I	 ^ 7685. 162 72.2 1626. 236 )13.3 466.
90 32.2 7333. 164 73.3 1566. 238 114.4 452
92 33.3 6999. 166 74 4 1509. 240 115.6 438-
94 34.4 6E83 168 15.6 1454. 242 116.7 425.
96 35.6 6382. 170 76.7 1402. 244 117.8 413.
98 36.7 fi097. 172 77 B 1351. 246 118.9 401.
1 DO 37.8 5827. 174 78 9 1303. 248 120.0 399.
102 38.9 5570. 17G 80.0 1257. 250 121.1 378.
104 40.0 5326. 178 81.1 1213.
Accuracy ut sensors is ^ 4 C over ranye or 0'-70 `C hAaximum opera[ing temperature is 220"C 1428"F I. Sensors
having tighter [olerances are available.
11922 VALERIO STREET • NO. HOLLYWOOD, CA. 91806	 12131 9B2-11100
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SNG ^^	 PROPORTIONAE^ PUMP CONTRO!_	 ^^
OUTPUT	 FOR ©OME.,TIC WATER HEATING
The domestic water heating application of the
85500 provides proportional pump motor
speed control based on the temperature
difference between the solar collectors and
the storage tank. This proportionak pump
control increases solar energy collection
efficiency by 6-8%during winter, cloudy days
and other periods of marginal solar intensity
when maximum efficiency is important. 1 he
R55DD is designed to contro! permanent-
capacitorand shadad•pole motors. The control
sesnes very small temperature differentials
and modulates the pump speed in response
to the small changes in the temperature
differential between the collectors and the
storage.
Power delivered to the pump by the all-solid-
state circuitry is switched an and off at zero
crossover, thus eliminating bothersome line
noise. The power delivered to the pump
reaches full line voltage on each cycle, thus
assuring full torque even at inw speeds.
Proportional controls should be used in
systems where the pump is required to over-
come only line friction. Proportional controls
are not recommended for use in drain-hack
systems in which the solar collectors drain
when the pump shuts off. In such systems,
the pump may not receive enough power in
the proportional mode to overcame the high
initial static heat!.
Standard features:
al pulsing indicator light indicates lump
speed.
b)switch meets local electrical code require-
ments for pump power disconnect switch
when control is located within 5 feet of
pump,
c)eliminates the Head for balance valves and
circuit setters.
SPECIFICATIDl1l5 RS500 . 4 5ERIE5:;
input: 11D VAC, 50-60 Hz
Output: 11DVAC, i/12 hp
Optional configurations available for 22D VAC,
50 .60 Hx,
RS500-1P
Minimum Fiow: L1T = 3° ±1°F
Full Flaw:	 DT = 12° ±1°F
RS500-'!PH
Same propor#i pnal flow control charecteristis
of RS500 -iP with additional high temperature
detection circuit to shut-off pump when
storage tank approaches ercessive tempera-
tures- Standard shut-off temperture is i44°F.
Other shut-off temperatures may be specified.
When specifying other turnoff temperatures,
consideration should he given to temperature
stratification between the bottom of the tank
v^rl;ere sensor is installed and top of tank where
delivered water is located.
^^ Nt3"C ^ :.
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Rssao-1PH1_
Same characteristicsasRS50D-0PH
with addition of anti-freeze cir-
cuit to turn pump full on when
collector approaches freezing.
Anti-freeze circuit overrides all
other control commands and
turns pump full on at 37°F until
cal lector temperature roaches 44°F.
All Rho Sigma controls operate
high temperature cut•o#f and low
temperature start functions from
the primary collector and storage
sensor. Thus no extra sensors are
required, greatly reducing instal-
lation time and cost.
Tha following are same of the
permanent capacitor and shaded-
-pole pumps which have bean
tested and found to perform wolf
with the RS500: Taco 007, All
Grundfos models, March 82188
and 809, Teel 1P761 and 1P760,
5unstrand LA4302.
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P ^ PROPORTIONAL CONTROL w/DUAL OUTPUTS RS50aDOMESTIC WATER HEATING	 ^JUALUTPUTS
This application of the R5500 provides RS500-1FHL-2L can break power to the
proportional pump control identical to drain	 valves	 on	 approach	 of	 low
that	 provided	 by	 the	 RS500-1	 series. temperature	 conditions.	 When	 the
control removes power from B and C,
Additional control capability to operate they close, preventing city water from
solenoid	 valves	 to	 drain	 the	 collector . reaching	 the collector. Simultaneously,
'	 array is provided by the second output. valve A opens and drains the system.
With	 normally	 closed valves
	
at	 points This drain-down action also takes place
B znd C and a normally open valve at in the case of primary power failure to
mint
	
A ,
	the
	
second	 output	 of	 the the sytem, e.g., ice storm.
`'^ ^t).'	 -" ^ j^ ^'^ rI'v^tilJl^db
R^PROnvc^^^,Y h
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INTEGRATED SOLAR/CONVENTIONAL
HEATING SYSTEM CONTROL
The application of the RS360 to con-
ventional and solar heating systems pro-
vides inteyr aced control of the solar
heating system and the conventional
heating system. The RS360 provides
the followincl control functions:
1) Pump J activated when solar collect-
ors are hotter than large storage
tank:
2) Pump K activated when large storage
tank is hotter than domestic water
tank;
3) Pump L activated when room ther-
mostat calls for heat and storage tank
is hot enough to heat the living
space; and
41 Furnace activated when room ther-
mostat calls for heat and storage
tank is too cold [o heat the living
space-
Pur^^ps J and K are switched on ai 20°F
differentials and arc switched off on
3°F differentials. The call for heat from
the room thermostat is switched to the
storage tank when its temperature is
af^ove 100 = F. The call for heat is switched
to the fw •naee when the solar storage
tank drops below 105^F.
All contacts in the RS360 are SPDT and
are rated at 10 amps.
178
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P ^	 AUTOMATIC VALVE CONTROL	 Rs 1^0FOR POOL AND SPA SOLAR HEATING
The pool heating application of the
RS260 provides automatic solar system
control based on the temperature dif-
Terence between the solar collectors and
the pool water. The RS260 provides the
additional control capability of shutting
off the solar heater when the pool water
aches a temperature threshold which
is customer-adjustable over the range of
55°-115°F. The control is designed to
regulate normally open or normally
closed valves located as shown. The
f3S260 can also simultaneously control
a second valve (either NQ or NC)
located in [he supply line or the return
line of the collector array.
Relatively lower temperature differences
betoveen collector and pool water,
resulting from use of unglazed or plastic
collectors and relatively high flow rates,
makes the selection and location of
sensors more important in pool appli-
cations than in domestic water applica-
lions. The SF sensor is designed to
simulate the important features of
plastic or unglazed metal collectors
under varying solar and wind conditions.
The SP sensor is recommended for
sensing the pool water temperature.
The RS260 is housed in a raintight
NEMA enclosure designed for outdoors
mounting. It is designed for easy retrofit
wiring to the load side of the existing
pump timer.
SPECIFICATIONS RS260:
Input: 110 VAC or 220 VAC
(Specify as required)
Output to valves: 24 VAC, 30VA, SPDT
Range of Customer-adjustable thermo-
static rontrol: 55°F-115°F
Control points: =^ Ton = 7°F;
o Toff = 3°F
REPRt)DLI^'Lt^ILiiYry POOR;;
,,,,sr,T^^, n ^ . PAI^F
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RS 28O	 DIFFERENTIAL PUMP CONTROL	 ^ I^FOR POOL AND SPA SOLAFt HEATING
The RS280 provides control capability
for direct switching of pumps in solar
systems used in heating large pools. Use
of auxiliary pumps rather than valves
io circulate water through the solar
panels is recommended in systems
having filter lines of 2'/^" diameter. In
such systems, the cost of booster pumps
is generally less than the cost of valves.
The RS280 activates the polar circulating
pump when the solar sensor is 7=F
hotter than the pool water. The control
turns off the pump when the tempera-
ture differences decreases to 3°F. A
customer-adjustable thermostatic control
is a standard feature of the unit and is
designed to shut off the solar system to
prevent over-heating of the pool.
The RS280 is housed in a raintight NEMA
enclosure designed for outdoors
mounting. It is designed for easy retrofit
v^^iring to the load side of the existing
pump timer.
SPECIFICATIONS f;S280:
Input: 110 VAC or 220 VAC
4Specify as required)
Output: 2POT relay rated at 15 amps.
Sensor voltage: less than 5.6 Vdc
Range of customer-adjustable thermo-
static control: 55°F — 1 15°F
Control points: G T on =- 7°F;
G Toff = 3°F
1 ti U
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SENSORS
Selection and installation of sensors are two
of the most important factors affecting the
operation of the solar system. Sensors must
be located whit adequate consideration to
assure accurate sensing of the key portions of
the solar system. They must be properly
insulated !excepting the SF sensor when with
unglazed collectors) to assure that they are
not influenced by the ambient temperature.
All Rho Sigma sensors are electrically identi•
cal and are designed to withstand stagnation
temperatures of solar collectors approaching
420°F. Two and only two sensors are required
with each differential thermostat.
The SA Sensor is the temperature sensing
element encased in epoxy.
The ST Sensor has a copper housing with a
hole punched in it for bolting directly to the
collector plate or suspending inside air ducts.
Alternatively, a radiator hose pipe clamp may
be used to secure the rugged sensor to the
surface of a pipe. Or it may be slipped inside
the insulation of the storage tank.
The SF Sensor is a 1 "x1 "x2", sandblasted
and bfack^anodized aluminum sensor designed
for use with unglazed solar collectors or in
high flow rate, low .^T systems. The screw
provided with the sensor may be used to
rttount the sensor near the collector where it
will sense the temperatre and availability of
solar energy at the coliertor. Designed
primarily for all use with the RS260 and
RS280.
?^^ SPT-XX Sensor has a probe at the end of
its .: ' pipe threads. The temperature sensing
element is at the tip of the all brass sensor.
It is designed primarily for insertion into
tanks to obtain the most accurate measuro•
ment of the fluid or air temperature inside.
Standard probe lengths are 1%", 3", 4%",
6", 12", and 24".
^^ 1 ^^ SA
^^,^ 5TH
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The SP Sensor is epoxied into a rugged brass
housing with standard 'h" pipe threads for
easy instailat^on into standard plumbing
fixtures.
The SPR Sensor may be screwed into the end
of a pips which may be inserted mto the top
of a deep tank. Wires run inside of the pipe [o
the control. Provides accurate sensing of
temperature at the bottom of deep tanks.
Sensors having a temperature ran5a extending
400°C are available.
Rico Sigma lnc.
11922 Valerio Street
!North Hollywood, Ca. 91605
TO:t	 kLPRUDUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE I,S POOR
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TEMPERATURE
CONTROLLERS
THF. T675 AND T678 TEMPERATURE CON-
TROLLERSREGULATE THE TEMPERATURE
OF AIR OR LIQUIDS IN DUCTS, PIPES,
AND TANKS. TYPICAL USES INCLUDE
CONTROL OF DAMPERS AND VALVES II1
HEATING, COOLING, OR HEATING-000L-
ING SYSTEMS.
rJ' T675A High Limit Controller makes a
circuit on a rise in temperature.
q 'C675B Low Limit Controller makes a
circuit on a decrease in to;nperature.
p T678A Low Limit Controller makes two
independent circuits in sequence on a de-
crease in temperature.
q fiast response models with adjustable dif-
ferential available.
q Ambient temperature compensated.
q Setting knob on front.
q Sensing element may be mounted up to
20 feet from controller case.
T67^6
, r!	 ^
o^	 ©, ^
T675A,	 ^
T676A	 h
f.- -. •-
^___—
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^`	 T675A, T678A
^ ^ FAST RESPONSE
'C675A,B
T678A
Honeywell
E.S.	 FORM 60-2200 —1
NEY. 11 . 75	 ^	 RESIDENTIAL DIV.
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MODELS (also refer to Table I):
T675A Temperature Controller — spilt switching
to make or break a circuit on a temperature change;
fast response models operate approximately seven
times faster than standard models.
Tfi75B Law Limit Temperature Controller ---
breaks acircuit on a temperature fall; must be man-
ually reset.
T678A Temperature Controller—two spilt switches
operate two independent circuits in sequence; fast
response madeis operate approximately seven times
faster than standard models.
TABLE I
MNDOEL RANGE SWITCHINGTEMP.
Oto100Fa -15 to 35C 125 F
55 to 175 Fa/ I5 to 75 C 20D FT675A 80 to 180 F / 30 to 80 C 200 F spilt
160 to 260 F	 75 to 125 C 280 F
675Bb 30 to 50 F 125 F s st
OtolODFa -15 to 35C 125 F
55 to 175 Fa% 15 to 75 C 200 F
T678A 80to i80 F / 30 to 80 C 200 F two spilt
160to 260 F / 75 to 125 C 280 F
aAvailable with fast response sensing element.
bT675B scale is marked 30, 40, 50; set point is fac-
tory set and locked at 37 F.
SWITCH DIFFERENTIALS:
T675A—fixed differential models-1 F (.6 C);
adjustable models-3 to 10 F (1.7 to 5, 6 C);
fast response models-3.6 to I2 F {2 to 6.6 C).
Tfi75B—fixed ID F {5.6 C).
T678A—fixed 3 F per switch with adjustable inter-
stage 3 to 1D F (1.7 to 5.6 C);
models with 55 to 175 Fscale—fixed 3. & F (2 C)
per switch with adjustable interstage 3. 6 to 12 F
(2 to 6. S C).
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ELECTRICAL RATINGS:
T675A adjustable models and T678A:
X 20 v ac 240v ac
Fail Load 8 0 5. x` _
Locked Rotor 48.0 30. 6
T675A nonadjustable models, 	 125 va at 120/208/
244v ac.	 -
T675B 125 va at 240v ac pilot duty.
MAXIMUM AMBIENT QPERATING TEMPERATURE;
125 F.
NOTE: The maximum recommended ambient far the
Tfi75B, when used for [reeze-up protection, is
100 F. ^ ^ ambient of i25 F lowers the switchbreak
point about 1. ^ F.
BULB SIZE: i/2 x 4-3/18 inches for 0 to 100 F
models; 1/2 x 3-9/i6 inches for other scale ranges.
MAXIMUM BULB PRESSURE: 50 psig direct immer-
sion.
CAPILLARY LENGTH AND MATERIAL:
T675A, T678A standard response models-5 or 2D
foot copper, or 2D foot Monel or stainless steel.
T675A, T678A fast response models-5 foot copper
with the sensing portion of element 1-1/2 inch ilia. x
5 inches long (tailed 1/8 inch tubing)> The coil may
be stretched to approximately 10 inches.
Tfi75B-10 foot copper.
CAPILLARY HOLDER: Honeywell part 131524A in-
cluded with all fast response models.
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lg	 KNOCKOUT pOR 1/2.INCH
iG	 CONDUIT (ZI
DIMENSIONS: See Fig. !.
LISTING BODIES: Listed by Underwriters' Labora-
tories, Inc.
AccESSOxIES:
!. Separable immersion wails; short necked, 1/2
inchNPT, copper—order !l2622AA. Far additional in-
formation animmersion wells see Honeywell Tradeline
Catalog.
2. Pressure fitting rated at 50 psi water or 15 poi
alr—order 7617ABY. For additional information on
pressure fittings see lianeywell Tradellne Catalog.
3. Duct bulb holder 3!1260; also refer to Honeywell
Tradeline Catalog.
4, T-strap 105900 for strapping the bulb to a pipe,
5. Bag assembly 7617ABZwith bracket for mount-
ing the controller to fan tail units.
6, Calibration wrench 801534.
7. Bag assembly 7840HY with standoff bracket far
t' th	 t 11 t	 I t d d t
..^
moue ing a con ro er o an >.nsu a e uc .	 FiG. 1-A1MEN510NS ( IN INCHES) OF T675 ANf] T678 CON•
8, Q615A weatherproof enclosure. 	 TROI.LERS.
CAl1TIUM
1. Disepjtnect power:s>apply before ma^rlg wiriii^ connections to prevent electrical shack and equipment
damage.
2. Ipstal3.er must be a trained, experienced servlcaman.
3. Aiwa s conduct a thpraugh Chcfrkattt when installation is complete.
LOCATION AIVD MOUNTING
The controller may be installed in any convenient
position. Be sure to consider the length of the cap-
illary before mounting controller,
Install the sensing element where it is exposed to
the average temperature of the controlled medium.
T875A fast response models must use the capillary
holder furnished with the device. The sensing bulb
of standard models should be held in place with a bulb
holder, immersion well, ar pressure fittings. (See
Figs. 2-4.) 6harp bends or kinks in the capillary
tubing affect the efficiency of the controller and must
be avoided. Excess capillary should be carefully
coiled and left directly beneath the controller.
NOTE: When pressure fittings are used in areas of
vibration such as pipe lines, the bulb must be ade-
quately supported.
CIU. c^S31JLP f'i t,JLUCn I'V n lY1VVlVllltll7 .71:i16o11tl47 GLCIYl ClY 1.
	
SUL[i RETAENING CLAMP
	
^IMMERSI9N WELL
®	 N	 k^Vl
I35q
CAPILLARY
	 WELL SPUD
FIG. 3^fMMERSION WELL ASSEMBLY FOR MOUNTING S>=NS-
ING BULB.
NG
THRE
COAIPGSITlON
PACKING
($Llil—^
PLUG
^-- SLOTTED WASHERS
ASSEMBLE [ N PAIRS
THUS- [^^
NUT	 U	 1353
FIG. ^-CflMARi=55lON FITTING FOR PRESSURE TIGHT
MOUNTING OF SENSING ELEMENT.
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SET POINT
(ADJUSTABLE,
BUT 5ET AND
LOCKED Ai
37 F.V
CONTACT5BREAK
N07 E:
THE TEMPERATURE AF THE CONTROLLED
MEDIUM MUST DflIFT UPWAflpSTHROUGH
RESET DIFFERENTIAL BEFORE SWITCH
CAN p E MANUALLY RESET.
fi=:
..^ ^;
_.	 ^;
^^
WISING
Ali wiring must comply with local electrical codes
and ordinances.
1]tseontlegl: the pbwei sltppl^ heforl3 proceeding
'Wj^h ^V^^llg'+
Two knockouts far 1/2 inch conduit are provided,
qne at top and one at bottom of ease. Follow the
wiring inetructians furnished ^vith the heatingar Gaol-
ing system. Fig. 5 shows the switching action.
REPRODUCIBILITY OIl' Tai;.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POGR
	
RISE	 RISE
	
w	 w
^_
	
FALL	 FALL
	
R	 R
	
COM
	 COM
	 ^^^^
ON TEMPERATURE RISE, SWITCH ON RIGHT PROVIDES FIRST STEP '
SWITCHING] SWITCH ON LEFT PROVIDES SECOND STEP SWITCHING.
FIG. 6—T878A SWITCHING ACTION. T676R IS SIMILAR SUT
HA5 ONLY ONE 5PQT SNITCH. T6768 HAS ONE 5pST
SWITCH.
I575A
As the temperature of the controlled medium falls
below the set paint, less differential, the T675A
switches to make terminals R to B and energize a
normally closed solenoid valve to provide heat. In
coaling applications, the T675A makes terminal R to
W as the temperature rises above the set point and
energizes cooling equipment. FYg. 7 shows the
operation of the T675A.
TERMINAL SCREWS (31
}
^^ ^ ^
__
• . '
`-
rats	 T675A DIFFERENTIAL ADJUSTMENT
FIG. B—INTERNAL VIEW OF T&7SA SHOWING THE SWITCH
bIFFERENTiAL AbdUSTMENT WHEEL (APALICABLE
twar^>=LS1.
FREBZE-11P PROIt:CTION
When using the T675A (auto- 'recycling) for freeze-
up protection, the recommended set paint is 38 F plus
the switch differential.
example: SET POINT 38 F, plus 1 F (fixed differen-
tial model) equals an actual set paint of 38 F.
example: SET POINT 38 F, plus 3 F {adjustable dif•-
ferentiai model) equals an actual set point
of 41 F.
This ensures adequate safety factor 
€or freeze-•up
protection.
NOTE: The Tti75B is a manual reset device and is
specifically designed for freeze -up protection.
76758
Used as a law limit controller, the T675B interrupts
the operation of equipment if the temperature of the
controlled medium falls below a predetermined Iimit,
The device is reset manuallyafter a rise intempera-
ture of approximately 10 I'. The operation of T675B
is shown graphically in Fig. 8.
SE7 POINT ^	 R•W MAKES
ADJUSTABLE	 !	 R•B 6REAK
MANUALLY RESET
TO MAKE CONTACTS
RESET
AIFFERENTIAL
IOF
Q SWITCH DIFFERENTIAL	 9ADJUSTABLE 3•i0 F
d TO i2 F ON SS TO 175 F
MOpELS.
—___ ^^^__^^`_ R•WpREAKS
R•B MAKES
QI ALSO AVAILABLE WITH A FI%ED DIFFERENTIAL,
saes	 APPROXIMATELY 1 F.
FlG. 7—bIFFERENTIAL AbJUSTMENT RANGE OF T676R. 	 FIG. 8—bl>= FERENT[AL ADJUSTMENT RANGE OF T875R.
^'	 1.85
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T678A
When the temperature at the sensing bulb rises
above the setting of the controller, the switch on the
right completes a circuit between the R-W terminals
of that switch. Should the temperature continue to
rise through the preselected interstage differential of
the controller, the switch on the left will complete its
R-W circuit.
Conversely, on a temperature fall the switch on the
left provides first step switching. 1f the temperature
continues to fall, the switchnn the right completes its
R-B circuit to provide sequencing; of equipment.
EachT678has abetween-switch differential adjust-
ment. Make this adjustment by inserting a narrow
screwdriver into the rectangular hole in the chassis
(S°.e Fig. 9) and pushing the star wheel. At its maxi-
mum position, interstafre differential is 10 F. At
minimum position differential is 3 F. Adjust until
satisfactory operation is achieved.
LEFT SWITCH
^.	 RIGHT SNITCH
1
(
MC^FA^^
1" ".
T 57B BETWEEN SwITCr^
DIFFERENTIAL AD1US ItAEN7/ 	 t.IR
FIG. 9-INTERNAL VIEW OF T678A SHOWING THE BETWEEN
SWITCH DIFFERENTIAL AOJUSTMENT.
The T878A Temperature Controller may be adjusted
to give an interstage differential of three to ten degrees
above the set point. The set point adjustment dial
determines the temperature at which the right switch
operates. The operation of the left switch is adjust-
able from three to ten degrees above that point of
operation. An illustration depicting the operation of
the T678A is shown in Fig. 10.
R-w MAKES _
.---t -_R$BREAKS ^^__-__ ^-_-
LEFT SWITCH	 SwRCN DIFF
_ - ^__ R-B MAKES _-^ __-
R•w BREAKS
	
IJI
QtNTERSi AG£DIF FERENTIAL
]•10 F
SET POINT	 R•W MAKES
►p 1U5TMENT -	 i	 R-6 BREAKS	 t
- RIG/IT SWITCH	 SWITCH DIFF.
- __L_ R•B MAKES __^__-
-	 R•w BREAKS
NOTE:SWITCHES HAVE NOMINAL DIFFERENTIAL OF _ F.
R^W [ON1 ACTS OF RIGHT SWITCH MAKE AT SE1
POINT ON A TEMPERATURE RISE.
,n. THE INTERST AGE DIFFERENTIAL IS THE DIFFER-
ENCE BE TwEEN THE R•w MAKE OF THE RIGHT
SWITCH AND THE R^W MAKE OF THE LEFT SWITCH
l.la
FIG. 10- p IFFEREN'f1AL ADJUSTMENT RANG!' OF T678A.
All controllers are carefully tested and calibrated
at the factory under controlled conditions. If the con-
troller is not operating at a temperature correspond-
ing to the scale setting and differential setting, check
to see that the bulb senses the average temperature of
the medium controlled. If the temperature of the con-
trolledmedium is changing rapidly the differential will
appear wider than its setting.
For calibration, an accurate temperature reading
of the controlled medium n]ustbe taken. Place an ac-
curate thermometer near the bulb of the controller,
or refer to a thermometer that has been installed as
part of the system. if the bulb of the controller is in-
stalled in an inaccessible area, or it the controlled
medium is unstable, it should be removed and placed
in a controlled bath for accurate calibration.
T6T5A
These controllers are calibrated so that the dial
setting is the point at which the R-W switch contacts
make on a temperature rise. Measure the tempera-
ture at the bulb. Rotate the dial counterclockwise
>^1 from the lop of the scale, simulating a ten]per -
ature rise, until the R-W switch contacts make. Note
the dial reading. If it differs from the set point, cal-
ibrate the dial as follows:
1. Determine the number of degrees difference
between the set point and the point at which the con-
tacts make.
2. Remove the dial knob and slip the fingers of the
calibration wrench into the slots o€ the dial. Rotate
the dial until the fingers of the wrench drop into the
slots of the calibration nut under the dial. Note the
dial indication at this point. Turn the dial and the
calibration nut upor downsta ge the number of degrees
that the set point differs from the point at which the
contacts make (determined in step 1). For example,
move dial from 45 to 65 degrees fora 20 degree
change in calibration.
3. Check the calibration adjustment by moving the
dial up and down the scale while watching the contacts
make and break, If dial is still out of calibration,
repeat calibration procedure.
60-2200 -1
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These controllers are calibrated so that tha dial.
setting is the paint at ^^hich the switch contacts break
on a temperature fait. Measure the temperature at
the bulb. Rotate 'che dial clackwlse l`''^ from the
bottom of the scale to simulate a temperature fall un-
til the switch contacts break. Note the dzal reading.
If ii differs frnm the set point, follow the calibra-
tion procedure outlined for the Tfi76A.
T87$^,
These controllers axe calibrated sa that the non-
adjustable (right hand) switch makes on a temperature
rise and the adjustable {left hand) switch makes 3 to
YO ^ higher. The point at which the nonadjustable
switch makes represents the dial settin.^. Rotafie the
dial reading. Continue rotating the dial until the left
hand switch mares. The difference between the two
readings is the interstage differential. Z`he left hanri
switch must make at a lower reading than the right
hand switch. Adjust the differential if necessary.
Changing the differential may change the calibration.
Measure the temperature at the bulb. Rotate the
dial counterclockwise Jr1 from the top of the Scale
to simulate a temperature rise until the contacts of
fibs left hand switch make. Nnfie the reading.
If it differs from the set point, fallow the procedure
outlined far the T875A:
{
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heck the aperatien of the controller by raising and 	 of the air or liquid being controlled, Make sure that
lowering the set point through the temperature range 	 controlled equipment operates as infiended.
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THIS SERIES OF MAGNETICALLY OPERA-
TED DEFINITE PURPOSE CONTACTORS
PROVIDE LINE OR LOW VOLTAGE CON-
TROL OF MOTORS IN REFRIGERATION
AND AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT OR
OF NONINDUCTIVE ELECTRIC HEAT
LOADS.
q These t^vo, three, or four pole contactors
switch motors up to 50 amps full load and
resistive loads up to 60 amps.
q Provide up to three main poles with motor
rating or up to four main poles •Kith resistive
rating.
q Auxiliary poles are available on two and three
pole models to switch fans, pumps, or other
auxiliary loads.
q Main pole contacts are double break, bridge
type of silver cadmium oxide alloy. Auxiliary
pole contacts, made of fine silver, are bifurcated
for high contact reliability on low power
applications.
q Pressure lug or screw terminals with quick
connect or screw accessory terminals.
q Phenolic arc box with continuous barriers
that prevent phase to phase arcing.
q Shock sprirg minimizes contact bounce.
q Stabilizing lever pr' :. , ants armature rocking
and assures "kiss-free" (no burning contacts)
operation.
q Specially coated and welded magnet lamina-
lions minimize core and excitation loss.
E.S.	 EoRNI 71-92162
REV. 4 .72	 RESIDEfU71AL DIV.
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Tradeline models are selectedand packaged to provide ease of stocking, ease of handling, and maximum
. replacement value. Tradeline mndei specifications are the same ^s those of standard models except as
noted below:
	
TRADELINE• MODELS AVAILABLE: Rg214G, P,	 er mounting plate and screws, four double
	
84220(3, R8212G, R8214G,P, R8220I3Contactors.
	 quick connects for contact terminals, and two
	
R8214G,I? are availabIa w'.;li ar witlaout coil 	 single quick connects for coil terminals.(specify when ordering},	 Four pole models-- -bag assembly includes aII
TERMINALS;	 hardware Ifsted for three pole models and ln-
Cofl---screw terminals.
	 eludes hardware to convert fonrth pole from
	
Contact pores--pressure lug connectors; poles
	 a normally open fan pole, and normally closed
	
L1-T1 and L3-T3 have accessory screw
	 auxiliary pole.
terminals.
	
Auxiliary pale (four pale models)—i0 amp nar^
	 ADDITIONAL F>•; :x :.^tES:
	
molly open contacts with bifurcated surface 	 Tradeline bag assembly provides hardware for
for Iow-power loads. 	 terminal aptfons.
BAG ASSEMBLY INCLUDED:
	 Tradeline pack with crass reference label anti
	
Threepolemadels —bag assembly includes adapt 	 special instruction sheet.
SFANbARD MODELS
	
MODELS: Magnetically operated, definite purpose 	 TABLE II—MODEL SUFFIX LETTERSd
contactor series. Refer to Tables I-IV. 	 (25, 30, and 40 Amp Contactors)
^'
Table I	 Model Numbers
Table II
	 Model Suffix Letters
Table III
	
Contact Ratings
Table IV and V Contactor Coil Ratings
TABLE I—MODEL NUMBERS
MAIN
POLI~
INDUCTIVE
RATING
MODE La
WITHOUT
ENCLOSURE
WITH
ENCLOSURE
24
VOLT
COIL
LINE
VOLTAGE
COIL
24
VQLT
COIL
LINE
VOLTAGia
COIL
25 Amp 88210 84210 88211 84211
30 Amp 88212 842 2 88213 84213
Am R R 882 5 84215
50 Amp 88220 84220 88221 84221
"Determine appropriate suffix Ietter from Tables R
and III when ordering.
POLES AI3CDEFGH.IKbLMNP Rcgc
Main 2 22222333 4 2223 2 3 2
Fan 0 3. 0201010 0 0000 x 0 0
Aux. N.O. a 0 0000000 0 1211 1 0 0
Aux. N C.) 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 03.0 0 -0 1 0 0 0 0
aFor Iow voltage or law power (pilot duty) switching,
use auxiliary poles only.
b30 and 4D amp K models have resistive rating only.
25 amp K model has inductive and resistive ratings
on all poles.
°Resistive rating only on 25^ 30, and 40 amp models,
NOTE: Main polesplus normalIyopen auxiliary poles
cannot total more than 4.
d50 amp contactor suf#ix letters
Suffix A-2 main pales, na fan, and no auxiliary
pales.
Suffix B-3 main poles, no fan, and no auxfliary
poles.
frnntfnued an page 31
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WHEN ORDERING REFER 70 THE TRAOELINE CATALOG OR PRICE SHEETS FOR COMPLETE ORDERING SPECIFICATION
NUMBER; OR .. .
SPECIFY- ORbER FROM-
'I. MODEL NUMBER, INCLUD I NG SUFFIX LETTER. 1. YOUR USUAL SDUFtCE, OR.
SI'EC1FY TRAbELINE MObiL, IF DESIRED. 2. HONEYWELL
2. TYpE OF COIL TERMINALS ( INCLUDE VOLTAGE 1885 DOUGLAS DR1VE NORTH
RATINGI. . SPEC[FY TRADELINE R82'I gG ,P Ni1NNEAPOL15 ; 141Il^INESOTA .56422
WITHOUT COIL, IF DES { RED. {IN CANADA--HOl^IEYWELL CONTROLS LIMITED
3. TYPi_ OF CONTACT TERMINALS. 74EI ^LLESMERi: ROAD
4. TYPE OF ACCESSORY TERMINALS, IF OTHER THAN SCARBOROUGH, ONTAR101
STANdARD. iNTI=RNATIONAL SALES AN1^ SERV ICE OpFICES
b. NORMALLY OPEN AUXILIARY OR NORMALLY IN ALL FR[NCIPAI. CITIES OE='I^E WORLlI.
CL05ED AUX1LiA?.iY AND ACCESSORY TERMINALS,
IF DESIRED.
s. NAMEPLATE CONFIGURATION IF OTHER THAN REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
STANI]AAD. REFER TO FIGS: 3 AND 5. PAGE ^S POOP.^. INFORMATIaN ON HORIZONTAL MOUNTINta, IF QRIGINAL
DESIRED.
8. ACCESSORIES, IF DESIRED.
I89
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and edpper wire. For 25-30 amps--.sarety ter-
minals tvifih number 10 Finding head screw (for
	 ^^ ''.
number 8 wire or smaller} is standard. Pres-
sure connector is optional,
Accessary (en poles}:	 ^i
1/4 inch double quick connect is standard on pales
1 and 3 and is available on all poles. Number 6
	 ,.
Finding head screw terminal is aptionai on any
pole.
TABLE III-CONTACT RATINGS
RATING IN AMPERES
.	 TERMfNALS:
Coil:
Choice of 1/4 inch single or double quick connect
ar number 8 Finding-head screws.
Contact Poles:
Far 40-50 amp--Pressure lug connector is stand-
ard; 40 amp--for one number 4 wire or smaller;
50 amp--for one number 2 or smaller aluminum
MAIN POLES ^'AN POLES AUXILIARY POLES
(NORMALLY OPEN ONLY) {NORMALLY OPEN ONLY) {NORMALLY OPEN OR
NOMINAL LINE NORMALLY CLOSED)MOTOR RATING RESISTIVE MOTOR RATING RESISTIVE MOTOR RATING RESISTIVERATING VOLTS 3^ 3P OR 1y1 2P. RATING (PER-POLE) RATING (PER POLE) RATINGFULL LO SED FULL LOCKED FULL LOCKED(PER POLE) (PER POLE) {PER POLE)LOAD ROTOR LOAD ROTOR LOAD ROTOR
240 25 150 35a 15 90 15 10 6D 10
25 Amp 480 25 125 35 10 60 IO 5 30 5
600 25 100 35 ID 60 IO 5 30 5
240 30 I80 40a 15 90 15 IO 60 ID
30 Amp 480 30 1.50 4D 10 60 I0 5 30 5
fi00 30 120 40 10 60 1D 5 30 5
240 40 240 50a 15 9D 15 10 60 10
40 Amp a80 40 200 50 IO GO 10 5 3D 5
600 40 -160 50 10 60 10 5 30 5
277 50 300 60 - --- -. - _.
50 Amp 480 50 25D 60 - - - - -
600 50 200 60
a240 resistive rating also apply at 277v.
b25 and 30 amp model ratings are per pole. Two pole, 40 amp models have a per pole rating if used with loads
of 240v or less and lockedrotor rating of 180 amp or less. All o#her 40 amp models have 3^ 3P or 1^ 2P ratings.
r
TABLE IV--25, 30, AND 4D AMP CONTACTOR RATINGS; Coils are rated for 50/60 Fix, reference data is for
60 Fiz.
RATED
COIL
VOLT-
AGE
COLOR'
CODE
SEALED IN-US
VA
PICKUP VOLTAGEb DROP-OUT
VOLT-
AGE
ADMITTANCE a84210
88210
84212
88212
R42I4
88214VA AMPS WATTS OPEN CLOSED
24 Black 10.0 0.40 3.2 100 I3^1.6 13. 5^1. 5 14 t I. 5 8 0.178	 @ . 5	 f 0.0187	 Q.32	 f
120 Red 10.0 0.078 3.2 100 6310 6810 7110 51 O.OD7	 .51	 f O.OD065 @.33	 f
208 240 Green I1.5 0.048 4.0 II5 I20t15 127y15 I32^I5 92 0.002	 @.57 f 0.0002	 @.35	 f
277 Blue i0.0 0.033 3.2 100 16420 174120 180f20 I32 0.0013 @.52 f 0.00012 @.33	 f
480 Gre I0.0 0.0197 3.2 100 28535 30035 310*35 225 0.00044@.51 f 0.000041@.33	 f
500/600 Brown 10.0 0.0168 3.2 100 35540 37540 39040 240 0.00030@.51	 f O.00OD28@.32 	 f
TABLE V-50 AMP CONTACTOR COIL RATINGS:
RATED
COIL
VOLT-
AGE
COLOR
CODE
SEALED RUSH
VA
PICKUP
VOLTAGE b
R422D
88220
DROP
OUT
VOLT-
AGE
ADMITTANCEa
VA AMPS WATTS OPEN SEALED
24 Black 16.8 0.700 6. 5 158 15. 5f1. 5 12 0. 275	 0..54 pf D, D290	 0. 38 pf
I20 Red 17.6 0.	 4 6.6 66 7510 5 0.0115	 0.53	 f 0.	 0 23	 0.3	 f
208 240 Green 25.4 0. 108 9. 0 200 145f 15 105 0, 00346	 0. 57	 f D. OOD44
	
0.35	 f
277 Blue IB. 3 0.066 6. 9 164 185tI5 140 0. DD2I1	 @ 0. 57	 f 0.000238 @ 0. 38 pf
480 Gre 19.2 0.040 6. 5 176 314f20 235 0. 00075.	 0. 53 pf 0.0	 ^	 pf
500 600 Brown 22.2 0.037 7. 1 177 38030 275. O.00D49	 .'S	 pf 62	 0.32 pf
dAdmittance is the reciprocal of coil impedance. To find the coil current draw at any voltage, multiply the
admittance by the voltage; far instance at I8v with the armature open, I = (IS) (0. 178} T 3.2 amps.
bPickup va: 88210 - 32, 5 va, 88214 - 35 va, 88220 ^ 66 va.
71-92162
CONTACTS: Main contacts of silver cadmium alloy;
auxiliary contacts of fine silver.
MOUNTING MEANS: Screws through 2inC die cast
base that can be mounted in any position an a verti-
cal plane. Special models are available #or hori-
zontal mounting when "kiss-free" operation is de-
sired, Standard models may be mounted horizon-
tally for switching resistive loads. Fvr replacing
another contactor, see Replacement Guide.
SWITCH MOLDING: Electrical grade phonvlic.
OVER/NAMEPLATE: 40 and 5D amp models only.
DIMENSIONS: See Fig. 4.
ACCESSDRIES AND REPAIR PARTS {25, 3D, and 40
amp contactors):
1. Adapter plate 126870 that allows R8210 series to
replace R843, RB172 series {furnished with Tradeline
models).
2. All metal enclosure 129703A. See Fig. 1.
3. Contactor coils for replacement yr for contact-
ors R8214G, P ordered without coils.
REPLACE-
RATED MENTCOIL COLOR PART NUMBER COILVOLT- CODE AND TERMINALS ORDER
AGE NI3MBER
116616 -screw terminals 407413PF24 Black 116612-quiets connects
120 Red 166 7-screw terminals 4074BPG116613-quick connects
208/240 Green 116618 -screw terminals 4D 4BPH116614-quick connects --
277 Blue 116622-screw terminals116626- uick connects
48D Grey 116623 -screw terminals 407	 CB116627- uick connects
800 Brown i16B48-screw terminals 4074BWE116847-quick connects
4. Replacement or optional terminals (25, 30 and
40 amp contactors).
AESCRII^TIONa PART NO.
Heavy duty—replaces 4D amp
main	 oles. 4D7aBPF
Medium duty— replaces 25 and
30 amp main poles and 15 4074BPV
am	 fan poles.
Auxiliary-light duty— 0 amp
and low Voltage:
Normall o en 4074ACC
Normally closed 4D74BPD
aListed assemblies include power terminals and
movable contacts and springs.
ACCESSORY AND REPAIR PARTS FOR 5DAMP CON-
TACTORS
I. Adapter plate 3 .37397 far interchangoable mount-
ing with competitive models.
2. Ali metal enclosure 129703A.
3. Replacement coils.
RATED REPLACE-
COIL COLOR DART NUMBER MENT
VOLT- CODE AND TERMINALS COILORDERAGE NUMBER
24 Black 137226 -screw terminals 4074BVU13722D- uick connects ---
120 Red 137227 screw terminals BVV137221-quick connects ---
248/240 Green 137228-screw terminals 4074BVW137222-quick connects --
277 Blue 3 22 -screw terminals BVY137223- uick connects. ---
480 Grey 3723 -screw terminals 4BVZ137224- uick connects.
800 Brown 3 -screw terminals BW137225-quick connects —^
UNDERWRITERS' LABORATORFES, INC. COMPO-
NENT RECOGNISED: File E14480, Guide NL17X2
(magnetic motor controller models),
R4210 and R8210A-H, 3-N, P, Q
84211 and R8211A-H, J-N, P, Q
R42i2 and R8212A-H, d, L-N, P, Q
84213 and R8213A-H, J, L-N, P, Q
84214 and R8214A-H, J, L-N, P, Q
84215 and R8215A-H, J, L-N, P, Q
84220 and R8220A, B
84221 and R8221A, B
File E40514, Guide 1F,IIiMZ2 (magnetically operated
switch models)
84210 and 882108
84211 and 882118
84212 and R8212K, R
84213 and R8213K,R
84214 and RB214K,R
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MDEJ^1'fING
When replacing an old contactor, Follow the proce-
dure below. In new applications, choose a suitable
location an a vertical surface and omit steps 1 and 2.
CAl!'IIFJtV
bisconnect power supply before instailing to pre-
vent electrical shock and equipment damage.
1, bisconnect feadwfres from old contactor one at
a time, tagging them for correct reconnection.
2. Remove screws mounting old contactor to base
ar enclosure.
3. Mount the new contactor. Mounting hales of
these contactors will align with those .of most other
manufacturers. (To replaee Ra43 or 1'a8I72 contac-
tors, use adapter plate f288'IU.) See Replacement
Guide, page 9.
4. Connect leadwires to terminals.
WIRING
Ali wiring must comply with applfcable codes and
ordinances. Fallow wiring fnstructions supplied with
equipment being installed. Typical hookup diagrams
are shown in Figs. 5-7. Other models are similar,
refer to Table III for pole designations.
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Tradeline contactors are shipped with screwtermi-
nals far coil connections and pressure connectors fox
the contact terminals; contact poles LI-Tx and L3-T3
have accessory screw terminals. The auxiliary pole
L4--T4 on four pale models has 10 amp normally epen
contacts with a special shorting bar that has bifurcated
contacts for switching low power loads. Standard
models have terminals as specified when oxdering;
see options in Specifications section.
The following terminal options are possible using
the accessary paxts (order separately far standard
models; furnished in the contactor bag assembly for
Tradeline models).
CONTACT TERMINALS—Double quick connects {four
provided} may be added to accessory screw termi-
nals on contact pales Li-Tx and L3-T3, See Fig, 8,
^^OIL TERMINALS—Singl y quick connects (two pro-
vided)may be added to screw terminals on the con-
tactor coil ff desired. See Firg, 9.
PRESSURE-SCREW
coNNecroR —T-
CONNECT
NAL
2GG1
FIG. B-ATTACHING DOUBLE RUICKCDNNECTSTOCONTACT
SCREW TERMINALS.
SINGLE
QUICK CONNECT
F[G.9-ATTACHING SINGLE QUICK CONNECT TD COIL
SCREW TERMINALS,
AiF^L1ARY POLE—The auxiliary pole L4-T4 may
be adapted to the following,
A, x4 AMP NORMALLY CLOSED CONTACTS.
I. Remove the green spring, the shorting box
with bifurcated contacts, and the existing set
of stationary contacts from terminals L4 and
T4,
NOTE: T3se a Long nose pliers to remove the
spring and shorting bar. The shorting bar
must be turned slightly to remove. See
Flg. xo.
2. Turn contactor over and place shorting bar
in position as shown in Fig. x1.
3. Compress green spring and insert between
shorting bar andmoIded base of the contactor,
see Fig. :1, Make certain spring is firmly
pas itione d.
4. Turn contactor upright and place new station-
ary contacts from bag assembly over the tap
of the shorting bar. Make certain four
rounded points on bar make contact with the
stationary contacts. Firmly fasten each con-
tact with screw as Shawn in Fig. 12,
7x-szxsz
UV1.Oti^ilZ Q^f iHr
4L PAGE I,S POQ^
GREEN SPRING (UPTfl IS AMPJG
HEAVY
DUTY
CONTACTS
FIG. 10-U5E LONG NOSE AL1ER^, TO REMOVE SHORTING
BAR.
GREEN
SPRING
BIFURCATED
5HOATING
BAR	 Q
zea^
FIG. ii-WITH CONTACTOR HELD UPSIDE DOWN, REPLACE
SHORTING BAR AND SPRING.
B. 35 AMP NORMALLY OPEN CONTACTS far
switching fan or other load,
1. Remove the green spring and shorting bar
from contactor terminals L4-T4.
NOTE: Uselangnase pliers to romove spring
and shorting bar. Shorting bar must he
turned slightly to remove. (See Fig, I q . )
2. Insert new heavy duty bar {from hag assembly)
aver stationary contacts (Fig. 13).
3. Compress green spring and insert hettveen
bar andplastichase. Da nature orange spring
from hag assembly. Make certain sprang is
firmly positioned between the plastic and
metal boss.
C. HEAVY DUTY NORMALLY OPEN COIV'i'ACTS far
switching up to 5 q
 amp resistive load.
1. Remove //the grer:n spring and shorting bar
from contactor terminals L4-T4.
NOTE: Uselongnose pliers to remove spring
and shorting bar. Shorting bar must be
turned slightly to remove. (See Fig. I(l. )
2. Insert new heavy duty bar (from hagassembIy)
over stationary contacts. Make certain bar
contacts match stationary contacts.
3. Compress orange spring (from bag assembly)
and insert between bar and plastic base (Fig.
13). The orange spring must be used to eIim-
inate contact chatter under certain load con
ditians. Make certain spring is firmly
positioned.
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1 j...'.i
^ ^I
FICy . 72—AIfAGHl111Ci JIAIIUiVAtL 1' l;U1VIHL:1' curl 1VVrf-
MALLY CL05ED CONTACT AS5EM6lY. 	 FIG. 13,lN5TALLING HEAVY DUTV SHGRTING BAR.
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After the system installation And wiring are
completed, turn an the power supply. Actuate the
system eo ►npnnents through the contactor. Before
leaving the installation, observe system operation
through- at least one complete automatic cycle to
make aertain that tiie contactor operates properly
and that the safety controls break the control circuit
as required.
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F~sI~f^I.AC^M^Mi' GUIDE
TO REPLACE COMPETITIV> CONTACTORS
Mounting Bole arrangements on the R82-- series contactors will usually
permit direct replacement of the following models:
GENERAL ELZ~CTRIC:
Type CR153--20, 25, 30, and 40 amp (2, 3, and 4 pole) Fig, 14A.
Type SAAR-25 amp (2 pole}, Fig. 14 B.
R- I3-M
Type C-30--30 amp {Z, 3, and 4 pole}, Ffg, 14C.
(Catalog Numbers 10915! through 109155}
Type C-40-40 amp (2, 3, and 4 pole), Fig. 14C.
Type 85-25 amp (2 and 3 pale) Ffg. 14D.
'	 Type 80-25 amp (Z pole}, Fig. 141x.
Type 13G-30, 40 amp (2, 3, and 4 pole) Fig. 14C.
Type 154—Z5, 30, 40 amp {2 and 3 pole) Fig. 14D,
ARROW, HART, AND HEGI:MAN:
34300 Series-30 amp 2, 3, and 4 pole} Fig. 14J.
34400 5eries^--40 amp (2, 3, and 4 pole) Ffg. 14J.
Type "B" (32200 Series}--»25 amp {Z and 3 pole) Fig. 14G.
Type "B" (32400 Serfes}-30 and 40 amp (2, 3, and 4 pale) Ffg. 14F.
Type ACC _ 25, 3D, and 40 amp (2, 3, and 4 pole), Fig. 7.40.
CUTLER-HAMMER:
8580 Series-25, 30, and 40 amp (2, 3, and 4 pole}, Fig. 14H.
FURNAS
Type 41NA, NB-25 amp (Z, and 3 pole) Fig. 14L.
Type 41CB--20 amp {2, 3, and 4 pole) Fig. 14K.
Type 41DB--30 amp (2, 3, and 4 pole) Fig. 7.4K.
Type 41EB--40 amp {Z, 3, and 4 pole) Fig. 14K.
Type 42BC, CC, DC--20, 30, 40 amp (Z, 3, and 4 pole} Fig. 14Q.
Type 42BD, Gb-30, 40 amp (Z, 3, and 4 pole) Fig. 140.
RO^i7AN:	 .R
Type B-25, 30, and 40 amp (2, 3, and 4 pale), Fig. 14M.
Type EBC-25, 30, and 40 amp (2, 3, and 4 pole) Ffg. 140,
sQuARE D:
Type Y-30 amp (3 pose) Fig. 14N.
CLARK
Type A77-25, 30, and 40 amp (2 and 3 pole} Fig. 14P.
ELMWaL3D SIaNSORS:
Type 30D, E, F-25, 30, 40 amp {Z and 3 polo} Fig. 140.
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TO REPLACE HONEYWELL
CONTACTORS R443, R843
R4172, R8172
Use adapter plate 126870.
i^^ rY or ^^^^
^L ^AOE ^ PooR
^LszS^^ ^5 ^^ls^l5 V ^^
4. Remove contacthoIdingspring{s). 3, bisconnect wiringto the fixed
If movable contact is n. c. , it is	 contacts. Tag leads for prop-
necessary to first remove the	 er reconnection.
fixed contacts—see steps 3 and
4 next column.
`TO REPLACE COIL
1. Disconnect power supply.
2. Remove arc box cover.
3. Remove all tiviring connections
(line, load, coil).
4. Remove contactorfroin mounting
surface.
5. PIace contactor upside down on
fiat surface and remove the four
counter-sunkscrews in the base.
6. Lift base up; the nested magnet
lamination may come with it.
7. The coil can now be removed.
Note position of coil leads, then
replace with identical coil in
identical position.
TO REPLACE MOVABLE	 TO REPLACE FIXIID
'	 CONTACTS
	
CONTACTS
1. Disconnect power supply.	 1, Dfsconnect power supply
2. Remove arc box cover. 	 2. Remove arc box cover.
197
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TO RLPLAC^ MOV'ASLIa 	 ^	 TO R>;PLAC>v I'iXEI]	 ^	 TO R>aPLACE COILCONTACTS	 CONTACTS
4. Loosen	 screws)
	
fastening IMPORTAI47.'
contacts) to arc Box; loosen On models with open (not encap-
4. Remove and discard movahle^ until contact and screw can foe suIated) tails, two metal locators
contact{s).	 Replace	 with con- fisted out. are used.	 When an open coil is
tact{s) of correct rating, reassembled to the contactors,
the metal locators must be re-
placed exactly in their original
positions, or premature contact
5. Replace contact hvldingspring(s). 5. Replace with contact of tor- failure may result.	 If the re-
If movable contact is n. c. , also rect rating and screw down placement coil is the Fully en-
repIace the ffxed contacts. tightly. capsulated type, the locators are
not needed and can he discarded.
' A,	 With
	 magnet	 lamination	 held
nested in base, replace base an
6. Reconnect wiring, if necessary, 6. Reconnect wiring, then re- arc box.	 Fasten the four screws
then replace ar c box cover. place arc box cover. firmly.
8.	 Remount the contactor. 	 Recan^
nett all wiring and replace the
arc box cover.
7. Re-establish power	 and check 7. Re-establishpower and check 10.	 Re-establish power and check
operation of the contactor. operation of the contactor, operation of the contactor.
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Bulferin 841, NfMA Type 1 Enclosure w/Cover Removed
ENGINEERING DATA –
Maximum Contacl Ratings per Pole
Maximum
AC Voltage
Amperes Continuous
Carrying
Valt•Amperes
Make
—
Break Make Break50 or 6'3 H^. Current
120 60 6 ]D 1200 120
240 30 3 ]0 72D4 720
480 15 l.5 ]0 7200 120
60 r] 12 l.? ]0 7200 720
OPERATION –The Bulletin 841 is used in conjunction
tivith twa magnetic starters and two float or pressure
switches. One of the float or pressure switches is set to
operate when the demand is such that one motor ran
handle it. The other switch is set to operate when the
demand is so heavy that both motors are needed.
Control device "D1" (normal demand! alternately en-
ergizes one or the other motor each time it closes. When
control device "D2" (heavy demand ► closes, the idle mo-
tor is also started. This heavy demand switch can be omit
ted if not needed. The panels are designed for use with
pilot devices having two normally open contacts.
Automatic alternators are often used with starters
which have a "Hand-Off-Auto" selector switch in the
cover. This feature permits manual operation of each
motor.
Three-position selector switch units can be used for
selecting the type of automatic operation desired. One
position provides automatic alternate operation of each
motor; the other two positions select one or the other
motor for automatic operation by the first stage control
device "D1". This feature is useful when one motor is
disconnected from the line for maintenance or repairs.
*CAEITIDN: Before working on a pump, motor or
starter, open its disconnect slvitch –unless discon-
nected from the power circuit, a starter may pick-up
regarriless of the position of selector switch "S1".
MAINTENANCE –Periodic inspection is recommended
(monthly intervals are suggested initially, to be changed if
indicated by experience ► . Check for cleanliness, condition
of wiring connections and insulation, evidence of over•
heating, and condition (welding or excessive wean of
contacts, The armatures should operate freely.
REPAIRS –Control devices disassemble as depicted in
the illustration below. Additional consideration should be
given to the following techniques. Removal of at least one
side of the stationary contact blocks is necessary to re-
move the cross bar. Movable contacts are best removed by
pulling the contact sideways and upward. Removal of the
operating coil is achieved, by removing the cross bar and
the plunger screws and allowing the plunger to drop
down. The coil is then "free" to be pulled out from the
front. NDTE –when reassembling, the coil clamp MUST
BE replaced with its concave side up. In general, all com-
ponents should be carefully observed before removal and/
or disassembly to help assure proper replacement.
♦Coil
♦ Spring	 Clamp
8-26687 ^	
E - 14968.
♦ Bushing —`-`^	 ^^
8-11103 ^^	 1
^ Retaining Ring
A1.3964
♦ Included wirh Solenoid Assembly.
	Plunger	 seem y
♦ Screw Assemhly	 X•228438
* M-7939
t ^	 Operating Cail
	
^	 (See Tahle Back Page)
^Plungcr
Guide
F-19419 Solenoid Assembly (Less Coil)
,t X-464742
199
* Added or thangad since previous issue
Instructions 841-800—July, 1971
Supersedes Instruuions 841-800 ^afed June, 1965
^^ a^
Refer to Handy Catolog for
replacement ►erminal blocks.
..;i ,
..,.rr,
Ul1lRING I^lSTRLICTIDNS —Control Device "D1" is the
first stage control and provides automatic alternating
operation of both starters. Control device "D2" is the
second stage control which operates the stand-by starter
when the demand requires simultaneous operation of bath
starters. Disregard connections to control device "D2"
when it is not used.
Both starters will operate automatically, and alternate-
ly, when their respective "RANI]-OFF-AUTO" selector
switches are set in the "AUTO" position and selector
switch "51" is set fnr position "1-2".
When starter #1 ar starter #^2 is taken out of service,
selector switch "51" must be set in position correspond-
ing to remaining starter. The remaining starter will then be
operated by the first s#age control device "Di".
^tE;AlITION: Before worn ing on a pump, motor or
starter, open its disconnect switch —unless discon-
nected from the power circuit, a starter may pick-up
regardless of the position of selector switch "Si ".
Selector switch "S1" may be omitted but 'then
permanent connections must be made between duplex
panel terminals #7 & #8 and #5 & ; 9. Terminal ^i0 has
no external connections.
Starter =`2 will be operated only by control device
"D2" when selector switch "51" is not used and discon-
nect switch n1 is open. Panel terminals r^ and ^iD must
be jumpered, if starter r2 is required to be operated by
control device "D1".
For manual operation of either starter, the selector
switch must be set in the "HAND" position.
Wire terminate rr2 and ^B on the panel to the "AUTO"
position an the selector switches when "RAND-DFF•
AUTI:)" selector switches are used. Terminals #i on both
panel and starter are common to the "HAND" position on
the se[ectar switch for starter ^1; terminal ,^5 on panel
and #i on starter are common to the "RANT]" position
on the selector switch for starter #'2. The common fermi•
nal of the selector switch is then wired to terminal #3 on
the starter.
Terminals #2 and ^6 on the panel are wired to termi-
nal m3 of starter ^i and #^2 respectively when "HAND-
01= F-AUTO" selector switches are not desired.
STARTi=R X10.1
pP^RAT[PIIY L'DIl! S —
Valls Hertz ccUNumGcr
*hall hurranl *vall-Amperes
Inruslr Sealed Inrush Sealed
1111 25 4A05P .35 .149 39 12.4
110 60 4AOIP .99 ,177 149 19.5
124 64 pA86P 91 .163 149 19.6
114 54 .$7 .1$3 96 24.1
P4$ 64 4A!!3P .52 .494 !08 19.6
?.2D 25 4A11P .17 .454 38 11.9
22D G4 4AO6P .495 ,089 !49 19.6
244 60 OA83P 45 .48i 148 19 4
224 50 .43 .491 95 24,0
gq4 25 4A15P .489 .027 39 i1.9
4-04 G4 OAllP .248 .444 149 19.4
48p 64
pA2$8P
.227 .4-01 109 19.7
Aq4 50 .22 .0-06 97 24.2
554 25 OA24P 47i .422 39 12,1
654 60 4A16P _198 .435 149 19.3
640 64
4A8LP
i82 ,433 !49 19.6
554 54 ..173 .436 95 19.6
DF? p ERlI^G lNFDRMp'CilDi^ —• Your order cannot be
entered unless the #ollowing information is given: Part
number, description of part, the catalog number and series
letter of controller. This instruction sheet applies also to
these controllers when used on control apparatus listed
under other Bulletin numbers.
TYp ICAI. WIFilNG ll1ADRAM --• ISee applicable codes
and lawsl
4
.--^
-	 do Added ar ahanead sEncn prQVEous issua. 	
`2,1J^
1 .	 ^! ^ ^ w s^ u k e e '^tK	 A L:' ^. ^-	 ,^ 8 ^ ^ ^ 1, ^^	 ^^ ^ 11V^ P 1^ N^lf ,, s	 W i s c o ^ s # n w_ _.i: `:•7	
`^^^.L	 _^.	
_ ..
FAKES--	
^'
`^
ALL SIZES OF
^ for every air handling, power,
sewage, marine and industrial
applicatio ►^
^^w ^u^r^r^lv^i^^ ^a^,^^l^^G^s
9.
^.
^,
^.
$^
Adequate protection from surge pressures assured by Mercer
Joint construction using strongest fabrics compatible with
lightness.
Every Mercer Joint is finish coated with Hypalon to provide
protecton against acid fumes and ozone attack.
Mercer Joints assure exceptionally lar • g lice. They employ only
the finest grades of rubber. They neither crack nor fracture under
fepeated flexing. They have long life expectancy because of
materials and construction techniques.
Lightweight and can be inserted in the minimum of space. On
pipe sizes up to eight inches, only six inches face to face is
needed.
Mercer Joints are superior to metal, since they amid any prab
lems of electrolysis, corrosion or erosion. Require less space.
but provide more lateral movement.
6. Joints can be designed for W.P. up to tfi5 PSI on standard type
and hiyher on higher pressure grades. Vacuum ratings are up fo
30"depending on type.
^. Expansion Joints can be supplied tar a temperature r pngfi o1
—20 ° to +400 r F.
8. Mercer Joints are many times less expensive than broken pumps
and compressors, with resultant downtime.
9. No gaskets are required between flanges of Mercer Joints and
pipe flanges.
10. Insulate against vibratron and help prevent transmission of
sound along piping systems.
World 's iarvea! maker o! Rurber Expansion Joints
^Rf^ER RUUU^R ^o^ a^^Y
l36 Mercer 93trr^t, TrMton, N.J. Ot3B80 P. p . dox CN•90001
Tnlrphone: Bog-t3t17-1200
FSFPRESENTED BY:
RI^PI'ti0D^C1i'li .l i`i
C1RIGh AL P ^Lw x l'::^.r- ,
ZO1
^^
Can be Furnished with Filled ar Unfilled Arch
and Standard Control Units
^y
t,
`	 i
a
K
:;^-
	
^i,.,
•f ,
`^
^.^^.a:^.,
t
y1
^`t^lr
RB^i^ E^lPANSIOM d^INTS
r---L
-^"	 -^	 Sinsie arch---standard 125# drilling
-	 +- VAftl0:1S
	
and flanges sun;7lied with special 3^e "
^'	 ^	 EUS10h1ENS thick galvanized split steer retaining
A •	 —+---
^^	 ^	 FLANGE— rings
GALVAN12E0 Working Pressure to 150 PSIG art all sizes
shEr.	 Vacuum to 15"with Open Arch
Vacuum to 25"with Filled Arch
Another Expansion Joint of Mercer's Superior Ouality...FOR
HEAVY DUTY USE. Variety of Elastomer's aerrrlits multi- purpn^^
applications—A designed single arch with double arch movement,
within a single arch standard length.
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